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ABBREVIATIONS

I. Sacred Scripture

[The author has used the French Bible de Jerusalem throughout'
Thus I have decided to use the Ne?, Jerusalem Bible fot all scriptural
citations, except in a few cases where context or Bonaventure's use of the
Vulgate seemed to demand minor changes or the use of another translation'
- T.J

II. Works of Bonaventure
The Latin text is that of the Quaracchi edition: Opera orunia, 10 vol'

Apol. paup. - Apologia PauPerum.
Brevil. - Breviloquium'
Christus mag. - Sermo Christus unus omnium magister'
Comm. Eccl. - Commentarius in librum Ecclesiastes'

Comm.Jo. -CommentariusinEvangeliumJoannis'
Comm. Lc. - Commentarius in Evangelium Lucae'
Decem praec. - Collationes de decem praeceptis.
De donis - Collationes de Septem donis Spiritus Sancti'
VFest. - De quinque festivitatibus pueriJesu'
Hexaem. - Collationes in Flexaemeron
Itin. - Itinerarium mentis in Deum.
Leg. maj. - Legenda major sancti Francisci.
Leg. min. - Legenda minor sancti Francisci.
Lig. vit. - Lignum vitae.
)Oil/M"*or. - Epistola continens viginti quinque memorialia'
Tiin. - Quaestiones disputatae de mysterio Tiinitatis'
Perf. vitae - De perfectione vitae ad sorores'
Perf. ev. - Quaestiones disputatae de Perfectione evangelica'
Red. art. - De reductione artium ad theologiam'
Reg. anim. - De regime animae.
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- Sermo de regno Dei descripto in parabolis evangelicis.
- Quaestiones disputate de scientia Christi.

- Commentarius in I, II, III, IV librum Sententiarum.
- Sermones.
- Soliloquium de quatuor mentalibus exercitiis.
- De triplici via.

Reg. Dei
Sc. Chr.
I, [, UI,
W Sent
Serm.
Solil.
Ti'ipl. via

[Most of the time the author cites Bonaventure in Latin. For
citations from the hin., Leg. maj. and the Lig. aitae, I have used Ewert
Cousins's English translation. For citations &om tlre other works, I have
usedJos6 de Vinck's translation (with a few minor changes) when this exists
for the text in question. In one case I used a translation given in the Ornnibus
of Sources; all other translations of Bonaventure are my own.--:Tr.]

III. Other Franciscan Sources

[The standard abbreviations found in Greyfiars Reaiew have been
used.-Tr.l
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PREFACE

Tm sermon delivered Thursday, November 30, 1256, a serrnon whose

I subject was taken from the book ofJob 23:ll, Wstigia eius secatas est pes

-l-meus (My foot has followed his steps), Bonaventure, regent master of the
school of the Friars Minor in Paris, wonders how human beings can follow
the footsteps of the invisible God. God does not have a body except in the
person of the incarnate Word; but the incarnate Word himself has become
invisible since his resurrection; he has ascended to heaven and sits at the
right hand of the Father. All we can do is appeal to biblical figures and
metaphors, as though God had feet and members. But Christ, the eternal
Word, brightness of the Father's glory and figure of his substance, upholds
all things by his power, as we read in Hebrews l:3. Consequently we can
follow his footsteps. Peter tells us in his first letter, 2:21: Christus passas est
pro nobis, aobis relinquens exernplunt ut seqaaruini aestigia eias (Christ suffered
for us, leaving you an example that you should follow his footsteps). To
prove the authentic nature of evangelical poverty, Bonaventure had used this
text of Peter not long before as a foundation for his argument in one of the
Dispated Quexions on Eaangelical Perfeaion.

To follow Christ's footsteps is to follow Christ in person.
Bonaventure confirms this in his argument: "But on the cross he was totally
naked; as Jerome says to Hedybia: "Do you wish to be perfect and stand in
the first rank of dignity? Do as the aposdes did: sell everything you have and
give to the poor, then follow the Savior, and naked and solitary follow the
naked and solitary cross." And in another sermon for the Second Sunday
after Easter, commenting on the same text from the apostle Peter,
Bonaventure shows how glorious it is to follow the footsteps of Christ's
humanity and to imitate them by professing the tfuee vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience. To follow the person of Christ is to imitate his life
and his passion.

Perhaps Bonaventure had read one of t-[re sermons of Augustine,
recently discovered by Dom A. Wilmart, in which the Bishop of Hippo
reflects on Peter's vocation. The aposde was not a perfect disciple until the
Holy Spirit brought his faith to maturity. Although he had left everything to
follow the Lord, he denied him in the presence of a serving girl. But after
Pentecost, he followed him whom he no longer saw, for he was already
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living in the total presence of him whose call he had heard: Follow me.Why?
Augustine tells us: "The Lord left an example on earth; he left the gospel
there. He is with you in the gospel." What, then, does it mean to follow the
Lord? It means to imitate him. And how do we imitate him? Learn from rne

for I am rneek and hurnble of heart.

Whatever the case may be, Bonaventure, regent master of the
school of the Friars Minor, intended to answer a twofold need. The Church
had given the friars the mission of preaching and hearing confessions, and
Bonaventure was supposed to train his brothers for these two missions. But
there was another need: Bonaventure's Franciscan vocation, to which he
intended to remain faithful in his personal life and in his office of regent.
Francis of Assisi allowed him to teach just as he had allowed Brother
Anthony: "I am pleased that you teach sacred theology to the brothers as

long as you do not extinguish the spirit ofprayer and devotion during study
of this kind, as is contained in the Rule."

From these two needs derives the theology of the imitation of
Christ, which Fr. Ambroise Nguyen Van Si has made the subject of his
study. To follow Christ as Francis followed him is to imitate him' It is not
my intention to summarize this remarkable work. I would simply like to
stress how much the author has let himself be captivated by Bonaventure's
personality and influence. Theological study is at once reflection and
spiritual experience, and it is in this spirit that Fr. Ambroise has conducted
his inquiry. When he concludes, "Bonaventure's choice of doctrine derives
from his experience as a Franciscan," we are willing to believe him because
he has shown us how Bonaventure encountered and lived Christ, just as

Francis had encountered and lived him to the point of being totally
conformed to him in the stigmata. By imitating the uncreated Word as one
imitates an exemplar, we discover our capacity for God. And although the
identity between image and exemplar is not such that the two become one,
neither are tley so distinct as to be total strangers to one another. Our
desire for the fullness of God in the uncreated Word is achieved through
imitation of the incarnate Word in our daily life, especially the Word poor
and crucified. As Bonaventure says in the argument cited above: "Christ was
most inimitable according to his state on the cross." And in the disciple's
daily journey to the Father, the presence of the inspired Word-a presence
Augustine emphasizes in the case of the aposde Peter, although he does not
use this expression-is a mysterious indwelling emphasized by Bonaventure
in the prologue of the Breailoquiurn: "From [the Father], through his Son

Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit flows into our souls. By this Spirit, who
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apportions his gifu and allots to everyone according as he will, faith is given;
and through faith, we have Christ dwelling in our hearts."

It remains for us to use these gifts we have freely received and to
live them by imitating Jesus Christ completely. A careful reading of
Ambroise Nguyen Van Si's study invites us to do this and opens for us tlre
way' 

Jacques Guy Bougerol, o.F.M.
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The Theology of the Imitation of Christ
According to St. Bonaventure

Ambroise Nguyen Van Si, O.FJVI.

La th4ologie dr l'irnitation du Christ d'apris saint Bonaaenture

Rome: Edizioni Antonianum, l99l
Translated by Edward Hagman, O.F.M. Cap.

Introduction

A lthough the idea of God differs from one religion to another, one fact
A remains t-he same: human beings look upon their God or Divinity as

t Ia model for life to be attained, for human beings imitate God.
Imitation of God is the fundamental option of believers.

"Ib follow God" really means to decide to live for him. This
decision, which calls for personal commitrnent, involves the orientation of
one's whole being toward God. It is expressed in worship and habits of
behavior and originates in the mystical tension that leads human beings to
free themselves, as much as they can, from all obstacles to a life hidden in
God.'

Like other religions, Christianity is also an imitative religion.
Christians seek "to be perfect, just as [their] heavenly Father is perfect" (Mt
5:48). The Christian economy is thus an economy of mediations. Imitation

tSee. G. Van der Leeuw, La Religion dans son ess?nce et ses manifestations,
(Paris, 1970) +73-76,650-51; R. Girard, Des choses cacbies depuis lafondation dumande,
(Paris, 1978) ll-5 5, 307 -52.

1
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of God is not an immediate laying hold of God; it takes place by way of
mediations: the world, human history, the Church, the sacraments, etc.
These mediations, many and varied, find their raison d'|tre in the mediation
par excellence which is Christ.

St. Paul exhorts the Ephesians: "As God's dear children, take him as

your pattern, and follow Christ by loving as he loved you, giving himself up
for you" (Eph 5: 1-2). In our practice of the Christian faith, we imitate God
only by imitating Cfuist.'

I.
St. Bonaventure was not the first to deal with this question; other

medieval authors had done so also. The idea of imitation and the imitation
of Christ was in the air at the time. This current of ideas later brings us to
the famous work known as Tlte Irnitation of Chrix, sometimes attributed to
Thomas i Kempis, sometimes to Gerard Groote. But we must acknowledge
that imitation of Christ stands out as one of tlre most basic thernes in
Bonaventure's theology of the Incarnation. We could not understand or
appreciate the riches of the Seraphic Doctor's thought if we ignored this
leading idea in his mystical theology.

Although imitation of Christ has already been recognized as a key
concept in Bonaventure's theology, the theme has not been adequately
studied.

In the 1920s, Symphorien de Mons published a series of articles in
Etudu ftanciscaines sardyng the spiritual influence of St. Bonaventure on the
book, Tlte lrnitation of Cbrist. But this long and rather forced comparative
study was not very successful.'

In 1938, Valentin Breton published n opasculil'n entided De
l'imitation du Chrkt i l'6mle de S. Frangois. Like many of the author's odrer

'See III Sent, proemium (III,2). Valentin M. Breton, at the beginning of his
litde book, De I'imitation du Cbrist i. l'6cole de saint Frangois (p. 16), presupPoses
acceptance of the fact that "the law of Christianity is an imitation of Christ which
tends to conform the disciple to his Master, in order to unite him to God in the same
Christ."

'symphorien de Mons, "L'influence spirituelle de St. Bonaventure et
I'Imitation de J6sus-Christ," Etud.es Franciscaine 33 (1921) 36-77, 235-55,34+-59,
43 3 - 67 ; 3 + (t922) 23 -66, I 5 I -9 4; 3 5 (1923) 27 9 -3 00, I 5 6-8 L
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studies, this work, which offered a slmthesis of Franciscan mystical theology
in general, dealt only with St. Bonaventure.a

The same observation applies to I ruisteri di Cristo nella spiritualith
francescana, whose author, Marciano Ciccarelli, devoted his first part to
imitation of Christ in the Franciscan tradition.'

An important treatise on the imitation of Christ is that of Bonifatius
Strack, Cbristusleid im Christenleben: Ein Beitrag zur Theologie des Christlicben
Lebens nach deru bl. Bonaaentura. Published in 1960, this study presents
Bonaventure's Franciscan view of the Christian life, which consists
essentially in the imitation of Christ crucified as an act of participation in
the objective redemption accomplished on the Cross. Ti-ue to its tide, this
book deals only with imitation of the passion of Christ.o

Fifteen years later, Klaus Hemmerle published Theologie als
Nachfolge. Bonaaentura-ein Wegfiir heate.l This work came from a series of
classes given at the University of Freiburg during the second semester of
1974. The author tries to draw from the Seraphic Doctor's writings "some
ideas that are especially suitable for bringing us closer to him and enabling
us to discover in his thought a stimulus for modern thought" (p. 5). He sees
in Bonaventure's notion of following a new theological horizon for people
today.

By his tide, Theolog as Following, Hemmerle means two things: "On
the one hand, Bonaventure indicates the source from which theology draws
its meaning, method and validity; on the other hand, his theology helps us
not only to understand the faith, but also to translate it into life, into
following" (p. 6). The author does not deal direcdy with the theology o/
following but with theology ar following. What he does, in my opinion, is to
point out a way of conceiving theology that seems to answer the needs of

-V. m. Breton, De l'imitation du Christ i t'icole d.e St. Franqois (Gembloux
1938); Id., Le Cbrist d l'frme franciscaine (Paris 1927).

tM. M. Ciccarelli, I m.isteri di Cristo nella spritualiti francescana (Benevento
1e61).

oB. Strack, Chistasleid im. Christenleben: Ein Beitrag zur Theohgie ilcs
Christlichen Lebens naeh dem hl. Bonaaentura (Werl/Wesd. 1960).

'K. Hemmerle, Tlteohgie ah Nacbfolge. Bunaoentwa-ein Weg fiir heute
(Freiburg-Basel-Wien I 97 5).
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modern thought. Indeed, Bonaventure conceived and practiced theology as
a Christian way, a following of Christ, and not as a speculative science.
Theology is simply faith expressed in concepts; it cannot be separated from
the Christian's commitrnent to follow Christ crucified to t}e point of total
conformity with him. Thus, when Hemmerle speals of following in St.
Bonaventure, he intends to illustrate a theological method; but he has not
given a complete synthesis of the question of the following or imitation of
Christ.

Meanwhile, some short articles have appeared in specialized
reviews. These have dealt with particular aspects of imitation, especially its
ascetical aspects, or with the writings of Bonaventure, especially the Defenx
of the Mend.icants.'

Lasdy, we must mention Duane Lapsanski's interesting study of the
Evangelical Perfection published in 1974. In it, the author deals with the
question of the following of Christ in the Franciscan tradition, using only
the pre-Bonaventure sources (St. Francis to Thomas of Eccleston "and

Salimbene de Adam).

He purposely stops at 1257, the year Bonventure became minister
general. "This date was chosen," he says, "since Bonaventure's lives of St.
Francis, as also his spiritual and theological writings, begin a new generation
ofFranciscan sources and represent a new synthesis ofFranciscan ideals and
thus a new, separate and thorough study of their own."'

'L. Bracaloni, "La conformiti a Cristo nell'ascetica francescana," (Perugisa,
1972) 72-80; I. Brady, "La teologia della imitazione di Cristo secondo S.
Bonaventura," (Montecalvo Irpino, 1967) 97-ll4; Id., "Theology of the Imitation of
Christ," (St. Bonaventure, NY: 1975) 6l-72;H. Gleumes, "Der hl. Bonaventura und
die Imitatio Christi," FS 15 (1929) 294-315; O. Montevecchi, "La conformiti a

Cristo negli opuscoli mistici di S. Bonaventura," (Montecalvo Irpino, 1967)115-19.
Ephrem Longpr6 also deserves mention. Although he does not deal with the
question of the imitation of Christ ex professo, his articles on the thought of St.
Bonaventure mention it at length: see E. Longpr€., "La th6ologie mystique de saint
Bonaventure," Archiaum Franciscanum Histaricum. 14 (1921) 3-7 5; Id., "Bonaventure
(Saint)," DHGE, 741-88; Id., "Bonaventrre," Dictionnaire de Spiritualite Ascetiqae a
Mystiqae I (1937) 1768-1843.

'D. V. Lapsanski, Eztangelical Perfeaion: An Historical Examination of the
Coneept in the Early Franciscan Sources (St. Bonaventure, NY: The Franciscan
Institute, 1977) 5.

I
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When all is said and done, a systematic study of the subject still
remains to be done.

Our work is simply an attempt to look at the different perspectives
on imitation of Christ in Bonaventure. It is an examination, not a critique.
But, as a piece of research, it is meant to be theological and systematic in
nature, despite its all-too-obvious limitations, for imitation of Christ
represents but one part of Bonventure's comprehensive theory of
exemplarism and the Word.

II.
First of all, let us shed some light on the quesrion of the Seraphic

Doctor's writings and his theological method, with which contemporary
minds are not always familiaq accustomed as they are to eclecticism.

Our source
For his writings, we will use rhe critical edition by the Fathers of

Quaracchi, which is still acknowledged today as an unrivalled tool for
research.

We know of no special treatise by Bonaventure on the imitation of
Christ. He brings up the subject inlis Cornntentariet on the Sentences of Peter
Lombard; he returns to it often in his Sermons and in the Questions on
religious life: on Evangelical Perfection and Defense of the Mendicants; and
he makes it the basic framework of his theological and spiritual treatises,
especially the Breailoquiam, The Tiiple Way, the Soliloquiam and, the Tbe
Joumey of the Mind into God. We must, of course, exclude any writings of
doubtful authenticity, especially the letter Imitatio Cbristi, which, according
to the early editors, the saint supposedly addressed to his brothers."

Our method
By the time of the Cornrnentary on tbe Sentences (1250-52), La:drn

Averroism had made deep inroads into the University of Paris. Appealing to

'nEpistola de imitatione Chri*i (/lll, Prolegomena 12, p. L)OO(V and 438-
48). Concerning this letter's authenticity, see I. Brady, "Writings of Saint
Bonaventure Regarding the Franciscan Order," San Bonauentura Maestro di aita
francescana e di sapienza cristiana,I, (Roma, 1976) lll-12.
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dialectic and reason, and following Aristode, scholars were ready to sacrifice
concrete historical reality in order to construct an abstract, pure nature.

The Seraphic Doctor was opposed to this Aristotelian claim that
truth can be known by means of speculation alone. In particular, he
denounced the danger of a pure and simple application of dialectic to
theology. The object of theology, he maintained, is not the abstract
knowledge of revealed truths, nor even of the supreme Ti'uth who reveals.
The object of theology is an experiential apprehension of God.

Bonaventure does not necessarily underestimate reason; he
acknowledges its importance, for without it there is neither faith nor grace
nor wisdom." But reason is only the beginning of knowledge of the truth,
and in our present state it is insufEcient and even vain without the light of
faith. It cannot adequately express the fundamental truths about our human
origin and destiny without the help of grace. Although grace is not a
constitutive element of reason's activity, still it is necessary for its good
functioning. We cannot grasp the depths of reality except by faith: "Hence
all those who lack this faith have their hand cut off lUnde 0n nes, qui nln
hnbent banc fideru, n anu,ru. habent arupatatam].""

Human knowledge, limited as it is, needs something to complete it;
it refers to something beyond itself. fu for the principles enunciated by the
long philosophical tradition, their necessary and universal character is not
based on things or human beings, for human beings and things are
contingent and historical. The basis of reality and its intelligibility rests on
God, the principle of all being " God is "the cause of existence, the reason
for knowledge, and the rule of life."'n

"Hexaem., coll. 3, n. 25, (V', 347a): "Without this inner light man has

nothing: neither faith nor grace, not [even] the light of wisdom."

"Hexil.em,., coll. 3, n.9 (V 345a); see St. Augusttne,De Trinitate,lib 1, c. 2,

n. 4; see also I Sent., d.. 2, c.I, (I,46); Ibid., dub.. 2 (I 59). Like diseased eyes that
cannot bear the light, our mind in its present state is incapable of fixing its gaze on
God. Bonaventure distinguishes three degrees of knowledge: pagan, Christian,
beatific: "the divine light can be reflected upon by an impure mind, e.g., by the
philosophers, but it is only the mind which is pure from sins that can be fixed in it,
fiust as] it cannot be comprehended except in the fatherland [= hs2t .1" (I 59, n.4).

'rSee Sc.Clr., q. 9, 4 concl: " Certain knowledge cannot exist, except in the
case if there is immutability on the part of the known, as well as infallibility on the
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No one proclaimed the intelligibility of the mysteries of the
Christian faith more t}ran Bonaventure. In his tenth Collatio in Hexaemeron,
he says that "the great number of thoughts arising out of faith...transcend in
clarity the light of the stars lpullulationes speailationam orientiunr. ex
fi de...transcendentes clnritatent siderum)." "

He is not referring to natural or purely philosophical reason, but to
reason illumined by faith and based on the Scriptures, which natural reason
can neither disprove nor refute. Bonaventure recognizes that certain objects
of faith arc intelligibilia. lndeed, without faith and the Scriptures, human
knowledge knows very little about God.'o The mysteries of faith surpass

part of the knower. However, created ruth is not immutable as such, but [only]
hypothetically; similarly, nor is the created light [of reason] completely infallible by
its own nature, since both have been created and proceeded from non-being to
being." (V 23b).

''Bonavenrure borrowed this trilogy from St. Augustine, who sals that
according to Plato it is in God alone that we find ,, the cause of existence, the
principle of cognition, and the order of living." (De ciuitate Dei, lib.8. c. 4: pL 41,
228-29). " It is [only] the imitator, knower, and lover of that God that plato called
wise" The one who is wise, according to Plato, is the one who imitates, knows and
loves God: (De cioitate Dei, lib.8, c. 5: PL 4I,327).Morc rhan once Bonavenrure
cites the Platonic-Augustinian theme of God's threefold causality; we find it in:
Sc.Cbr., e. 4, n. 6 ff l9);bin., c. l, n. 14 U 229); Itin., c.3, n. 7 (V 310); Red.an.,n.4
Sz 320); Heraem., coll. 4, nn. 3 and 5 A 3a\; De donis, coll. 4, n. 6 N a7g; De donis,
coll. 8, nn. 15-16 Sr 496-97)i serm. Cbristus m.ag., nr.. 17-18 Cy 572); serm. De
Asrum,ptione B.V.M., (IX 697). Ffowever, according to J.G. Bougerol, Bonaventure
never mentions tlris theme in his Commentary on the Sentences: see Introduction to
the Works of Bonaztenture, tans. Jos6 de Vinck (Paterson: St. Anthony Guild press,
1964) 165 and 231, n. 8.

"Hexoent., coll. 10, n. I ff 377a).

'uHexaem., coll. 10, no. I (V 377a); see Hexaem., coll. l0 n. 4 (V 3ZZ-78):
"Moreover, take heed [of the fact] t]rat some [considerations of faith] are credible,
but [still] not intelligible to reason; however, some credible [things] are intelligible,
and, when they are understood, they have solid explanations"l see also Hetaena., coll.
9, n. 23 S 37 5b-37 6{. Already in his Commenrary on the Sentences, Bonaventure
spoke of this relation between reason and faith: " AIso, what is cognized through
science is subject to reason, but /p.8/ what is believed by faith is above reason, for
faith is illumination which lifts up reason above itself, (III Sent., d,. 24, a.2, q. 3: V
522). On this question, see Camille. B6rub6, De l,homtne i Dieu selon Duns Scot, Henri
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knowledge, and to claim to probe them solely with our philosophical reason
is sheer folly." Like "a poor person in the desert" guided by the pillar of fire,
human beings need the light of faith to go to God, their Creator."

The goal of theology is also to make us better and lead us toward
love; it is a habinu ffictiaus, an affective science. In other words, it is
efficacious and practical." Theology is a savory science, a scientia sapida.'zo

Knowledge of the true is called science, but when love of the good is added
to it, it is called wisdom.

Aware of the demands of Christian faith and eager to attain wisdom
as ttre goal of his intellectual labors, Bonaventure tries to understand the
mysteries of the world and human beings. Everywhere he is a Christian
trying to interpret reality as given in Jesus Christ, the mediator of all
methods and all knowledge." Whether he begins from the first Principle to

de Gand et Oliai, (Rome, 1983) 99-112.

'7III Sent., d.24, a.2, q.3, ad 4 (III 524); see De donis, coll. 4, n. 3 S 474a).

t"'Meditations of a pauper in the desert" is the subtide of the work
Itinerariummmtis in Deum,in which Bonaventure states his methodological choice as

well as his theological credo. fu the subtide indicates clearly enough, Bonaventure
does not reject speculatio. He says only that this activity, which characterizes one who
is searching for the truth, must be sustained and illumined by grace, as the Hebrews
in their long march toward the Promised Land were sustained by Yahweh and
illumined by the pillar of fire. Without this light, we would get lost. This position
was already stated in the Breailoquium and the Redactio artium ad theologiarn; it would
be taken up again in the conferences of the Hexaemeron in the struggle against the
Averroists (c. 1268-70).

"I Sent., proemium, q. I (I l3).

'nSee Breail., p. 1., c. 2 (V 210); ilI Sent., d. 35, q. l, ad 5 (III 773a and note
5). Hugh of Saint Victor derives the meaning of sapientia (wisdom) from the word
sapere ("to savor'): Sapientia sapit, "wisdom savors": Hugh of Saint Victor, De
sapientia animae Cbristi (PL 176, 851b).

2'Contrasting St. Bonaventure with St. Thomas as to the method used by
the two doctors, ValentinM. Breton writes: "To express the difference between the
two doctors in a quick antithetical formula, we might say that St. Thomas is a

philosopher Christian and St. Bonaventure is a Christian philosopher."

"St. Thomas is a philosopher and, what is more' a Christian. fle acts as a

philosopher, so perfecdy that his philosophy would stand even if Christianity were
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arrive at the world and human beings (as in the Breailoquiurn), or whether he
rises from creatures to the Creator (as in the hinerariun ntentis in Dearn), his
"speculations" are always based on faith rooted in Jesus Christ and drawn
from the Scriptures." When he speaks of creatures, he also speaks of God.
His thought is "circular" (ad modum circuli)." His point of departure and
point of arrival meet: from the Tiinity to the tinity. "God is the beginning
and the end of all that is true and all that is good."2*

In other words, he does not treat imitation of Christ as an abstract
idea. His theological thought forms a marvelous whole that includes both
science and wisdom. Although he is practical, he does not get lost in
ascetical or psychological details; he bases his doctrine of imitation on
theological reasons.

false. One can be a Thomist without beinB a Christian. Christianity is true and is no
obstacle to St. Thomas the philosopher."

"St. Bonaventure is a Christian who applies himself to philosophy in order
to be more consciously and more conscientiously a Christian: to be, according to the
brief invitation of his father St. Francis, z better Christian. His philosophy is faith
seeking to understand itself. Therefore, the possibility of the falsehood of
Christianity does not even arise for him, for if Christ were absent from his thought
and his life, everything would collapse for him" (V. M. Breton, Saint Bunaoenture,Tl-
72). For a deeper comparative study of the two authors, see E. M. Weber, Dialogue et
dissenion entre saint Bonaamture et saint Tltomas d'Aquin i Pais 11252-731 (Paris,
te7+).

"The famous chancellor of Paris, Jean Gerson, io hts Epistola de libris
legendis a religiosis illustrated the two processes used by his favorite doctor, St.
Bonaventure, in this way "The two litde worla of St. Bonaventure are put together -
- by divine inspiration -- with such art of composition that [there is] not]ring above
theml I mean the Breviloquium and the Itinerarium where [t]re author] oudines the
two \rays of knowing God. And in the first of these two treatises he proceeds from
the first principle, which is God, up to the other truths which rest, and are believed
[to be], under God. The other [*ork], on the contrary, proceeds from the creatures
to the Creator through the six steps -- up to the limits of the ascent. And although
[these limits] are most difficult and rare, every Christian must aspire to them,
because such mystical theology is a proper mark of a Christian" (following the
Quaracchi edition: V, XV-SU).

"Breail.,p. 5, c. 1 O/ 253).
T Breail.,prol. (V 202).
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Of course we must not look for a systematic doctrine of imitation in
Bonaventure. Still, we can find a certain logical order of ideas in his
theological and mystical treatises. Scattered throughout his work, they form
what we are calling "the mystical theology of the imitation of Christ." It is
the subject of this work.

!

I

l
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Chapter I
Sources and Historical Context of the

Doctrine of the Imitation of Christ
According to St. Bonaventure

CCIT\here is nothing new under the sun." If these words from the
I first chapter of Ecclesiastes (l:9) are still true, then no one here

I below draws much that is new from his own resourcesl
Bonaventure is no exception. Like every spiritual writer of his era, he
received from the past and breathed the air of the present. Jb understand
him, we must situate him in the context of the Middle Ages, which in many
ways influenced his thought and helped shape his doctrine. We must
examine exemplarism and its Augustinian origins, medieval Christianity,
Bonaventure's own Franciscan experience, and the quarrel between the
secular masters and the mendicants.

I. Exemplarism, the Basis of the Theology of the fmitation of
Christ

In many respects, the twelfth century was a century of "intellectual
renaissance and humanism."t It was marked by an extensive theological
movement, which was monopolized by the Church and prepared the way for
the explosion of scholasticism in the thirteenth century.' In this intellectual
and spiritual awakening, where a Neo-Platonism whose expressions were
not always mutually consistent or compatible held sway, we see the enduring

J. Leclercq; F. Vandenbroucke; L. Bouyer, A History of Christian
Spirituality,, Il: The Spirituality of the Middle Ages,223. See H. Flaskins, Tie
Renaissance of the Twelfth Century; H. W. A. Nitze, "The so-called Twelfth Century
Renaissance," 464-7l.

'See M. D. Chenu, La tb1ologie au douziim.e siicle,9.

1l
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presence of Augustine's Platonism, which served as common denominator to
all the slmcretic systems. His authority was unquestioned:

His absolute prestige was so great that it never occurred to any of the
masters or spiritual writers (as it would in the thirteenth century) to
distinguish that which was a product of the Christian doctor from that
which was due to the direct influence of the pagan philosophers, and thus
open to free discussion.s

Bonaventure, by temperament as well as by choice, stands more in
the Augustinian current than St. Thomas.n For him, Augustine was the
greatest of the Latin Fathers,'the leading doctor of the Church,o the greatest
interpreter of Scripture.' These are the actual tides Bonaventure gives the
bishop of Hippo, whom he cites copiously: 3,050 times, according ro J.G.
Bougerol.' He praises the master whose doctrine surpasses that of all the
other Fathers:

No one has better described the nature of tirne andmatter than St. Augrstine
in lls Confesionq no one has better explained the origin of fo anl tbe
rnanner of propagaion of tbings, as can be seen in his Canmentary on Gmeis;
likewise, his treatise on the Trinity shows that no one has better setded the
questions concerning the soul; finally, it is obvious from his bookTlte City of
Gol that no one has examined the nafire of tbe creation of tbe world in a more
scholarly manner. In short, nothing, or practically nothing has been taught
by the masters the answer to which cannot be found in the works of this
doctor.'

'Ibid., 115.

*See 
J. G. Bougerol, Intt'oduction, 30-34; E. Longpr6, "Saint Augustin et la

pens6e franciscaine." 5-76.

'III Sent.,d.3,p.2, a.2, q. I (III,86).
nBreail., p. 3, c. 8, ff,237); see III Sent., d. 38, a. l, 9. 4, (III, 849) and IV

Sent., d.4,p.2, a.2, q. l, (IV,926).
7Serm. Christus ntag., n. 19, (1, 572), where Bonaventure alludes to I Cor

12:8; see also Sc. Chr., q.4, concl. (r,Ba).
]. G. Bougerol, Introduaion,33.

'Epist. De tibw qaaestionihus, n. 12 MII, 3 3 5b).

f
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Of course, what Bonaventure received was not pure
Augustinianism, any more than what St. Augustine received was pure
Platonism. Many intrusions, especially from Pseudo-Dionysius and St.
Anselm, crop up alongside Augustine's own positions."'Despite the complex
nature of these influences, Bonaventure remains a faithful disciple of St.
Augustine on many points, for example the dualism of science and wisdom,
the theory of seminal reasons, the concept of illumination, interiority as the
way to perfection, assimilation to God in the Word as the summit of
beatitude.

In a word, he accepted Augustine's major theses on knowledge and
exemplarism. Our study of the concept of irnitation, a central concept in
Platonic exemplarism, will enable us to see t}e profound influence of St.
Augustine on Bonaventure.

1 . Plato's concept of imitation

In Greek thought, especially that of Plato, the term ruimesis
(imitation) has three meanings: ontological, aesthetic, and ethical. On the
ontological level, it is linked to the doctrine of the relationship between the
Ideas and the world of the senses, which, according to Plato, was created
according to modrls or Qtaradeigma) paradigms of the ideal world.
Everything we see and sense in this world, even that which our mind
conceives, is nothing but a reflection of the world of Ideas, which is the only
true reality, eternal and immutable."

The second meaning is borrowed from the theory of art and the
beautiful. Against the innovations of the Sophists, Plato turned to the
traditional concept of aesthetics inherited from Pythagoras. According to
the Athenian philosopher, beauty is a property of the object and not an
arbitrary invention of the artist. The universe, created according to the
eternal forms and governed by immutable laws, is perfect in its order and
measure. The artist must invent nothing; the role of the artist is to discover
in objects tleir forms, their unique and perfect models. Each work of art is
thus an imitation of nature. Beauty is objective; it is hidden within the
eternal laws and within the universe. For this reason, says Plato, human

"'On the relationship between Bonaventure and Pseudo-Dionysius and St.
Anselm, seeJ. G. Bougerol, "Saint Bonavennre et le Pseudo-Denys," 92-96; id., "St.
Bonaventure et saint Anselme," 333-61.

t'See G. Reale, Storia delhfihsofia antica,Yol.Il: Platone e Arixotle,Slf.
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beings are able to attain Oy degrees) supreme Beauty, through
contemplation (or love) of the beautiful things that exist in the sensible and
intellectual world."

Although Aristode was to follow the same line of thought, he allows
artists greater freedom. Through their own initiative, they can make the
nature they are reproducing more noble or more ugly. A work of art remains
an imitation of nature; nevertheless, Aristotle understands "imitation" in a
more active sense than Plato."

The concept of mimesis is also applied to ethics and education. It
coincides with the concept of sequela Dei rnd assimilation to the divine
(homoioasb toa theoa). Human beings are destined for the ideal world. They
must free themselves from all ignorance and seek Truth so as finally to be
united to it.

For Plato there is a divine order that dominates and defines the
moral order. Not only is the ontological structure of being, especially
rational being, a copy of the eternal Ideas; these also make up its rule of
life.''

Access to the moral ideal of liberation and return to the world of
absolutes is achieved through dialectic, which leads to an intuitive vision of
the Ideas.

Human beings, accustomed as they are to the world of falsehood,
are unaware of their miserable state; hence they need liberators or sages to
help them discover within themselves traces of the divine.

The role of teacher-liberator, to whom the disciple is linked by
communion of life and deep love (which sometimes degenerates into the
passion of love), consists in "procreating and begetting Beauty."" Unlike the
Sophists, whose concept of education was pragmatic, Plato's ultimate goal is
not immediate results, but the return of the individual to the world of the
Ideas. Its starting point is human beings' own awareness of their origin and
destiny.

"See W. Tatarkiewicz, Storia dell'estetica, Vol. I: L'estetica antica, 14l-65

"Ibid., 166-95.

'*See E. Gilson, L'esprit de k pbilasopbie m.6di6oale,313-14.

"Plato, Sympos.,206e; see also the mlth of the cave.
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2. Tbe e$emplaris'n of St. Augustine

The Platonic concept of the world and human beings was soon to
find its place in Christian thought.

St. Augustine was acquainted with the Platonism of Plotinus, and
no doubt that of Porphyry, whose writings he received one day from an
extraordinarily conceited man.'o In them he discovered the doctrine of the
divine Word, the creation of the world, and the illumination of the human
intellect through contact with the divine Ideas. Thus he made the theory of
the Ideas the starting point for his intellectual journey.

For the Neo-Platonists, as for Augustine, all things are what they
are-images and likenesses-through participation in the divine Ideas. The
archetype of all these individual likenesses is the Word, who is the perfect
Likeness of God. In him all the divine Ideas find their unity, and through
him all things in this world are made. Here is how Etienne Gilson
summarizes Augustine's exemplarism:

[E]verything is like God because of the manner in which it imitates the
Ideas. There is, then, a Chastity-in-iself, and by participating in it all
chaste souls are chaste; there is also a Wisdom, and it is by participating in
it that wise souls are made wise; and Beauty, by sharing in which beautifirl
things are beautifirl. But if all things are what they are because they are like
something else, then there must be a Likeness and by participating in it all
things are alike. This primary Likeness is none other than the Word. Being
the perfect imitation of the Father, the Son is the identical representation
of the one who begets him. For even as there is nothing more chaste than
Chastity, nothing wiser than Wisdom, nothing more beautiful than Beauty,
so too tflere is nothing more similar than Likeness iself. That is why t}re
Father's Likeness is so like the Father that he reproduces the nature of the
Father to absolute fi:llness ofperfection."

Thus the intimate relationship of the Son to the Father is the model
for all relationships that enable creatures to come to be and to remain in
existence. To the extent that a creature is like the divine Likeness which is
the Word, it is also like God. This presupposes degrees in a creature's

'oSt. Augustine, Conf.,lib. 7, c. 9, n. l3 (PL32,740).

"E. Gilson, Introduction i l'6tade de saint Augastin, 275-76; see M. D.
Chenu, La Th1ohgia au doaziime iicle, ll5-18; E. Scano, Il Cristocenticm,o e i suoi

fondamenti d.mmatici in S. Agostino (Turin l95l).
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assimilation to God. The sensible order reveals only the external person; we
could not look there for an image of God in the strict sense, but only a trace.
It is in our soul that we discover the radiant image of God.

Nevertheless, Augustine's God is the God of the Bible-not merely
the Logos but the entire Trinit)r, seen at once in the mystery of the unity
and distinction of persons. Human beings are images of the creator Trinity;
they are images of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. This is because they
have a rational soul, made up of three faculties: nxens, nltitia and amor. The
soul's relation to the Father is expressed through rnens (or rnemoria); its
relation to the Son through notitia (or intelkgentia); and its relation to the
Holy Spirit through aruor, that is to say, the coming together of. rnemoria-
intelligentia aind aoluntas.'* As images of the Son, the divine Wisdom, human
beings are capable of knowing themselves. fu images of the Spirit, who is
the Love of Father and Son, humans tend toward the supreme Good. In
short, a human being is defined as one who is capax Dei,t'In this capacity for
God lies our grandeur, but also our incompleteness."'Humans always yearn
for the happiness for which tley were created: fu Augustine says, "You have
made us for yourself, O Lord, and our hearts are restless until they rest in

,r2lyou.

The desire for beatitude, whose object is God, is a natural and
innate desire; in seeking itself, the soul seeks beatitude. But the supreme
good cannot be completely attained except at the end of the journey, in the
future life where love will be undivided.

This advance toward happiness results from the coming together of
divine grace and human freedom. Freedom is one of the fundamental
concepts in Augustine's anthropology. Human beings are seen as free." This

"St. Augustine, De Trin.,lib. 5, c. 3, n. 5 (PL 42,1059-61).

''Ibid.,lib. 14, c. 8, n. ll (pL 42,1044-4s).

"'Ibid., lib. 14, c. 4, n. 6 (PL 42, 1040): "Since man is capable of the highest
nature, and is able to participate [in it], [he] is [that] great nature," De cittit. Dei,lib.
12, c. l, n. 3 (PL 41, col 149-50).

"St. Augustine,Conf.,lib. 1., c. l, n. 1 (PL 32,66).

"See V. Grossi, Lineam,enti di antropohgia patristica, Tl-78, which contains
an abundant bibliography on Augustine's anthropology (pp. 83-84).

I
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human freedom must not be understood as opposed to grace; on the
contrary, it is impossible without the help of divine grace.

If human beings are able to address and approach God, it is because
God has first called them. Humans do not stand before their Creator as
beings-in-themselves before another Being-in-himself whose existence it is
hard for them to accept. Their relationship with God is possible only
because of God's condescending love for them. God becomes our friend so
that we, in turn, may become his friends. According to the plan of the
Creator, grace is needed for humans to advance, even if they are innocent; it
is all the more necessary for fallen humanity, if it is to overcome the
concupiscence from which Adam was exempt and attain its destiny.
Augustine describes this idea of the coming together of freedom and grace
with the image of the boat and rower: neither can do without the other if
they to reach the shore. He also uses the image of the bride in the Canticle
of Canticles (8:5), who constandy leans on her beloved in her advance
toward happiness."

3. Tbe Augustiniani.sru of St. Bonauentare

Bonaventure adhered to this Augustinianism as it had been received
and interpreted, immersing himself in the worts of the bishop of Hippo.
Thus he makes his own the doctrine of the Word, Image of the Father and
Exemplar of creatures. He holds that the existence of God is a truth
naturally innate in every rational soul.'a The first question that comes to our
mind is whether there are other beings-contingent-besides God and their
relation to him. Like Augustine, Bonaventure resolves the problem, not in
terms of opposition, but of harmony and dependence between the existence
of the world and the existence of God. Each being in this world participates
in the divine Being.

And so Bonaventure uses the concepts of image, participation,
imitation, interiority, return to God, etc., borrowed from the Platonism of
St. Augustine, to illustrate his theory of creation seen from the viewpoint of
its existential dependence on the Creator. The universe remains in existence
thanks to its imitative relationships with God, of whom the eternal Word is
the only perfect expression. Referring to St. Augustine, Bonaventure says:

"St. Augustin e, De grat. et Lib. Arb., c. 6, n. 13 (PL 44,889-90).

"See De myst. Trin.,I, l, fund, I O/, 45).
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"[The Word] is the form we imitate."" In this Platonic spirit, purified by
Christian revelation, Bonaventure v/as to elaborate his metaphysics of the
imitation of Christ.'u

II. Medieval Christocentrism
Christian spirituality, in the course of its history, has never

experienced devotion to Christ as something new; it has always been there as

a constant, in popular piety as well as in theology. Nevertheless, along the
way, one period can be distinguished from another by the priority it gives to
particular aspects of the person of Christ. In the West, the rwelfth century
stressed the humanity and thus marked a real turning point in Christian
spirituality. The thought of St. Bernard, the school of St. Victor, and even
popular piety share this common denominator.

1. St. Bernard

In Christian antiquity, theological reflection and popular devotion
were directed toward the divinity of Christ.

Among the Fathers, from St. Ignatius of Antioch to St. Augustine,
"veneration of Christ is practically identified with adoration and
contemplation of the Word in his divine splendor." These are the words of
E. D6moutet." As the prayers and art testifr, popular piety was also strongly
marked by the image of the Kyrios: Christ as King and Judge. A post-
resurrectional and apocalyptic vision remained the predominant feature in
the spirituality of antiquity."

"I Sent., d.27, p.2, L. ltr., q.2, rd 5 (I, 486b): "Whence according to
Augustine: the Father is the principle to which we are reduced; the Son [is] t]re form
which we follow; and the Holy Spirit is grace, by virtue of which we are reconciled,"
see St. Augustine, De aera Religione, c. 55, n. I I I (PL 34, 17 2).

'uOn Bonaventure's exemplarism, see J. Bissen, L'erernphrisme dioin sehn
saint Bonaaenture; A.. Gerken, Theohgie des Wortel Das Verhtilmis aon Schiipfit'ng u.nd
Inkaruation bei Bonaaentura; E. Gilson, Tlte Philosophy of St. Bonaaenture; tans Dom
Illtyd Trethowan and FrankJ. Sheed (Paterson: St. Anthony Guild Press, 1965). O.
Gonzales, Misterio trinitario y esistencia humana; L. Mathieu, La Triniti riatriu d'apris
saint Bonaaenture; R. Javelet, "R6flexions sur l'exemplarisme bonaventurien," 349-70.

"E,. D6moutet, Le Christ selon la chair et la aie liturgique au moyen-ige,8.

"On the subject of popular piety, Frangois Vandenbroucke writes: "[T']he
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We must wait until the second half of the rwelfth century to see a
complete turnaround in spiritualig, when devotion to the humanity of
Christ, effectively promoted by St. Bernard, would provide medieval
thought with a new approach.

The abbot of Clairvaux's powerful personality dominated the
twelfth-century religious renaissance for some time. Even though his
sermons re-echoed in the cloisters, they did not reach the Christian people.
For the God-Man Jesus Christ to capture the attention of the faithful, it
would take a Francis of fusisi." This did not prevent Bernard from having a
profound influence in the schools; he was an aactoritas whose texts were
handed on by the masters.

In Bernard, Bonaventure found spiritual formulas that appealed to
him, and elegant expressions that he sometimes borrowed to illustrate his
doctrine. Bonaventure's soul was affective, like that of Bernard, and was
more given to love than speculation. He was especially indebted to the abbot
of Clairvaux for many points in his mystical theology;Jacques Guy Bougerol
has found seventeen themes linking the two theologians in a more or less
original way."'One of these points is Christology.

Bonaventure adopted the Christology of St. Bernard, whose
attention was centered on devotion to the humanity of Christ. To imitate

monks, nuns and clerics who produced sculptures, buildings, paintings and verses did
not work only for their brethren. The greater part of the time, they were
ornamenting the churches frequented by the crowds of the faithfiJ. Their literary
works, too, were read in other milieux than their own. All this reveals that devotion
to Christ in the monasteries was at boftom very much like that in the world outside.
The romanesque painting of the twelfth century has been called 'popular liturgical
art,' in which the dominant note is 'the contemplation of the King of Glory, the risen
Christ, surrounded by the homage rendered to him by the city of God'; and this is
true of other arts besides painting" ($. Leclercq; F. Vandenbroucke; L. Bouyer,
History of Christian Spirituality II,2+9-50.

"See N. Nguyen Van Khanh, The Teacher of His Heart (St. Bonaventure,
NY: The Franciscan Institute, 1994) 31.

'!. G. Boug.rol, Saint Bonaaenture et saint Bemard,31-79. The seventeen
themes he appeals to as common to both theologians, grouped under headings that
are at times arbitrary, are as follows: angels, beatitude, Church, contempt of the
world, free choice, gifts of the Holy Spirit, God, humility, Jesus Christ, Mary, love,
religious life, sacraments, soul/image, spiritual themes, theology, virtues.
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Christ, we must re-present him in our mind, and remember his life and
example with love and devotion (recordatio); then at last we will attain
sacramental communion with him." The Seraphic Doctor drew from St.
Bernard the theological bases for his doctrine of evangelical perfection; this
consists in imitating the life of the historical Jesus as told in the gospels. The
two writers are especially fond of the theme of God becoming human in the
Incarnation, and above all that of his self-emptying in the Passion.
fusociated with this are many other themes touching on religious life, such
as poverty and obedience. Bonaventure relies on many of Bernard's texts to
defend evangelical renewal in the Church, and especially to defend the
Franciscan ideal against the attacks of the secular masters at the University
of Paris."

"Without prejudice to his natural gifts, which were of the highest
order, St. Bonaventure belongs, from the point ofview ofspirituality, to the
family of St. Bernard and to that of St. Victor, as much as to the family of St.
Francis."" These words of Pourrat are very true.

2. Hugb of St. Victor

Bonaventure received from his masters, Alexander of Hales and
Eudes Rigaud, a certain number of authorities whom the Franciscan School
in Paris had accepted as its own. Among these was the School of St. Victor
whose fame was due, not to its founder, William of Champeaux, but to some
of his followers, especially Hugh and Richard.'*

Remaining within the Augustinian uadition, Hugh of St. Victor
(whom the master Alexander of Hales cites with respect and veneration)
created an original sTnthesis of the various currents in rwelfth-century
theology. He exerted a definite influence on Bonaventure. On the one hand,

"On the imitation of the humanity of Christ in St. Bernard, see the articles
by E. Kleineidam, "Die Nachfolge Christi nach Bernhard von Clairvaux"; J.
Leclercq, "Christusnachfolge und Sakrament in der Theologie des heiligen
Bernhard"; Id., "Imitazione di Cristo in S. Bernardo"; C. Didier, "La d6votion i
l'humanit6 du Christ dans Ia spiritualit6 de saint Bernard"l Id., "L'ascension
mystique et l'union mystique par l'humanit6 du Christ selon saint Bernard."

'J. G. Bougerol, Saint Bonaoentare et saint Bemard,74-78,

"P. Pourrat, La Eiritualitd chrdtienne, t.II Le moyen frge, 264-65.

']. de Ghellinck, Le mowemmt thiologique du. frI iicle, 185-88.
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Bonaventure is indebted to him for his harmonious vision of science, study
and contemplation, as well as for his Christological concept of theolory,
whose basis, according to both men, is to be sought in Scripture."

Hugh wishes to approach sacred science in the manner of the
Fathers Qnores Patrum) and make of it the art of reforming the soul and
leading it to salvation. He prefers to study and comment on Scripture,
whose object is the restoration of fallen humanity by Jesus Christ. This is
precisely what he places at the center of his spiritual theology. The center of
theology-which Hugh calls sapientia superior with respect to the sapientia
tnferior of philosophy-must be Christ the Redeemer, who came to repair in
us the image of goodness that has been damaged, and lead us directly to our
destiny. Thus Hugh's concept of theology presents two characteristics.

On the one hand, theology is a school of perfection; it is not only
the science of God, but also the science of salvation. Its teaching is not an
end in itself; to do theology means not only to speak about God, but also to
experience him. It is to Hugh's credit that he integrates a biblically-inspired
theology with an incredibly rich spiritual experience centered on love, after
the manner of St. Augustine, Pseudo-Dionysius and Bonaventure.

On the other hand, his concepts of theology and spirituality are
highly Christocentric. Hugh, whom all the Victorines follow in this, sees rhe
Christian economy more in its historical dimension than in its metaphysical,
psychological or moral aspects. The Christ who restores a fallen world is the
historical Christ revealed in Scripture, which is truly a "history" of salvation.
Likewise, Christianity is essentially a history-not the history of an isolated

"On the theology of Hugh of St. Vicor and its influence, see J. Chitilloo,
"De Guillaume de Champeaux i Thomas Gallus," 139-62; R. Baron, "science et
Sagesse chez Hugues de Saint-Victor," 56-71; D. Lasic, Huganis de S. Waore.
Tlteologia perfectiaa;J. de Ghellinck, Le mouaemmt tb1olagique du XII siich, 185-203:
"[Hugh of St. Victor] wishes to present to his students and readers all the traditional
doctrine that might serve as a guide to their detailed reading of the books of the
Bible or the ecclesiastical writers. He, more than all his contemporaries, scrutinized
the content and method of the sacred sciences. His goal suggesrs a parallel with the
teaching of St. Bonaventure, who is much more explicit about the relationship
between reading the Fathers, the Originalia. the Bible, and theology. In both cases,
their view deserves study, especially Bonventrure's, who manages to free it from its
latent opposition, and who shows the possibility of carrying it out pedagogrcally"
(rbid.,225-26).
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individual, but of all humanity, which came from the living God through
and in Christ, and will one day return to God to enjoy eternal life. This
historical view of theology will be adopted by St. Bonaventure in the
Breailoquiarn.'o

3. Popukr piety

The spiritual revival of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries was not
restricted to one group of persons; it was a movement of the whole Church.
Monts, clergy and laity all felt called by a kind of shared consciousness to
return to the Gospel. This evangelical explosion established a new direction
in theology.

Regarding the happy encounter between theology and the lived
experience of twelfth-century Christians, Chenu writesl

The economy of salvation is not defined exclusively in the reflective and
cautiously reasoned understanding of a few licensed thinkers, but also in
the concrete decisions, in the states of life embraced, in the ideals of
sanctity, in the evangelical work which the Church, in its head and
members, approves, sets up, promotes-in short, defines...'These
[doctrinal] labors really belonged to theology, to the science of God, and to
the science of salvation implicit within it; for an evangelical revival, fertile
in its vicissitudes as in its forms, engaged minds as well as wills in its task.
Throughout this century, the return to the primitive life of tle Church, to
the life of the aposdes, the aita apostolica, by inspiring new states of life,
inspired as well a new awareness of the ways that grace could take root in
nature.lT

While this period in the life of the medieval Church certainly had
its spiritual riches, there were also profound ambiguities. Popular piety,
which took many and varied directions, testifies to that.'* Three such

'oOn the historical theology of Scripture and the economy of salvation in
Hugh, see M. D. Chenq La th1ologie au douziime siicle, 200-09; J' Leclercq; F.
Vandenbroucke; L. Bouyer, Hi*oire de la spiritualit1, t.I* La spiritualitd du moyen-i.ge,

233 -3 4; J. G. Bougerol, Intoduaion, 37 -38.

"M. D. Chenu, La thlologie au douziime siicle,225-26.
t). Leclercq; F. Vandenbroucke; L. Bouyer, Histoire de la spiritualit4, t. II:

La spiritualitd du moyen-kge,298-304, on popular piety in the Middle Ages, see also R.
Manselli, La religion populaire au moyen-ige; A. Vauchez, La spiritualitd du moyen-kge
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directions are of particular interest to us: devotion to Christ, return to the
life of the Gospel, and heretical disturbances.

So-called sensible devorion to the humanity of Christ, especially the
mysteries of his earthly life that are closest to the human heart (his birth,
passion and death on rhe cross), was a kind of twelfth- and thirteenth-
century discovery, with St. Bernard of Clairvaux and especially St. Francis of
fusisi.

To this devotion to the person of the God-Man must be added
devotion to the name ofJesus and a strong faith in the real presence ofJesus
in the Eucharist.

These devotions went hand in hand with devout reading of the
Gospel and meditation on it. Regular contemplation of the mysteries of
Christ as revealed in the gospels led many of the faithful to a true
conversionl they adopted an austere lifestyle as the perfect expression of
seqaela and access to the Kingdom of God. Evangelical poverty, sometimes
carried to an extreme, was the first condition of the apostolic life.

Unfortunately, this evangelical awakening sometimes got bogged
down in the minutiae of an infantile reformism, or in rorrr. ""r.r, ,.to"l
heresy. Heretical disturbances manifested a definite spiritual character; there
was, in the first place, a sense that something was missing. Many were
looking for a life according to the Gospel within the Church but jid not
find it there. During this century, says Chenu,

the institution seemed, because of its very triumph, to rest comfortably on
the Christianiry it had built; and the people of God had only to enjoy this
triumph. In its final realization, this aita apo*olica left out of its
consideration that confrontation of the world which the Gospel
demanded."

This sense of something missing was coupled with anticlericalism
and demands for social change. Here and there throughout Europe,
Lombardi, Arnoldi, Speronii, Humiliati, Poor of Lyons, etc., preached ihe
way of perfection or gospel life without compromise; they preached it not
only within the institutional Church, but many times against it.

occidental (rut-ruf nic@; E. Delaruelle, La pi6t6 populaire aa moyen-ige; O.
Giordano, Religioiti popolare nell'aho medioeoo.

"M. D. Chenu, La th1ologie au douziime siicle,233 .
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To this proliferation of renewal movements, all of which claimed to
interpret the Gospel faithfully, was added Joachimism. Although they all
shared the common dream of a Church made up exclusively of the "perfect,"
they differed as to their point of view. Whereas the renewal movements
looked to the past and clearly preferred a radical return to the gospel life of
the early Church, the Joachites regarded the world as lost and looked to the
future. For them, perfection was not of this world and never would be. It
belonged-to the future age, the age of the Spirit and freedom, which would
follow the age of the Father (the Old Testament), an age of slavery and fear,
and the age of the Son (the present age). Joachim of Fiore could see in the
immediate future a Church at last pure, ruled by spiritual men,
contemplatives. The reign of St. Peter would give way to the reign of St.

John.
This atmosphere of ferment, with its mixture of light and darkness,

dominated the intellectual and spiritual life of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. Bonaventure was no stranger to it. The Christocentrism of his
teaching became part of the general doctrinal and spiritual movement of his
time. Only his fidelity to the Church and the Franciscan ideal enabled him
to maintain the necessary distance between his thought and the theories of
tlre extremists. While defending a strong return to the aita apostolica-not
merely as a possibility for Christians, but as a requirement for Church
reform-like his father Francis he wished to be obedient to the Church in
all circumstances. In the same way, his sound Christocentrism preserved him
fromJoachimism.

The personality of Joachim appealed to the young Order and
apparendy to Bonaventure himself. While not saying so explicitly,
Bonaventure tried to minimize the significance of Joachim's condemnation
by the Fourth Lateran Council;* at the end of his life, it tJrre Collationes in
Hexaerneron, he returned in his own way to the great Joachite themes of
salvation history. But Bonaventure never accepted the thesis of a third age as

propounded byJoachim, for whom the reign of Christ was already coming

oI Sent., d. 5, dub. 4: "And thereforeJoachim reproached the Master out of
ignorance, and since he did not revere tlte Master out of simple-mindedness, for that
reason his scribblings were condemned by the fair judgment of God at the Lateran
Council, and the position of the Master approved." The Council's condemnation was
just; but this should not lead us to draw any conclusions regarding the bad will of its
author, who in his simplicity and ignorance was somewhat lacking in respect for
Master Peter Lombard.
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to an end. For the Seraphic Doctor, Christ is the center of history and will
remain so until the end of time. His Christocentrism, of course, included the
Spirit, but the Spirit who is at work in history is also the Spirit ofJesus.

Henri de Lubac, who more or less repeats the thesis of Joseph
Ratzinger, excludes all Joachimism from the thought of Bonaventure. He
says:

Despite their shared penchant for a theology of history that implies a
progression in the objective process of salvation, what separates
Bonaventure absolutely from Joachim of Flora, in the Collationes in
Heraemeron as well as in the Breoihquiarn, is what might be called his
pronounced Christocentrism.... Bonaventure is a faithful disciple of Francis
of fusisi, whose only desire was to be a faithfirl disciple ofJesus. Like him,
Bonaventure knows that Christ is not surpassed. Thus, any idea of a "third
age" is rejected.ar

III. The E4perience of Francis
Much has been written about the Franciscanism of St.

Bonaventure.n' Some insist on the differences between Francis and
Bonaventure, whom they regard as the second founder of the Order, in
contrast with the first. Others emphasize the things that unite them and see
Bonaventure as a faithful imitator of his master." No one, however, can deny

"'H. de Lubac, La postdriti spirinelh de Joachim de Fhre. I: De Joachim i
Schelling, 134-35; J. Ratzinger, Tlte Theolng of History in St. Bonaamture, ttans. Z.
Hayes (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1971) 104-06; 117-18.

n'Some usefirl studies for a general knowledge of the Franciscanism of St.
Bonaventure: E. Gilson, Tlte Philosophy of St. Bonaventure (Paterso*, Nl: St. Anthony
Guild Press, 1965) 36-78; A. Gemelli, Il francescaneimo, 55-63; L Carvalho e Castro,
Saint Bonaomture, le Docteurfrantiscain,4T-72; /t, Pompei, "Il francescanesimo di san
Bonaventurar"Z|AS;J, Beumer, "Franziskus von fusisi und Bonaventura," TS-91;E,
R. Daniel, "Saint Bonaventure, a Faithfirl Disciple of St. Francis? A Re-examination
of the Question," l7l-87; Gratien de Paris, Histoire de lafondation et de l'iuolution de

l'Ordre du friru rnineurs au )OIf iicle, 247-333; many articles in San Bonaaentura

francescano (Convegni del Centro di Studi sulla Spiritualiti medievale, )il/ 1974).
t"'Bonaventure did not understand the man (St. Francis) whose disciple he

believed and wished himself to be. He corrected him and thought he was doing the
Order a great service by transforming him" (Paul Sabatier, Opuscale d.e critique
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the influence ofFrancis on Bonaventure. But Bonaventure's thought did not
begin there as from nothing; many other sources were grafted on to the
spirituality of St. Francis and in some ways confirmed it. Besides, what
Bonaventure owes to his master is a way of being and thinking, rather than
any particular idea.

Bonaventure was born in 1217, about ten years before St. Francis
died. He did not know him personally but had certainly heard people talk
about him ever since he was a child. His first encounter with Francis was on
the occasion of a miracle when Bonaventure was still a boy. Because of this
miraculous cure (as he would later call it), Bonaventure retained a devotion
and "special feeling of love" for Francis.* Although he did not belong to the
first generation of friars, the founder's spirit was still alive. Bonaventure was
acquainted with the life of the Friars Minor in Bagnoreggio, his birthplace.
He entered the Order in 1243 and found himself under the direction of such
great masters as Alexander of Hales. They shared their knowledge with him
and awakened in his young and fervent heart a taste for wisdom.

Besides the people and external circumstances from which he
learned of Francis's ideals, his own personal experience and natural
tendencies also drew him closer to the Seraphic Father. Bonaventure saw in
Francis a concrete example of the love of God, which set him afire and
which he himself tried to attain at all costs. He made Christ the center of his

hi*orique, t. II, 1903-1919, p. 16l, n. l). On the other hand, Salimbene, who is not
always indulgent toward prelates, praises St. Bonaventure's humility; he tells how he
imitated the example of St. Francis by accepting fraternal criticism from his
companion, Mark of Montefeltro: t'Whenever Brother Bonaventure, the minister
general, had to preach to the clergy, Brother Mark would go to him and say, 'You are
merely a hired servant, and on another occasion when you preached, you didn't even
know what to say, and I hope the same thing happens to you today.' Brother Mark
said this, however, to stimulate him to preach better.... Brother Bonaventure rejoiced
at Brother Mark's insul8, for five reasons. First, because he was a good, patient man,
Second, because in this he imitated the blessed father, Francis. Third, because Mark
was so firm a friend that he loved him dearly. Fourth, because the insults gave him
occasion of avoiding vainglory. Fifth, because they provided him with better
foresight" (The Chronicle of Salimbene de Adam tr. Blair, Baglivi and Kane'
(Binghamton, NY: 1986) 308.

*"...praesumptio cuicusdam specialis amoris....": Serm. De S. Francisco,
sermo 3, (IX, 503a); Leg.Maj., prol., n. 3 fl/III, 505a).
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life; and to imitate him he looked to his holy Father, whom he also
presented to others as a model and perfect disciple of the divine Master.a5

1. Francis's sense of God

One of the most characteristic traits in the spirituality of St. Francis
was his acute sense of the presence of God in creation and in human history.
For him, everything is grace; every being, every thing was as a gift of God;
everything speaks of God and draws us back to God. The order of grace and
the order of nature form a single universe, God's universe. Because of the
divine presence, nature is transformed from within, in a continuous upward
movement toward the pure and the beautiful. This explains Francis's
extraordinary love for people and things. fu Etienne Gilson writes: "If
anywhere the human heart entered into fraternal communion with all that
lives and breathes and has being, most assuredly it did so there; for this
purely Christian soul it was altogether one and the same thing to love the
works of God and to Iove God."*

Francis lived constandy in a world of symbols and signs, where
every person and thing rediscovered its original meaning and value. Despite
the darkness that continues to exist, the world was for him a world that has
been saved.

n' Le g.Maj., prol. (VIII, 504-05).
*E. Gilson, L'esprit de la pbilonphe midilaale, p. 131. St. Bonaventure

himself bears witness to Francis's burning love for God at the sight of his creatures:
"Aroused by all things to the love of God, he rejoiced in all the uorks of tbe Lord\ hands
(Ps 91:5) and from these joy-producing manifestations he rose to their life-giving
principle and cause. In beautifirl things he saw Beauty itself and through his uestiges
imprinted on creation be followed bis Belooed flob 23:ll; Cant 5:17) everywhere,
making from all things a ladder by which he could climb up and embrace him who is
utterly deirable (Cant 5:16). With a feeling of unprecedented devotion he savored in
each and every creature-as in so many rivulets-that Goodness which is their
fountain-source. And he perceived a heavenly harmony in the consonance of powers
and activities God has given them, and like the prophet David sweedy exhorted them
to praise the Lord" (Leg.Maj., c. 9, n. 1 (VI[, 530a). Many studies have been
published on rhe Canticle of the Sun in recent yearsl we mention two t-hat we think are
the most notewortly by reason of their depth and originality: E. Leclercq, The
Canticle of Creannes: Synbols of Union trans. Matthew J. O'Connell (Chicago:
Franciscan Herald Press, 1970); E. Doyle, St. Francis and the Sang of Brotherhood and
Sisterhood (St. Bonaventure, NY: The Franciscan Institute, 1997)
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This way of seeing life, where everything is grace and a reflection of
God's love, only reinforced Bonaventure's own convictions. The
exemplarism that is part of his doctrine of the imitation of Christ, rooted in
a deep faith in the presence of God, finds a concrete example in the
experience of Francis. For Bonaventure, as for Francis, God is both
everywhere and nowhere. God is at the end of the road that leads to
conformity to Christ and ecstatic contemplation; but he is also there on the
road, near to those who seek him; he is at the heart of every creature in its
very being, especially ourselves. In every thing and in every event, God is
present (latet ipse Deus)!' We may think of a sphere whose center is
everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere.*

2. Tlte "centrality" of cbrist

"It is often said that the spirituality of Francis is Christocentric.
That is true. But it is not pan-Christic."* These words of Norbert Nguyen
Van Khanh are important, seeing that the Christocentrism in Francis's
thought has often been isolated from his overall vision of God.

For him, Christ is always seen as mediator, in other words, always
in relation to the Father, on the one hand, and to creation and humanity, on
the other.

Thus it is not enough to say that the spirituality of Francis is
Christocentric. We must also say that its point of departure is the Holy
Spirit and that it is directed toward the Father. The Christocentrism of
Francis is also theocentrism and vice versa. God is known only through
Christ, whose function is to lead creation from this world to the Father.
"For everything belongs to you,...and you to Christ, and Christ to God" (1
Cor32l-23).

Francis's vision of Christ as related to the mystery of t}e Trinity
and in his universal dimension is one of the chief sources of St.

" Red.Art., n. 23 6 (, 12 5b); Sc.Cbr., q. 2, ad all: "...Deus est intimus cuilibet
rei creatae" (V 8a).

*rhin., c.5, n. 8 (V, 3l0a); see Solil,, c.4, n,2. The soul's supreme happiness
is to live in the presence of God. Citing St. Anselm, Bonaventure writes: "Gaudium
erit intus et extTa, subtas et supra, ciratmcirca. Gaudebis enim in omnibus, gaudebis
de omnibus" S/III, 57a).

*'N. Nguyen Van Khanh, Teacber,243.
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Bonaventure's theology of the Word. Bonaventure also sees Christ as the
center of life both within the Trinity and in its ad extra manifestation in
creation and redemption. His major theological and spiritual works are
deeply influenced by the Franciscan concept of the centrality of Christ in
historlz, which, for all practical purposes, Bonaventure identifies with
salvation history.

The concept of the imitation of Christ depends on this
Christocentric vision. Francis's entire life was a constant search for total
conformity to Christ, the only mediator of salvation. This is evident from
his own writings, as well as from the comments of his first companions and
biographers.

3. "Folluw and. Irnitate" in tbe Franciscan tradition

"Although the word 'imitate' does not occur in the Gospel,
Christians realued, that the invitation to 'follow'Jesus meant a call to imitate
him.""'These words of Cothenet are quite true. Philologlz, useful though it
is, is sometimes deceptive. It is not the words that matter but the thought,
which is often hidden beneath the wide variety of realities and experiences
that are the fabric of a person's life. A comparison of Francis's and
Bonaventure's thought on the theme of imitation provides us with an
example analogous to dre relationship between Jesus and his disciples. The
question is not new. It has been studied by modern authors, especially from
the angle of conflict between the thought of the founder and that of his
disciple." Here we raise the question again, on the basis of a rigorous use of
terminology and in the context of the two writers and their spiritual
thought.

A. Use ofwords

It is a well-known fact that St. Francis never once uses the word
imitari or irnitatio in his writings. The title of the sixth Admonition ("De
imiutione Cbristi") was added by early editors who were quite unfamiliar

'oE. D. Cothenet; E. Ledeur; P AdnEs; A. Solignac, "Imitation du Chrin,"
1536.

ttSee. F. De Beer, La cowersion ile saint Frangois selon Tltornas de Celano,34-
39; T. Desbonnets, "G6n6alogie des biographies primitives de S. Franqois," note I
and passim; Id., "La lettre i tous les fiddles," 5l-76;H. Detesty, "Imiter otyuiarele
Christ," 46-51; O. Meyer, "L'itin6raire franciscain," 21-34.
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with Francis's language. When referring to the relationship of the disciple to
Jesus, he prefers the term seqai. According to the lJniversity of Louvain's
Center for the Electronic Treatment of Documents (CETEDOC), it occurs
a total of seventeen times in his writings."

Thomas Celano, St. Francis's first biographer, surreptitiously
introduced the word irnitari alongside the word seqai inhis First Life (1228):

[Vv]ith perfect vigilance, with all zeal, with all the longing of his mind and
all the fervor of his heart, Francis's highest intention...was "to follow the
teaching of our LordJesus Christ and" imitate "his footprints."t3

Given its location and content, this text is especially important. It
occurs in the last chapter of the book. The last chapter of a work, like the
prologue, reveals the intention of its author and summarizes his thought in a

few words.

But the text is important above all because of its content. Thomas
speaks of Francis's "highest intention" (sumrna intentio) and refers explicidy
to the saint's words.'n But in quoting the text of the Rule, the biographer has
changed the order of the words and incorporated the term "imitate":

Francis: RegNBl,Z Thornas of Celano: Firx Life

"Et Domini nostri Iesu Christi "Domini Iesu Christi
doctrinam etvestigia sequi." doctrinam sequi etvestigia imitari."

'J. F. Godet, G. Mailleux, Corpas des sources, V, 208. Except for twice
(RegAIB I, 2 and 3), where Francis speaks explicidy of "following Christ" (but these
are two quotations from the Gospel of Matthew: 19:21 and 16:24), a*d once, in
composite form, in Adm,. Yl,2 ("The Lord's sheep followed him in tribulation and
persecution...."), his other fourteen uses of the word "follow" concern an aspect or
virtue of Christ's life: follow rhe footprin* of Christ (2EpFid 13; EpLeo 3; EpOrd 5l;
Frag RegNB 2, 2); follow his poverty (EpLeo 3; Frag RegNB l, 73; RegNB I, l; UbVol
1); follow his will (Frag RegNB l, 6; RegNB )O[I, 9); follow his holy com.m.andments

(OffPass \4I 8; XV, l3); follow his gooilness (OffPass V, 1a); follow his W UhVol l).
In our citations of the writings of St. Francis and St. Clare, the abbreviation SC
refers to the recent editions of the Soarces chrdiennes.

" 1cel84.

'*Specifically R egNB I, 2.

l
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This variant is significant. The Lesser Brother is called to follow
Christ, but not in a material way like the first disciples during Jesus' earthly
life. He follows him in faith. He imitates him, for he sees nothing of him
except his traces or footprints (uestigia), which he finds in his words, his
sacraments, his Church, in the liturgy celebrated in his name, etc. The text
under consideration here speaks of meditation on the Word, with which
Francis nourished his faith and which ended in a liturgical celebration (the
episode of the celebration in Greccio of the birth of the Son of God).

Thomas of Celano uses the terrn imitari more oftenl he introduces
other equivalent expressions, such as conforwari or conforrnitas into his later
works, especially the Second Life.

St. Clare, in her writings, often speaks of imitation of Christ. In her
second letter to Agnes of Prague, written berween 1235 and 1239, Clare
wishes to see her disciple adorned with virtues, "a diligent imitator of the
Father of all perfecion" Qterfeai Patis effeaa diligens imitatri"x).In her third
letter to Agnes (c. 1238), she accuses herselfofbeing a very poor irnitator of
the poor and humble Christ, as opposed to what she and her sisters were
tryrng to do."

St. Clare, "the little plant of the blessed Father" (as she liked to
describe herself), knew Francis better than anyone. She died August 11,
1253; and in her Testament, which most scholars today consider authentic,
Clare calls Francis "(Christ's) tme lover and imitator" (aenu an atlr et
imitator).'o

Bonaventure merely consecrates the use of terms that were already
in existence within the Order. The chapter on the stigmata ia lis Legenda

t' 21,49 4 (SC 93); 3l1lg 4 (SC 101). It is interesting to note that in the Poor
Clare Constitutions approved by the Holy See in 1988, the formula of profession
joins the two words folluw and imitnte: "I, sister N.N., to the praise and glory of God
who set me aside and called me through his grace, with a firm resolution to observe
the Holy Gospels and to follow and, imitate the life of our Highest Lord Jesus Christ
and his Mother in the presence of my sisters, promise and vow, [being] in your
power, mother Abbess N.N., to live for the omnipotent God...."(art. 197).

tuTestCl 5 (SC 166); a little later, she says again: "And our most blessed
father Francis, having imitated his footprints.,,," (Et beatisirnus pater norter Franciscus,
eius oestigia imitatw): TestCl 36 (SC 172). See also Samrm Cmnmercium, prologue, 4,
where we find an expression similar to that of St. Clare.
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major ilhtstrates his doctrine of the imitation of Christ." In the prologue,
Francis is presented as "an imitator of angelic purity" (imitator paritatis
angelicae), a concrete model for all perfect followers of Christ, who, like
Francis, must seek to be conformed totally to Christ (Christo confonniter
oiaere)."

At the beginning of the fourteenth century, the editor of the Mirror
of Perfection systematically change5*the word sequi to irniuri in his texts,
which he nevertheless transmits "ad litteram."t'

Later (c. 1385), the Tbe Conformity of B. Francis's Lrfe to that of the
Lord Jesus by Bartholomew of Pisa would interpret the doctrine of
conformity quite literally: Francis was the true copy of Christ in all things.n"

The Franciscan tradition, then, saw an evolution in the use of
teffns. Must this be seen as a "betrayil" of St. Francis's ideals by his
followers? "Must it be said that the word imitatioz goes beyond the
expression sequela Christi, and that the latter corresponds better to the
intentions of Francis of Assisi?"u'

B. Meaning of tbe word sequi in St. Francis

Francis constandy refers to the Gospel, a gospel sine glossa, taken
literally along with all its implied demands. "The Rule and life of the Friars
Minor is this: to observe the holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ,"o' in
other words, "To follow the teaching and footprints of our Lord Jesus
Christ."o' It is to be expected that Francis would adopt the terminology he
found in tlre gospels, especially in the Synpotics, where the term sequi is ased

5' Leg.Maj., I 3 0IIII, 542ff).
5' Le g.Maj., prol. (VI[, 504a).
t'T. Desbonn ets, La lettre i tous les fidiles," 6+-65 .
onsee the Quaracchi editions, 2 vols.: 1906 and 1912. See also J. Poulenc,

"Conformiti," 219-26,
u'E. D. Cothenet; E Ledeur; P. Andds; A. Solignac, "Imitation du Christ,"

157 5.

o'RegBl,2 (SC 180).
n'RegNB I, I (SC 122).

I
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constantly. If he quotes I Pt 2:21 ("to follow the footprints of the Lord"), it
is because these words echo the Gospel.

Francis, however, uses the verb sequi, not the noun sequela. The verb
expresses better than the noun the dynamic intent of the author. For
Francis, who did not like to engage in speculation, "to follow Christ" has a
realistic, even physical sense. It means to walk behind him in the primary
and literal sense of the term-in other words, to place one's footsteps in his,
to follow his footprints, or more concretely, to follow some particular
example Christ left us: to follow his poverty, his humility, his goodness, etc.
ft means to walk behind him as sheep behind a shepherd, "in tribulation and
persecution, in shame and hunger, in weakness and temptation, and in other
ways,"o*

But to reduce the Franciscan vision of Christ solely to the practical
aspect of following is to deny the depth and beauty of Francis's soul, and to
make his ideal a kind of anthropocentric piety in which the figure of the
disciple overshadows that of the master. No doubt Francis always retained
his original simplicity and desire to follow Christ in all things; his very
language, as we have seen, reflects this practical Christocentrism. But we
must acknowledge a long evolution in Francis's spiritual experience, in
which radical attachment to Christ took on an ever deeper meaning. From
the external imitation marking the beginning of his life of penance, Francis
moved on to internal conformity, which culminated on Mount LaVerna in
contemplation of Christ crucified and total union with him. For Francis,
Christ is the model of the virtues. But he is also the one to whom the
disciple abandons himself in total and trusting love. He is Christ-the-W^y,
Christ-the-Spouse, Christ-of-the-Paschal-Mystery who from his cross draws
us to himself and inspires us to enter into his mystery of love.n'

"To follow Christ" means to enter into the mystery of Jesus'
relationship with his Father. It means to accept the coming of the Lord in
his poverty as a free gift. The practice of the virtues, to which Francis
remained faithful until the end of his life, was nothing but the expression of
a personal relationship of love with the Lord. Francis concludes his Letter to

o'Adm.vl,2 (sc lol).
otsee Ciccarelli, I Misteri di Cristo nella Eiritualiti francescana, 81-82; see

also tlre study by D. Dozzi, Il Vangelo nella Regola non bollau di Francesco d',4iisi,
especially ch. 6: "Alla sequela di Gestr Cristo," 2+7-308.
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tbe Entire Order, written toward the end of his life, with this prayer. In it, we
can see what would become Bonaventure's three "ways":

Almighty, eternal, just and mercifirl God, give us miserable ones the grace
to do for you alone what we know you want us to do, and to desire alwals
what pleases you. Inwardly cleansed, interiorly enlightened, and inflamed
by the fire of the Holy Spirit, may we be able to follow in the footprints of
your beloved Son, our LordJesus Christ. And, by your grace alone, may we
make our way to you, Most High, who live and rule in perfect Trinity and
simple Unity, and are glorified God all-powerfirl forever and ever.oo

Walking behind Christ is not so much an external act as a
conversion of heart, inspired and sustained by the Holy Spirit. Francis never
uses the word "imitate." But the reality is very close. It was on this reality-
global and mystical-that Francis's companions and biographers based
themselves in order to speak to us of his ideal.

C. Francis as seen b1 bis followerc
For St. Clare, to follow the footprints of Christ means to be

conformed to his divine image. Writing to Agnes, she says:

Always rejoice in the Lord.... Place your mind before the mirror of eternity!
Place your soul in the brilliance of glory. Place your heart in the figure of
the divine substancel And transform your entire being into the image of the
Godhead itself through contemplation.o'

This act of gazing upon divine love as expressed on the cross was
capable of transforming Clare completely in her entire being and existence.
This love must be the source of all our works. Action gives way to
contemplation; concern for ascetics gives way to a mystical understanding of
faithful discipleship.

Francis was "Christ's true lover and imitator."ot For Clare, the
expressions an atnr Christi and imitator Chri$ti are interchangeable. For her,
love is the only word that adequately explained Francis's spiritual
experience; it was the unique motive for his walking behind Christ, the sole

*Epord 50-52 (sc 255).
n' jtAg lo, l2-13 (sc loi).
o'TestCl5 (SC 166).

;
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reason for his life of penance and renunciation. It was this radical
attachment to the Master that made Francis Christ's true disciple.

Thomas of Celano and Bonaventure both speak of St. Francis's
imitation of Christ, especially in the context of the stigmata. In the early
tradition of the Order, the miracle of the stigmata exerted an extraordinary
influence on Franciscan life and thought. The followers of Francis, who still
had vivid memories of the stigmata, looked at sequela and its fruit (total
transformation of the person) through the prism of Francis's mystical
experience on LaVerna. Having become totally conformed to Christ
crucified, Francis was for them the new man re-created in the image and
likeness of Christ, an aher Christus.o

For Bonaventure, as for Clare, the secret of Francis's conformity to
Christ was love. True love transformed the friend of Christ into the exact
likeness of him whom he loved (Wrut Christi arnor in eandern irnaginern
transforrnaait arnantent),"' "Francis," says Bonaventure in one of his sermons,
"had a great love for Christ. He wished to follow and imitate Christ out of
L,71love.

The concept of sequela is not an abstraction but a lived reality. A
person's spiritual experience cannot be understood merely by appealing to
terminology. It is true that in some circumstances language can be
profoundly existential; but it is also true that life as a whole goes beyond
verbal expressions. Thomas of Celano, and especially St. Bonaventure and
St. Clare, situated Francis's sequela Christi in the context of his whole life,
which they saw as a continuous response of love to Christ's call to live the
Gospel.

Without minimizing the Gospel's practical demands, they wanted
to understand Francis's inner spiritual development, beginning with his
deepest motives and in light of his unique encounter with the Crucified on

unsee 2Cel 219; 3Cel 2. See also I. E. Motte, "Franqois d'Assise, 'un autre
Christ'?" 39-58; N. Muscat, The Life of Saint Francis in tbe Light of St. Bonaumture's
Tbeohg on tbe "Verbum tracifiwm," 240-49.

'nLeg.Maj., 13, 5 0[II, 543). See Leg.Maj., prol. (1/I[, 503-05); Leg.Min.,
De Stig.,lect. 4 fl/III, 576{.ln one of his sermons, Bonaventure says: "Thus it could
and can be truly said that [Francis] was created in t}re image and likeness of Christ in
his Passion" De S. Patre nostro Francisco, serm. 3 (IX, 583a).

"D, S. Patrt ruostro Francisco, serm. 3, n. I (IX, 583b).
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LaVerna. By speaking in terms of imitation and conformiqr, they may have
betrayed the letter, but not the spirit oftheir founder."

IV. The Controversy between the Secular Masters and the
Mendicants

For over forty years, a controversy rrent on between the secular
masters of the University of Paris and the new mendicant Orders, a quarrel
that obliged Bonaventure to deal systematically many times with the
question of the imitation of Christ."

1. Episofus in the quarrel

The scene is France in the 1230s. The Dominicans (with Roland of
Cremona in 1229 and John of St. Giles in 1230) opened their school at
Saint-Jacques. The Franciscans responded: Alexander of Hales was invested
in the habit of the Friars Minor and established his school in the Saint-
Germain quarter in l236.Two years later he obtained a second chair for his
pupil, John of la Rochelle. Thus in a short period of time the mendicants
had four chairs at Paris. The secular masters looked with jaundiced eye on

"For an excellent study ofBonaventure the Franciscan, see n. 42; see alsoJ.
G. Bougerol, Introdurtion, 3-10; Id., Francesco e Bonaaentura: La legmda maiot E.
Doyle (ed.), Tlte Disciple and the Master. St. Bonaoenture's Sermnns on St. Francis of
,*isi (Clttcago, IL: Franciscan Herald Press, 1983).

"For this section on the quarrel between tlre secular masters and the
mendicants, vre owe a great deal to the work of Gratien de Paris, Histoire de la

fondation et de l'1aolation de l'Ordre des {riru mineurs aa XII iicle,200'221,249-65; at
the end of this work there is an abundant bibliography, which has been updated by
Mariano D'Alatri and Servus Gieben. On the history of these controversies' see also:

Hi*oire liniraire de la Frawe, t.9, 197-214i t Zl,468-99; A. van den Wyngaert,
"Querelle du Clerg6 s6culier et des Ordres mendiants i l'Universit6 de Paris au KII'
siEcle," FF 5 (1922) 257 -81, 369-96; 6 (1923), 47 -48; S. Clasen, Der bl. Bonaaenfiira
und d.as Mendikantentum. Ein Beitag zur ldeengescbichte des Paiser Mendikantenrtreites
(1252-1272); D. L. Douie, "St. Bonaventure's Part in the Conflict between Seculars
and Mendicants at Paris," 525-612; Y.MJ. Congar, "Aspects eccl6siologiques de la
querelle entre mendiants et s6culiers dans la seconde moiti6 du )ilII" siBcle et le
d6but du Xnf," 35-151;J. G. Bougerol, "Saint Bonaventure et la d6fense de la vie
6vang6lique de 1252 au Concile de Lyon (127 4)," 107 -26; M. M. Dufeil , Guillaume
de Saint-Amour et la polimique uniaeritaire parisienne 1250-1259.

't
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the birth of these new schools, which were snatching from them many of the
Paris elite.

Added to this unrest there were grievances of all kinds against the
friars on the part of the parish clergy. Exempt from the jurisdiction of the
bishops and strongly supported by the Popes, who were counting on the
new Orders to reform the Church, the friars were exercising a parallel
apostolate outside the traditional structures. They opened their friary
churches to the public, preached and heard confessions without noti$ring
the local priest, accepted tithes, celebrated funerals for the faithful, etc. The
office of pastor, which was the prerogative of the parish clergy, was seriously
compromised. The priests complained to their bishops, and the friars
complained direcdy to Rome, which sided with them. Pope Gregory X, in
fact, was a friend of the friars.

Soon the conflict at the University merged with the general
complaints of the secular clergy. The pitch rose on both sides. The secular
masters used every available opportunity to exclude the mendicants from the
University or at least limit their growing influence, or somehow to redress
the harm they were causing the clergy. Taking advantage of the decrees of
Pope Innocent M which were less favorable to rhe friars than those of his
predecessor, they relaunched their violent attacls against the mendicants.
On February +,1254, they signed a manifesro in support of all the clergy; in
it they denounced the assaults of the religious against the University and
called upon all Christian prelates to take necessary measures against the
inyaders."

The Pope summoned the masters to appear before him. The
principal opponent of the regulars-and the fiercest as well-was William of
St. Amour.

And so Master William went to Rome. He cleverly reported to the
Pope about an extremely dangerous book, filled with the ideas ofJoachim of

'*See H. Denifle and A. Chatelain, Cbartularium lJniaerintis Pariiensis, n.
238. Among the secular masters taking part in this controversy, which stirred up the
entire tlniversity of Paris, were William of St. Amour, Gerard of Abbeville and
Nicholas of Lisieux; of the Dominicans, St. Thomas Aquinas was the only one to
defend the mendicants; St. Bonaventure was the first and principal apologist for the
Franciscans, followed later by Thomas of York. The Franciscans were more
interested in the question of poverty, to which the secular masters devoted all the
venom oftheir attacks.
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Fiore: the Liber introductorius ad Eaangehurn aeternun , which the University
was unjustly attributing to a Dominican master in Paris.

In fact, it was the work of a Franciscan, Geiard of Borgo San
Donnino. William pointed out thirty-one errors in it. Pope Innocent IV,
impressed by William's able presentation, confirmed the position of the
master and his supporters and condemned the abuses of which the
mendicants were accused. Some months after this meeting, November 20,
1254,the Pope published the earthshaking bull Ersi aninmrunt, clearly aimed
against the of the mendicant 7t

7,
Franciscans, hurr

level,
new
mere juridic rivalry; it touched on the very

or did he not? Are Christians permitted to follow him or are they

2. Defense of
William of St.

Christ, but they
poverty. The texts from
purse used by the

The idea of following Christ by renouncing all ownership is
nothing but an

author, see Gratien de Paris, Histoire de la
i Francescani;I ,Pellegri*i, Atessrqtlta lVtj p*"
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These attaclc touched on the foundation of the Franciscan ideal. It
was in this polemical context that Bonaventure wrote the Disputed Questions
on Eaangelical Perfeaion. In it, he shows the indisputable theological
foundation for the religious vows, especially poverty.'o

On October 5, 1256, Alexander fV condemned William of St.
Amour." A few days later, in the bull Non sine maha,he solemnly confirmed
the mendicants' evangelical ideal and declared:

By their renunciation for the sake of God of all this world's goods and by
begging for their subsistence, the friars imitate the poor Christ and
embrace the perfection of the Gospel. Therefore, they are on the way to
salvation, and observance of their Rule, in accord with its divine teaching,
merits for them an eternal reward.'*

William of St. Amour agreed to withdraw. Unfortunately, Thomas
of York, a Franciscan and former student at Oxford, published a tract against
William, entitled Manus (laae clntra Omnipotentent tenditur." The batde
resumed at once. Master Gerard of Abbeville, one of William's disciples,
entered the fray with his Contra ad.aersariurn perfeaionis christianae, which he
later summarized in a list of 110 errors, entitled Exceptiones conta libram
saprasnipturn qai incipit: Manus qaae.

Like his master, Gerard of Abbeville denied that Christ taught,
either by word or example, the renunciation of all goods, or that such
renunciation was practiced by the apostles. He cites the earlier monastic
Orders and the Churches that owned extensive property as another proof
that absolute poverty is impossible. Going farther than his master, he held
that the povertF demanded by the mendicants was dangerous and contrary
to Christian perfection. The summit of perfection is to be sought in the

'oPer7Ea. (V, 117-98). These Quaestioner were probably written in 1255;
they are surely prior to William's condemnation (October 5, 1256), for St.
Bonaventure does not mention the outcome of the batde. See I. Brady, "St.
Bonaventure's Theology of the Imitation of Christ," 64; J. G. Bougerol, Introduction,
ll7-20; Id., "De la reportatio i la redactio," 5l-65.

" Rcm.anum Pontifex, Bullarium franciscanam., IT, 160-62,

"Non sine multa (October 19,1256), Ballariumfranciscanum.,Il, 165.

"See the edition by Pelster, Archioum Francescanum. Historicum 15 (1922)
t3-22.
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pastoral ministry, whose excellence is in no way diminished by the
possession ofgoods.

St. Bonaventure, as minister general of the Order (elected February
2,1257), felt obliged to take up his pen in defense of his brothers.

He wrote his response, the Defense of tbe Mendicants, irt Paris. It is
the most complete summary of the subject of evangelical perfection. The
work presents his doctrine of ttre exemplary nature of Christ's life, and how
he can be imitated in proportion to his virtues. It extols the greatness of
Christian perfection, the summit of which consists in a desire for
martyrdom; but in everyday life, martyrdom is achieved through internal
and external contempt of self for love of Jesus Christ, to whom we are
conformed not only by observing his precepts, but also by carrying out his
counsels.t"

The controversy was to continue for a long time. But Bonaventure
would no longer direcdy intervene. He had already said what was essential.
His friend, Master John Pecham, the future archbishop of Canterbury,
would take over as defender of the Franciscan ideal against the "persecutors
of the poor." Bonaventure continued his journey toward Spain to visit his
brothers.

Conclusion
It would be pretentious to wish to know and study all the influences

on the Seraphic Doctor. In this first chapter, we have pointed out the chief
currents that, in our opinion, contributed in one way or another to the
elaboration of his doctrine of the imitation of Christ. Nevertheless, in order
to present a balanced judgment of a literary work, we need to know not only
the author's personality, but also those things that have influenced him,
directly or indirectly. This is what we will keep in mind throughout this
study.

'oApol.paup., MII, 233-330), written in 1269.



Chapter II
Imitators of God in the Llncreated Word

fl t Bonaventure attempted to retrace all human knowledge to theology,
\ which he conceives not as a speculative knowledge of God, but as a
\J love or desire for union with God in which wisdom consists.

The process of reduaio or retracing is done with the help of a
middle term, a rnediurn reducens, who is Christ "the uncreated Word as
inspired, incarnate, preacbed, and rnade according to a rnodel."l

Thus theology teaches us about the first Principle in his inner life:
God three and one. It accomplishes its task through Jesus Christ, "the
middle Person in the supercelestial hierarchy of the most blessed Trinity."'
Christology is therefore linked to the theology of the Trinity. For
Bonaventure, this rwofold knowledge of God is so united that we cannot
know the Incarnation without also knowing the trinity of Persons, just as we
cannot grasp the meaning of creation and history without rdference to
Christ. The Breailoquiurn is a perfect example of rhis.' fu Luc Mathieu says,

'Cannn.Lc., c. 8,22 (1/II, 195); see De danis, coll. l, n. 5ff; Hexaem., coll. 3,
n.Zff.

'Breoil., prol. 3 ff, 205). Following Pseudo-Dionysius, Bonaventure calls
the process of assimilation to God "hierarchization," that is to say, the ascent of the
created and ordered universe to its Creator, in whom all beings find rest and
happiness. In this ascent of the universe to God, both Creator and creatures play an
active role. In proportion to the light they receive from God in his Word, creatures
tend toward God, each in its own way; see Hexaem., coll. 20-23. On the process of
hierarchization in Pseudo-Dionysius, see also Ren6 Roques, L'aniaerse dionyien.
Structure bi1rarchique du monde selon le Pseudy-Denys.

tlnthe Breztiloquium,Bonaventure clearly sets forth the seven-part program
of his theological synthesis; he wishes to explain the revealed content of Scripture
through knowledge of the "the principle of things, God, the creation of things
themselves, the fall, the redemption through the blood of Jesus Christ, the

4t
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"One of the characteristics of the Breailoquium is that each of its parts, each
chapter refers to 'God the first Principle.' Now for Bonaventure to say that
God is first Principle, is to evoke God as Triniry."n

Everything proceeds from the Father and everything returns to the
Father. He is the first Principle, the Principle-without-principle. Being the
first Principle, he is the causa subsistendi of all things, whose origin he is;
being the Principle-without-principle, he is without origin, "unborn or
unbegotten."s

The second divine Person is presented in relation to the Father. He
is "Son" of the Father, his "Image," his "Word," his "Wisdom," his "Art."
He is also considered from the standpoint of his relationship to creation, of
which he is the causa exernpland.i and the ratio intelligendi.

The third divine Person, the Holy Spirit, is rhe uncreated Gift who
proceeds from the mutual love of the Father and the Son. He is the
exemplary principle of all the gifts of the Trinity.

This chapter will focus on the place of the Word within the
Godhead and in relation to creation.

I. The Word in God
To describe the place occupied by the second divine Person with

respect to the Father, Bonaventure uses a variety of significant terms.

l. Son, Im.age, Word

In Book I of his Commentary on the Sentences, Bonaventure points
out that the three terms "Image," "Word," and "Son" are not qmonymous.

reformation through grace, the cure through the sacraments, and finally retribution
tlrrough punishment and eternal glory/' (Breoil., prol. 5. 6: V, 208). The work begins
with contemplation of the holy Trinity, the first Principle, and ends with the
creation of human beings and their salvation inJesus Christ.

aBreaihquiurn, p. l: La Triniti de Dieu (Introduction and notes by Luc
Mathieu).

tsee Breuil., p. 1, c. 3 5,212); God the Father is called "unbegotten" by
appropriation. This has rwo meanings: one negative, "lack of origin," and one
positive, which affirms the Father's primacy with respect to ttre two other Persons
and to all beings. The Father is "firllness at its source." See also ltin., prol., n. I (V',
2es).
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If "Word" indicates an inner and equal relationship, namely the Son's
proceeding from the Father, "fmage" refers to the same relationship viewed
externally, stressing the idea of distinction and imitation, while "Son"
focuses on both aspects.o

Nevertheless, all three share the same cornmon denominator of
likeness Similitudo), as we can see, for example, in this text from the
Breailoquiunr.:

The Son is properly rhe Image, rhe Word, and the Soz as such. Likewise,
therefore, Imnge designates him ^s the expressel likeness, Word as the
expresing likeness, and Son as the persanal likeness. Agin, Image designates
him as tlre likeness in the order of fin t, Word as the likeness in the order of
reason, and. Soz as the likeness inrhe order of nature.'

2. Expressed likeness and. likeness in tbe ord,er of forrn
The term "likeness" comes from various sources and its meaning is

not always the same. According to E.H. Weber, Bonaventure's use of this
term has a double origin. In many cases, "likeness" has a meaning that is
very close, almost identical, to that of St. Augustine.' In other cases, the term

uI Sent., d. 27 , p.2, dub. 2 (1, 49lb): "One distinction can be presented in
the following way: that he would be called the Word since he proceeds from the
inner [depths, and] t]re Image since he is imitated in the exterior [things]-and the
Son encludes both [notions]."

'Breail., p. 1, c.3 S,2l2a).
'Following Plato, St. Augustine understands the term imilindo in the sense

of aform.al participation in the idea, a likeness which, in the case of sense knowledge,
is found in thinking about a model which is necessarily abstract: "There is that
similitude by which whatever is similar is similar" (St. Augustine, De geneis contra
Manicheos,lib. Imperfectus, c. 16, n. 57 (PL J4,2+2). This notion of simple formal
comparison does not fit our knowledge of spiritual things. That is why, especially
during his mature period, Augustine preferred the term imago itstead of similituilo to
describe the Word in God. lmago expresses better the real relationship (and not just
a simple formal participation) of the Son to the Father: a relationship of nature, and
at the same time a relationship of production or real procession of the Son from the
Father. Most of the time, he uses the term imago in a more restricted sense than the
term imilitudo. "Any image is similar to the thing of which it is the image; however,
not everything that is similar to something is also its image: just as regarding [the
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bears an entire twelfth-century theological tradition' and is probably rooted
in the teachings of Pseudo-Dionysius and especially his most famous
interpreter, John Scotus Eriugena."'

On the one hand, Bonaventure understands the term similitudo in a
technical sense: the principle of noetic assimilation to the reality known.
With regard to the innate knowledge of charity, even in tlose who do not
have it, he says: "Similitad.o is also a certain truth in itself."" There is a
certain identity between the presentation and the reality known, or as we
would say today, an identity between signifier and signified.

On the other hand, Bonaventure's understanding of siruilitud.o
depends on a doctrine of exemplarism that resembles that of Pseudo-
Dionysius or especially John Scotus Eriugena. Bonaventure assigns a
deruonstratiae or expressive function to the term similitud.o (which we would
like to translate as "likeness-representation"). This demonstrative function
involves the idea of real emanation (egrurus) from an original, just as
brightness emanates from a light."

reflections in] mirrors and pictures, they are similar by the very fact that they are
images; however, unless [something] one is born out of the other, none of them can
be called the image of the other. For images exist only in the case when [they] are
drawn from something [else]" (Ibid.).

'For example, I Sent., d. 17, p. l, g.4, concl. (I, 301ffl. On the meaning of
the term im,ilitudo in twelfth-century writers, see R. Javelet, Image et ressem,blance au
dauziime iicle. De saint Ansehne i Alain dE Lille..

"Questions disputies ru.r le sauoir du Cbrist (Translation, introduction and
notes by E. H. Weber, 197-220).

"I Sent., d. 17, p. 1, a. un., q.4, concl. (I, 301).

"Bonaventure often uses the image of light and its brightness and heat to
explain the properties of the divine Persons. He says: o'Indeed, light, in the manner
of a parent, generates splendor, and splendor and light produce heat, so that heat
proceeds from boih, even though not in the manner of an offspring. Therefore if
God truly is inaccessible light, where splendor and heat are substance and hlpostasis,
truly do exist in God the Fatler, the Son, and the Holy Spirit -- the proper faces] of
divine persons" (De niplici oia, c.3, $ 7, n. l1 (VI[, 16); see also I Sezr., d.3, p.2, art.
1, q.3, concl. (I,86).
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fu applied to the divine Word, the term sirnilitado emphasizes rhe
twofold likeness of the Son to the Father: likeness-as-identification and
likeness-as-representation.

The first meaning expresses the perfect conformity of nature by
which the Son is equal to the Father in all things. This is likeness in the
order of nature or consubstantiality. There is total identity between speaker
and spoken.'r Just as the Father's nature, which is to generate, is true and
perfect, so the emanation or generation of the Son is also true and perfect.'*

The second meaning expresses the conformity of person. The Son
is the fitting image of the Father, his perfect imitator. "fn the Breailoquium,"
says Luc Mathieu, "image emphasizes the Son's personal likeness, insofar as
it is more specifically an expressed likeness and a likeness in the order of
form, that is, an imitation."" The Son, "the image of the invisible God and
the brightness of his glory,"'o becomes like the Father through imitation.
Here imitation means more than a simple resemblance, which could be
accidental; it means personal conformity, an intentionality, a relationship of
image to model."

"M,Trin., g. 5, a, 1, n. 8 (V, 87a): "For whatever the Father speaks he
speaks by t}re same Word by which he speaks himself; for, understanding himself by
the most complete and unique understanding, in which understanding matches [*re
one] who understands, and the reverse, the Father generates the Word, which is a

similitude of the Father equal to himself in every respect." See St. Augustine, )il
Confess., c. 7, n. 9 (PL 32, 812-l 3).

t4I Sent., d. 13, a. un., q. 3, concl. (I, 136): "Generation is emanation byway
of perfect assimilation, and therefore it refers to the one beginning / principle."

ttBreailoqaiunt, p l: La Trintiti d.e Dieu (Introduction and notes by Luc
Mathieu,26).

'ohin., c. 2, n. 7 fl/, 301); see Serm. Christus rnag., \. I ff, 567a).
Bonaventure is referring to Heb 1:3 and Col 1:15.

"See I Sent., d. 26, dub. 6 (I, 463{: "What I say is rhat son stands for two
things, namely origin and imitation. It must be said therefore that there is imitation
through assimilation in eaery way; and in tlis way the natural Son imitates the Father,
and since he has no companion in such imitation, therefore he himself is the only
natural Son. There is ilso expressed imitation; and this one consists in image-ing, and
contains the principles of son-hood and making." Creatures are many and varied and
their imitations are imperfect. But the Father has begotten a single Son, who alone is
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3. Art of the Fatber

The Son is "the book written inside," that is, in the depths of the

divine essence in which he is the Truth' He is the perfect expression of the

Father in all that the Father knows, in all that he does, in all that he can do'

The Son is "the Art and Wisdom of the Father'""

In begetting the Son from all eternity' the Father e-l{esses himself

totally in the 5on wf,o is "his perfect likeness'" He expresses all that- he could

h"re lr"rted and all that he *iil"d to create "in that'medium' as in his art'""

What we have is an eternal "expression" of the Father' although the

eternity of this "expressing" does not pi"toppot" an eternal "making'" This
is the opinion of Bonaventure, following St' Augustine'"

But in his Commentary on the First Book of the Sentences'

Bonaventure stresses that the tefm ars as understood by St' Aug-ustine-that
is, in the sense of practical knowledge-is not adequate to describe the

second divine Person, who is equal in all things to the Father' Ars' in the
strict sense, means only a formal exemplary causality in the artisan

already able to represent him in all things and imitate him perfecdy: "God' since he

hm o.r" Son, nevertheless did not produce only one sole Angel' but manlr because

the Son perfectly completes and imiltes the Father, as says Augustine" (II Sent" d' 9'

,. ,rrr., q. 8, II, 256b); see St. Augustine,De Trin',lib' 6, c' 10' n' 11'

T See Hexaem., coll. 13, n. 12 ff, 389-90); Breail''p' 2' c' 11 fl' 229): "The
first principle made this sensible world in order to proclaim himself' namely' in order

tfrrt tt .org}, this [world]-as if through a [reflection in a] mirror and a vestige-man

might be l"ead to love and praise God the artist' And therefore the book is [understood

in I] uofold [manner]: one is written internally,which is the eternal art and wisdom

of God, and the other written etcternally,namely, the sensible world'"

"Hetcaem.,coll. 1, n. 13 ff, 331): "The Fat'her of eternity brought forth the

Son similar to himself and pronounced [him to be] himsell and his similitude similar

to himself, and in additio n-allhis pmser; he pronounced all that he could accomplish'

and mostly that which he wishei to accomplish, and expressed everything in him'

i.e., in his Son-the meiliurn-as in his art'"

"'Hexflern., coll. 3, no' 4 fl', 344): "Through your word' coeternal to

yourself, you accomplish whatever you accomplish, and you 
-accomplish [these

things] ir no other way than through speaking [the word]' although you do not

.a".i"ily do what you et.rn"lly ,p",k." See St' Augustine, XI Confess'' c' 7' n' 9 (PL

32, col.812-11).
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exclusively regarding that which is to be produced. This meaning is
inadequate to describe the Word with regard to his Principle within the
Trinity." Bonaventure adds three more clarifications:

-The expression Ars Patris should be understood in the sense of
ratio artificiandi, not artificiatum, for the Son who proceeds from the Father
is, like him, the active principle of creation; he is "the Word and the art
filled with all living essences.""

-Unlike the term Wrbum, the expression Ars Patris does not
constitute the Son's proper name Qtropriurn) b.ut belongs to him by
appropriation."

-Finally, the expression ratil artificiandi (reason for creating) must
be understood as meaning the Word's function or infinite ability to reveal
God, not in the sense of an exclusive mediation without which the Father
can neither.act nor produce. The Son is not the art "b1/ whicb the Father
knew, but rather in whicb he knew."'n Thus it would be better to say that the
Father produces "in" or "according to" the Word rather than "through" the
Word. The Son is the medium where the divine power and wisdom manifest
themselves. He is the ratio artificiandi, not for the Father but for creation.

4. Wisdom of the Fatber

By expressing per moduru. artis lis wise and intelligent knowledge in
all that he creates or can create, the Father expresses himself perfecdy in his
Word." For this reason, the fullness of God's Wisdom and Truth are usually

"I Sent., d. 10, a. 1, q. I concl. 3 (I, 196); see Questions diEutdes sar le saooir
du Christ (Translation, introduction and notes by E.H. Weber), 57, note 4.

"The expression is St. Augustine's, De Trin., VI, c. 10, n. 1l (PL 42, col.
93); Bonaventure cites it in various places: see I Sent,, d. 6, a. un., q. 3, concl. (I,129-
30);ISent., d. 10, a. 1,g. 1, concl.3 (I, 196); lVSent.,d.43,a.2, 1.2, concl. (W,
8e8).

"SeelSezt., d.31, p.2, dub.2 (I,550a); Breail., p. l, c. 3 5,212);Breoil.,
p. 1, c. 8 N,216).

'oIbid.

"I Sent., d.32, t l, q. l, fund. 5 (I, 557a): "The Father, through his Word
which proceeds from himself, proclaims himself and all things, for the Father,
through his Word which proceeds from him, declares himself."
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attributed to the Word. The Word conrains the full intelligibility of those
beings thought by the creative mind of God.'n In him, the Father knows
clearly all things: good and evil, past, present and future, actual and
potential. Thus he knows things that are incomprehensible to us and things
that are infinite. The Word is not only knowledge; he is also the ratio
cognoscendi ("reason for knowledge") for all real or potential creatures known
by the divine intelligence." For every being, he is the light, the book of life,
the exemplar and mirror of the eternal wisdom of God."

Since he is the expressed truth of the Father, the Word is the
regulating principle and reason for all certain human knowledge."

II. The Word, Model of Creation
To say that the second divine Person is the Exemplar"' is to state a

threefold relationship: the relationship of the Son to the Father, the
potential relationship of the Son to creation, and consequendy the
relationship ofcreation to the Father in the Son.

These relations are not mutually exclusive. Quite the opposite. The
relationship of the Word to creation and that of creatures to their Creator

2nI Sent., d.27 , p.2, a. un. Q. 2, concl. (I, 485).

"Against Bisson, A. Gerken holds that, since the Father is all-powerfirl and
the Word is like him in all things, the Word cannot be the Father's ratio intelligendi.
Instead, tlre Word is the fruit (not the rntio) of the Father's knowledge. The Father
knows himself frrlly and sufficiendy without need of an intermediary in his perfect
knowledge, he begets from himself, as fruit of his knowledge, his only Son, the
eternal Word. The Word is called ratio intelligendi not in relation to the Father, but
in relation to creation. See A. Gerken, La tbiohgie d.u Verbe, 51-58; on St.
Bonaventure's exemplarism, see also J.M. Bissen, L'Exemplarisrne diain selon
Bonaamture.

"See Breail., p. 1, c. 8 (V, 216).

'oSee Hexaem., coll. 1, n. 13 (V, 331); Sc.Cbr., q. 4, concl. U,22tr).
"'I Sent., d.6, a. r:n, q. 3, concl. (I, 129b); Bonaventure distinguishes two

kinds of exemplarism: one is passive, the fact of being exenxplatun , that is, made
according to a model; the other is positive and expresses rhe ratio exemplandi. The
first applies to creatures who proceed from God insofar as they are modeled by him
on the idea he has of his Word; the second applies only to the Son, "qui procedit a
Patre sicut ratio exemplandi, non sicut exemplatum ab exemplari."
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are based solely on the relationship of the Son to the Father. Indeed, the
Word is defined as a medium or relational word that unites creation and
Creator: "The Word is that by whicb a thing is manifested and expressed.""

l. Unicity of tbe Son's relationsbips

The twofold position occupied by the Word-with respecr to the
Father and with respect to creation-are distinguished solely by the
principle of exemplarity. On the one hand, the Word is the perfect copy of
the Father within the Trinity; on the other hand, by the Father's eternal
decree he is the ratil ercernpland.i'for creation. A. Stohr writes: "With one and
the same regard, the Father knows himself and the possibility of things to
imitate him. This unique regard is fruitful, generative. The Word
constitutes, as it were, both the copy of the Father and the model of
creatures.""

The two processes-one ad intra, the other ad, erctra-ate part of the
same reality. Light can be thought of in terms of its source Qux) or its
diffusion (lumen); likewise, the relationship the Son has by reason of his
position as second Person of the Trinity can be thought of in its divine
source or in creation. Even though light at its source may be brighter than
diffirsed light, it is always the same light that manifests itself."

In his Commentary on the First Book of the Sentences, with regard
to tlre name Wrburn which is attributed to the second divine Person,
Bonaventure also explains the unicity of the Son's twofold relationship.
Using an analogy, he analyzes human intellectual activity and applies it to
the divine intellect that manifests itself in the Word.

When we think, we form mental concepts that we can keep for
ourselvesl in a certain sense, we speak to ourselvesl and the word uttered by
us does not exist except in the presence ofthe intellect that conceives it; it is
apud se ("in its own presence"). We can also express our internal discourse

"I Sent., d.27 , p.2, q. 1 (481b); see St. Augustine, IX Trin., c. 7, n. 12ff (PL
+2,967).

"A. Stohr, Die Trinitiitslehre des heiligm Bonaaentura, l4l.
"Sc.Chr., q. 3, concl. (V, l4a); see also I Smt., d. 3, p. 2, a. l, q.3, concl. (I,

86). The medievals followed the ancients in distinguishing between lux Qight at its
source) and luruen (diffrrsed light): see Isidore of Seville, Etymohgiarum ioe originum
libri,fllT, c. 10, ed Lindsay (n.d.) 14.
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externally; when we wish to do so, we can make it audible through words
which are expressed likenesses of the concepts we have formed internally.

\4/hat we have, then, are trryo different processes in one and the
same mental activity whose unicity is expressed in conformity: the external
word conforms to the internal word, which in turn is a likeness of the
intellect that utters it. It is the same with God. There is a twofold Word in
God: the Word begotten from all eternity and the Word created in time."

2. Frorn the generation of the Word to creation

The Word as willed and created in time is creation itself: "The
word created in time is neither God nor in God, but is a creature by reason
of its relation to God.""

Creation is implied in the generation of the Son by the Father. It
flows from the Father as his fruit, since it has been conceived according to
tlre unique model which is the Word in God. The uncreated Word is "the
intellectual mirror and the eternal exemplar of the whole fabric of
creation."'u

Bonaventure explains that creation, as conceived by the divine
intellect in and according to the Word, is not necessarily real. We know that
the idea our mind conceives is not always realized as soon as it is conceived.
In the same way the Father, in conceiving the eternal Word who is the
archetype of all creatures, does not necessarily produce these creatures.
They are only disposed, that is foreseen from all eternity in the Word, as

'oI Smt., d. 27, p.2, a. un. q. l, concl. (I, 482b): 'Just as in us ,o speak is
taken in two meanings, thus in God. For God's speaking to bimself means conceiving
by understanding, that is, generating an offspring similar to himself, and to this [kind
of) speaking corresponds the born word, i.e., the eternal Word. Taken in its second
meaning, speaking means expressing yourself extemalfu, atd in this meaning speaking is
identical to dechring yourself through [your] creation, and to this [kind off Eeaking
corresponds the created word and the temporal word." See also I Sent., d.27, p.2, a.

un. q. 3, concl. (I,488a).

"Ibid. (I, 483a): "The word created in time neither is God, nor is in God,
but is creation in respect to God."

36Apol.paup.,c.2,r. 12 SIIII,242a);see Hexaem., coll. l, n. l0fl and coll. 3,
no.2ff.
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categories of creatures to be created and as to the moment of their
creation."

The coming-to-be of creatures depends totally on the Father's
absolute generosity. They are not eternal like the Word; eternal creation is
self-contradictory and contradicts the eternity of God." It is not necessary
that all of them be produced, for there is no limit to God's wisdom or will.
Just as the divine wisdom, perfect and completely simple, knows all
possibles," it has foreseen from all eternity, in the Word, all possible
creatures that could ever actually exist.

3. Tlte threefold relationsbip of creatures to God

Bonaventure entitles the second part of the Breailoquium "De
creatura mundi," after contemplating the Creator-Trinity in the first part.*
By presenting his outline and by its title in particular, he wishes to state the
reason for the existence of creation itself. It cannot be understood except in
relation to its Creature. To be a "creature" means to be placed in existence
by uncreated Being; a creature is called into existence. The call comes before
the thing; the aerbum precedes fhe res.

A. Eaery creature is a relatiue being

Unlike St. Thomas, who chose as his point of departtre being,
abstractly conceived, Bonaventure begins with creatures' existential
dependence on God. If he sometimes speaks of the world's being, he does
not mean being-in-itself, but rather being-in-relationship-with-God.

"See II Sent., d. 13, dub. 3, (II, 332a-b).

"Regarding St. Bonaventure's opposition to the views of the "pagan"
philosophers (futistode and the Averroists) on the eternity of the world, see E.
Gilson, Pbilosophy, 167 -78. For an opposite interpretation of the same question, see
F. Van Steenberghen, "Saint Bonaventure contre l'6ternit6 du monde," 259-78.

3'See Breail.,p. 1, c. 9 fl2, 216a-b).
*tBreail., p. 2, c. I S, 219{: "Having reflected briefly about the Trinity of

God beforehand, we must say something about the creation of the world." This is
not simply a statement of what Bonaventure intends to treat; from the beginning of
his reflections, he wishes to stress the relationship between what is first and what
should follow in the logic of faith, and thus also in the logic of theological method:
from Creator to creatures.
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For Bonaventure, an approach a parte areaturae is inadequate, for
creation, which is imperfect by nature and has become even more disordered
and flawed on account of sin, is no more than a feeble image of the reality
that came from the Creator's hand. Such an approach is eyen dangerous, for
by considering the creature apart from its Creator we would risk ending up
with only the creature. The danger is twofold. Either we do yiolence to
creation by claiming to grasp it immediately as a res, with no concern for its
sign value (a magical attitude); or we fall into the opposite danger, that is to
say, idealism and pantheism, paying supreme homage to a creation that
brings itself into existence and imposes itself on consciousness. In both
cases, we are doing away with God's role as Creator, which we know by
faith.

For Bonaventure, human sight has been clouded by sin and cannot
easily grasp the signs hidden in creation. Thus faith and the Scriptures come
to deal with this inadequate and distorted approach to creation.n' As
Trophime Mouiren says, "He [Bonaventure] does not speak to us of creation
as the answer to the problem of the world, as something that supposedly
exists ia Js, a gesture whose reality we could forget, stopping at the simple
result set there in time. He speaks of the world as creature, and by that very
fact speaks of the Creator...."*' Before they exist in themselves, creatures are
in God "as in the principle who produces them inasmuch as he is Power, as
in the exemplar who expresses them inasmuch as he is Wisdom, and as in
the end who preserves them inasmuch as he is Will."*'

Each creature is a relative being, that is, a reality that exists only in
reference to another. The necessary relationship between creature and
Creator is expressed in three ways: in its constant dependence on its
Creator, in its ability to reveal the divine countenance, and in its striving
toward its source.

*tCreation, like truth, belongs to the realm of faith: see II Sent., d. 1, p. 1, a.

1, q. l, concl. (II, 16ff).
a2Breoil., p. 2: Le monde c,riature de Dieu (ntroduction and notes by T.

Mouiren),9.

"I9ent,,d.36,a.2, q. 1, concl. (I,624{.
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B. Relationship of drpend.ence

Creatures depend on God not only for their origin, but also for
their continued existence. Created from nothing and thus bearing within
themselves the indelible mark of their nothingness, creatures require a direct
and continuous act on the part of God in order to remain in existence.
Without this, they would fall into non-being.

In his omnipotent power and most loving munificence, the first Principle
brought all creation into being out of nothingness. Of itself, therefore, the
creature is nothing. Whatever it has it is indebted for. Thus it is that the
creature, because of its deficiency, alwalrs remains dependent upon its
Principle; and that this Principle, because ofhis goodness, never ceases to
support the creation.fl

Creatures also depend on the Creator for the manner of their
creation. Constituted in being by the efficient cause, they are conformed to
the exemplar and ordered to an end. This triple causality gives them nine
properties, conveniendy grouped into threes, which Bonaventure calls
unity-truth-goodness, conformity-beauty-order, and measure-distinction-
weight. The perfection of each thing, expressed in this scheme, flows from
the perfection of God; and the triple causality by which creatures are made
reflects the triple perfection of God, namely, his power, wisdom and
goodness."

C. Relationsbip of influence

A creature can be defined as a being by influence and by
participation. Here we have Bonaventure's doctrine of expressionism.

Influence is the mark received by a creature from its Creator. This
divine mark determines the creature's belonging, dig-ty and destiny.
Having come from the Creator, creatures belong completely to him and will
one day return to him. Their existence is conceived as an ongoing ascent
toward conformity with God, and Bonaventure explains that this ascent

*Breail., p. 5, c. 2 (V, 253b).
$See Breail., p.2, c. I (V, 219b); Ibid., p. 2, c. 2 5,220a); Ibid., p. 2, c. 5

5,222b-223a).
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takes place through "influence," that is, by way of reduction to the first
Principle who is God.*

The influence received by a creature may be compared to the
influence of light, which makes the body that receives it similar to the source
of the light, making it luminous.*' It is a mode of participation analogous to
that of cause through effects,a' a sign of the divine power.*' It is a grace
through which all creatures, each in a manner proper to its own species,
resemble each other and participate in the life of the Trinity.'n The mark of
the creative Trinity is found in all beings: material, spiritual or material-
spiritual."

Every seal is a sign of its author. Creation, which is revealed to us
like "a beautifully composed poem,"" is wordlike in nature, since the
eternal Word is its exemplar. The Word (Verbum) is addressed to it."

*Hexaem.,coll. 21, n. 17 ff,434a).
n'See I Sent., d. 9, a. un., q. 4, concl. (I, 186); II Sent., d.26, a.2, concl. (II,

636).

*SeeM.Trin.,q. 3, a. l, concl. 1l ff,73a).
*ISent.,d.37,p. 1, a. 1, q. l, fund.2(I,636a).
t"See Breoil., p. 5, c. I N,252b)
"Creation is a work common to the Trinity; but tlis common work gives us

signs that lead us more particularh, by way of appropriation, to one of the divine
Persons: unity to the Father, truth to the Word, goodness to the Holy Spirit.
Bonaventure finds a hint of these appropriations to the three divine Persons in the
text of Genesis 1:I-2: "And there is a hint at the eternal Triniry namely at the Father
in tlre name of God tbe creatnr, at the Son in the name of the principle [= beginning],
and at the Holy Spirit in the name of the Spirit of Got' (Breail., p. 2, c. 5: Y,223a).
Bonaventure readily refers to the Word by the name principium (suggested by the
words of Genesis, "in principior'), for t"he Word manifests not only God's efEcient
causality, but also his exemplary causality. See also J. M. Bissen, L'exemplaristne dioin,
t+9.

"Breail., prol., 2 (V, 205b); I Smt., d. 44, a. 1, q. I (I, 786b). Here
Bonaventure goes back to St. Augustine's concept of beauty: see De cioit.Dei,K-, c.
18 (PL 41, col. 332).

t'See Hexaem,., coll. 3, n. 8 (V, 344b): "There is contained rhe mtth of
creation, and through the Word the most inferior things are represented in the same
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Creation is a sacrament of God, a true theological treatise, for it speaks to us
of God-or better yet, God speaks ro us in ir."

Knowledge ofcreation requires clear vision and a transparent heart,
one that is ready to discover through the signs the hidden but real presence
of the Artisan and the Model according to which it is continually created.,'
Bonaventure marvels at human ignorance and insensitivity in the presence
of creation's vronders, which, he says, will one day rise up in concert against
the foolish.'o

Following the example of Francis, who contemplated with
sweetness and joy everything that bore an allegorical resemblance to the Son
of God," Bonaventure saw each creature as an expression of Christ, the
supreme Wisdom of God. The beauty of creatures reminded him of Christ,
the Beauty of the Father, "the radiance of his glory and the imprint of his
very being" (FIeb 1:3), whom in some way they imitate." That is why,
concludes the Seraphic Doctor, "everyone who is wise is a lover of
wisdom."t'

way as the superior."
t'Cmnm.Eccl., c. I (W, 16b): "The whole creation is a divine word, since it

speals God."
ttAll creation represents the Creator in some way. Etienne Gilson sees in

Bonavenftue's expression the rwofold influence of Augustine and Francis: "To
formulate the relation of the world to God in the language of P1ato, we must have
recourse to the relations between image and model. St. Augustine normally used the
same terminology and so too did St. Bonaventure and the thirteenth-century
Augustinians. For all of these, the sensible world is a mirror in which reflections of
God are to be found-a collection of images for an illustrated theology. The
universe itself is indeed that. Christian spirituality could not consent to part with its
divine 'speculations' in the mirror of nature, so splendidly rationalized by St.
Bonaventure, so divinely lived by St. Francis ofAssisi."

tohin.,c. l, n. l5 (r,299b).
57See ICel 80.

"See E. de Bruyne, Etudu d'Esthhiqae midilaale,lLl: Le XIII iich,l99
"IV Sent., d. 24, p. l, a. l, q. I (n/, 608-09).
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D. Relationsbip of finality
Creation is related to God as to its origin and manifestation; it also

depends on him as to its destiny. Every creature tends toward its Creator as

if ordered toward an end; from the moment of its production, it already has

an orientation or intentionality. The first Principle who calls it into
existence is also its cornplernentarn or fulfillment.o" God, in his infinite
goodness, wishes to communicate his beatitude to creatures: to spiritual
creatures who are close to him, as well as material creatures who are far from
him. But in the latter case his communication is mediate, through human
beings to whom it is ordered. According to Pseudo-Dionysius the
Areopagite, "the divine law provides that the lower be led to the higher
through the intermediate."u' There is a whole hierarchy of created beings
that form a kind of ladder by which the human intellect gradually ascends to
God.

If one talls then of hierarchy, what is meant is a certain perfect
arrangement, an image of the beauty of God which sacredly works out the
mysteries of its own enlightenment in the orders and levels of understanding
of the hierarchy, and wbich is likened toward its own slu.rce as rnucb as is
perrnitted. Indeed for every member of the hierarchy, perfection consists in
this, tbat it is upffied to irnitate God as far as possible and, more wonderful
still, that it becomes what Scripture calls "a fellow worker for God" and a

reflection of the workings of God.o'

o"Breail., p.2, c. I U,2l9a).
o'Breoil., p. 2, c.9 N,226b); see Il Sent., d. l, p. l, a. 2, q.2 (I, 28a and

note 3); see also Pseudo-Dionysits, De cael. Hier., c. +,4 (PL 122,1047 d).

o'Pseudo-Dionlzsius, De cael. Hier., c 3, 1,2, (English trans. by Colm
Lubheid). See also: Breail., p.2, c. l1 ff,229a); Ibid., p. 2,c. 12 M 230a); I Sent., d'
3, p. l, a. un. (I, 67-75) and III Smt., d. 31, a. 2, 9. 2, ad 5 (I[, 682): God is knowable
through and in creatures. Bonaventure distinguishes two modes of knowledge: we

can know God in creatures by discovering in them his presence and influence; we can

also know him through his creatures by using them as means to be lifted up to God
as by a ladder. On the question of the knowability of God by the human mind, see C'
B6rub6, "De la th6ologie de I'image )r la philosophie de l'objet de f intelligence chez

saint Bonaventure," 1 6 1 -200.
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4. Tbe degreu of expression in reatures

In his Commentary on the First Book of the Sentences, Bonaventure
says that creatures lead us to knowledge of God in various ways: "by way of
sbadow, by way of oestige, and by way of image."o' All these realities represent
God in some way, but their function-as much imitative as it is
demonstrative-and their dignity are not the same.

-The first difference among creatures consists in their manner of
representation. A sbadow represents God in a remote and indistinct manner;
a aettige, in a manner that is remote but distinct; an image, in a manner that
is both near and distinct.

-Creatures differ from one another through their properties or
conditions. A. shad.ow enables us to know God in some way as indeterminate
cause; aestige is the property of a being whose relationship to God as
efEcient, formal or final cause (and thus as one, true and good) is seen by
contemplation; an irnage is a being whose spiritual faculties reflect God to
us, not as cause but as an object of contemplation.

-A creature that is a sbadow allows us to see only the cln ntln
attributes in God, such as being, life and intelligence, not the prnper ar
essential attributes, such as the power of the Father, the wisdom of the Son
and the goodness of the Holy Spirit. These proper attributes can be seen in
the aestiges. Finally, only a creature that is called an iruage of God*in other
words, a creature endowed with reason-can lead us to the prnper attributes
of God: paternity, filiation and spiration. Only such a creature has a
"capacity for God through knowledge and love."

In short, creatures are shadows, vestiges or images of God
depending on the proximity of influence or the degrees of imitation they
receive from God. A shadow signifies lack of clarity, hence vagueness. But
since it is not pure nothing, a shadow of God is also a sign of God; it speaks
of God, though imperfecdy and obscurely; in a certain way, shadow
bespeaks light, and the imperfection of a creature affirms the perfection of
its Creator.g Nevertheless, its ability to express is very limited; it is the
lowest degree of imitation on the ladder of creatures and their likenesses. To
be a oestige is already a litde higher and more noble; imitation in the form of

u'I Sent., d. 3, p. 1, a. un., q. 2, concl. [,73a).
6aSee II Sent., d. 12, a.2, q. 3, dub. 3 (II, 308a)
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vestige is found in all corporal and spiritual beings; in corporal beings this
imitation is by way of unconscious syrnbolism. Finally, image, which is
reserved to rational beings, is the highest degree of imitation of the divine
perfections.

In the Breailoquiam, Bonaventure keeps the essentials from his
Commentary on the First Book of the Sentences and drops the shadow,
which for practical purposes is assimilated to the vestige. On the other hand,
he adds the highest degree in the ladder of creatures: the likeness (similitudo)
of God-conformed creatures.u' Likeness is understood here in the strictest
sense. The spirits of the just possess God as an infused gift in being
conformed to him. Angels and human beings, in the state of original
innocence, are God-conformed beings.

III. Human Beings Created in the Image and Likeness of God
Human beings are the medium in which the divine is made

manifest. To know God, then, we must return to ourselves; the expression
"know thyself is a well-known Socratic principle applied to religious life.
Van der Leeuw says, "In human beings, it is God who recognizes God."'o
Bonaventure puts it differendy in the binerarium mentis in Deuru: "The
image of the most blessed Trinity shines in splendor in the face of our mind.
Enter into yourself, then, and see that your soul loves itself most fervendy;
that it could not love itself unless it knew itself, not know itself unless it
remembered itself."o'

otBrertil.,p.2, c. 12 5,230a); see I Sent., d. 3, p. l, a. un. q. 2 (I, 7l-73);
Ibid., p. 2, a. l, q. l, concl. Q, 81-92); II Sent., d. 16, a.2, q. 3 (II, 404-06); Hexaem.,
coll.2, nn.20-27 M 139-40); Ibid., coll. 3, nn. 3-9 N,3+3-45).The hinerarium
mmtis in Deam can be regarded as a development of chapter 12 of the Brettiloquium.,
but for tlre soul which has lost its state of innocence: see Breailoquium, p. 2: Le mondt
criature de Dieu (Introduction and notes byT. Mouiren) 151, notes 72 and 73. The
theme of deiformity or deification shows how Bonaventure was influenced by the
Neo-Platonism of Pseudo-Dionysius and his medieval commentators, especially the
Vctorines: Hugh, Richard andJohn of la Rochelle.

noG. ,an der Leeuw, La religion dans son essencer 4Tl.
u'Itin., c.3, n. 1 fl/, 303b); see I Sent., d.3 p.2, a. 1 (I, 80-87); II Sent., d. 16

in firll (II, J9]-409). St. Augustine also took the basic Socratic principle ("know
thyself) as tlre point of deparnrre for his intellectual research: see De Trinitate,X, 5,
7 (PL 42 , 97 7); X, 9 , 12 (PL 42, 980). See also E. Gilson, Introduction i l'6tude de saint
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Self-knowledge will lead human beings to contemplation of their
Creator. Created on the sixth day as "the crown of all things,"n' they are at
the same time images of the world and images of God.

l. Iruage and imitation

According to St. Bonaventure, three conditions are required for a

being to be called an inwge:

-it must resemble the one it representsl

-it must imitate or express; when this second element is lacking,
there is no longer an image, as St. Augustine holds in his 8J Qaaestiones, q.
74;

-it must be related to the one whose image it is, as to a prototype
really distinct from itself.u'

Image presupposes a certain imitation, as its eqrmology suggests to
:crs: "Irnago ('image') sounds almost llke imitago ('I imitate'); thus imitation
exists where there is a ra.tir iruaginis." Imitation is the relationship of image
to model.'"

But we must keep in mind one distinction. There is a difference in
the imitative mode by which the Son as Exemplar of creation, and human
beings as produced according to this Exemplar, are both called "images" of
God. Bonaventure uses concrete examples to explain the difference between
the two realities. We say that the emperor's son is the image of his father;
we also say that the image of the emperor is found on a coin. There is an
essential difference between the two expressions: in the first case the two

Augustin, 1-2; Idem, L'esprit de ln philosophie mddilaale,214-33
orBreail., p.2, c.2 CY, 219b-220b).
o'I Sent.,d. 31, scholion (I, 541a).

"'I Sent., d. 31, p. 2, a. l, q. 1, f.4 (I, 540a and note 1): Bonaventure takes
the etyrnology grven by Sextus Pompeius Festus (c. 3"-4" cent. B.C.): see Forcellini.
Before Festus, Aristode had said in W Topic., c. 1: "For the image is that of which
generation happens through imitation." Imitation is the mode through which one
being represents another, for the one is the image of the other: "That is called image
which expresses and imitates [somet]ring] other," exemplarity is the opposite of
imitation: "The exemplar [= model] is that to which imitation something is adjusted"
(I Sent., d. 31, p. 2, a. l, q.2 concl: V, 540).
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persons share a common nature, whereas in the second case the natures are
different."

The Son's imitation is to be understood nln sedtndart' sabstentian ,

sed norninaliter. It is imitatio per omnirnodam assirnilationem, for t-he idea or
model the Artisan has in his mind when producing is totally conformed to
him as the active Principle who is perfect in all things." On the other hand, a

human being's imitation of God is only an imperfect conformity, remote by
reason of the difference in nature and their relationship as Creator and
created, even though this imitation is the noblest imitation among creatures.
A human being resembles, in t way, a coin on which the image of God is
stamped.

2. Tbe body, a uestige of God

Bonaventure sees the stages in human development as a symbol of
the gradual formation of the material world. The six phases in human
growth (infanry, childhood, adolescence, adulthood, decline, old age)
correspond to the six periods in the development of the world. The
microcosm is in some way a miniature copy of the macrocosm to which it is
organically connected." Created and formed from the earth, humans are
immersed in the material world. They carry in their bodies the frailty of
material creatures, but at the same time, like them, a positive element, a

certain demonstrative capacity; as vestiges, their human bodies manifest the
creative activity of God.

"The example of the image of the emperor is borrowed from St. Augustine:
Serm. IX De Decem Chordis c.8, n. 9 (PL 38, 82).

"See I Sent., d. 26, dub. 6 Q',463a); Ibid., d. 27, p.2, dub 2 (I, 49lb).

"Breoil., p. 2, c. 10: "Since tlre first principle is t}re most powerfirl regarding
production, the wisest, and the best, he also somehow shows tlis clearly in all his
effects; and most powerfirlly did he have to manifest this in his ultimate and most
noble effect, that is, man, whom he produced after all other creatures, in order that
in him the highest point of divine worls might appear and shine forth most
powerfully'' 5,228a). Human beings were created last in the ladder of creatures, but
in this case ttre last rung of the ladder is also the highest. They were formed when
the world, in its reality and in its power to be, was ready to receive them. See also:

Breail., prot. 2 (V, 402a); II Sent., d. 14, p. 1, q. I ([, 336a): "The order of parts in
the microcosm [exists] in the greater world." We find this comparison already in
Aristode; see VIII Pbys.text., 17 (c.2): "Si enim in parvo mundo fit, et in magno."
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But there is something more in the human body. Bonaventure
explains that the human body was created in a more special manner than all
other bodies. In the Father's eternal art, it was formed in such a way that it
was perfecdy suited to receive the soul which "animates it and raises it to
beatitude." Endowed with proportion in its harmonious constitution, its
beautiful and manifold organization, and its upright stance, the human body
testifies more clearly and distincdy than any other vestige to the goodness,
wisdom and power of the Trinity." The beauty of the body reflects the
beauty of the soul to which it is subject.

3. The soal, an irnage of God.

Although the body was created in a special manner, human dignity
and excellence reside in the soul. It is because of the soul that human beings
are called images of God.

But in which faculty of the soul is the divine image stamped? While
St. Bernard places the essence of the image in free choice and St. Thomas,
intellectualist that his is, places it in the mind, St. Bonaventure, following St.
Augustine, sees the image as present in the entire soul with its three spiritual
faculties: memory, intelligence and will."

For St. Augustine, as for St. Bonaventure, the soul's three powers
seem suited to represent God's tri-personal essence. "In fact," says Jean-
Pierre R6zette, "the parallel is not absolutely exact. On the one hand, the
two divisions are not interchangeable; on the other hand, the Platonic
division of the soul's faculties ascribes two to the will (the concupiscible and
the irascible), whereas for St. Augustine it is the rational faculty that is
divided into two (memory and intelligence)."'o

In the ltinerarium, Bonaventure's analysis and combination of the
three faculties of the soul goes so far as to show how the memory (the

"See Breail., p. 2, c. l0 N, 227b-228b). On the human body, see also //
Sent., d. 17, a. 2,q. I concl. (II, 419b-420).

" Breoil., p. 2, c. 9 (, 227 a). St Thomas la, q. 3, l; De oeritate, q. 10, 7 ; IV
Sent., d.4, g.1,a.3,3c; I Sent., d. 3, q.4, l; St. Bernard, In Cant.,31, 11 (PL 183,
ll76c); St. Augustine, De Gen. Cont. Manicb. (PL 34, 186); De Trinitate, X, 10 and
X[V, 1l (PL 42,980 and 1047). See also R. Javelet, "R6flexions sur l'exemplarisme
bonaventurien," 3 50; E. Gilson, La theohgie mystique de saint Bemard, 64-70.

'oBreail., p. 5: La grfrce du Saint Dsprit 140.
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faculty of memory, not acquired memory) can lead us to the eternity of God
the Father, the intellect to his Truth, the Son, and the will to his goodness,
the Holy Spirit."

Before Bonaventure, Pseudo-Dionysius had already pointed out the
great significance of the plural verb in the expression, "Let us make...in our
image and likeness." The plural verb, he says, suggests the Trinity."

In other places, especially II Sent., d. 16, a. 2, 4. 3, Bonaventure is
content to emphasize the primary of the will over the other two powers; the
soul's likeness (similitado) or conformity to God exceeds the image in
perfection." The soul's likeness lies precisely in the will by which it is turned
toward God. The image, on the other hand, is cognitive and is expressed in
the intellective faculty and in the memory.'"

4. Iruage and likeness

Human beings are called images of God, the soul being conformed
to God as to its expressed likeness (sirnilitado expressa).*' Here we are
speaking of likeness-as-representation. This likeness is expressed in the
image, because of its closeness to the object; in the vestige it is remote.

Every image is a likeness of the object it resembles. The image of
God is concretely imprinted on the soul, like the image of a model painted
by an artist on a canvas, or like the image of a person reflected in a mirror.
The resemblance of the image to the object considered is real and natural.
Only in the case of sensible objects is the likeness mixed with externals; in a

spiritual image, the relationship between image and object is more profound
and immediate: there is an affinity between two beings, a certain ontological
dependence. Of course the identity between image and exemplar is not such
that the two become one, but neither are they so distinct as to be total

" hin., c.3, t.Ztr S,304ff).
"See R. Javelet, Image et ressemblance,I, 63.

'oSee II Sent., d. 16, a. 2, q. 3, rd 4 (II, 406).

"'See II Sent.,d. 16, a. 2, q. 3, ad4 (II, 405).
* II Sent., d,. 16, a. 1, q. 1, concl. (II, 397b); Breoil., p. 3, c. 6 (-\r', 23 5a).
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strangers to one another. The image in the soul does not reflect all divine
perfection; but it does represent something of it."

5. Likeness and participation

Besides the natural likeness between every image and its object,
there is another more special likeness, that which constitutes "the God-
conformed perfection" of the image and which the soul, in its state of
innocence, has vis-i-vis its Creator.* We are speaking of likeness-as-
participation, which completes the dignity of the image and which is due
solely to God's gracious gift. This is the sense in which Gen. 1:26 ("created
in the image and likeness of God") is to be understood.

Commenting on these words of Genesis, Bonaventure, like the
Victorines, thinks of God as creating humans in two stages. In the first
stage, he formed their human nature (naturalia) with its body, intelligence,
soul, etcl and in the second stage, he adorned them with his grace, and
moreover, made them sharers in his divine life. This participation is a gratia
gratis data. All this, he says in his Commentary on the Sentences, is the
"more corunon and probable opinion."'o But the Seraphic Doctor no longer
refers to this theory of rwo stages in the Breailoquiurn.

To express the idea of the soul's likeness to God through its
participation in the divine life, Bonaventure appeals instead to the
Augustinian doctrine of cap acitas."

According to St. Augustine, human beings have a capacity for God,
that is to say, in the depths of their being lies hidden the light of God's face
(see Ps 4:7); this they are capable of manifesting through rrernor/,
intelligence and will. They are able to represent God as the first efficient

"See Breail., p.3, c. 6 ([, 235a); II Sent., d. 16, a. 1, q. l, concl. 5 (II, ]95b-
396a).

"Breoil.,p. 5, c. 1 (V, 253a).

8*See II Sent., d.29, a.2, q. 2, concl. (II, 703-04).

"I Sent., d.3, p. 1, a. un., q. 1, concl. ad I (I,69a): "The soul is most
receptive of God through assimilation, for it is the image and likeness of God." See

St. Augustine, )([V De Trin., c.2, n. ll (PL +2,1044): "The soul is the image of God
by [the virtue ofl the fact that it is receptive of God is capable of participating in
him." On this subject, see also G. Langevin, "Capax Dei." La cr{ature intelleauelle et
l'intimitd de Dieu.
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Principle and Exemplar, according to a certain fittingness that belongs to
them alone and is not shared with other creafirres; they are also able,
through the same three spiritual powers, to express the three divine Persons
in their distinctions and missions.'u But most of all, they are able to become
like God who is Love by choosing him as the supreme Good, and to tend
toward him with all their being as toward their principal object. In a word,
humans are able to ask about their origins and end." It is in this that human
beings, by their soul, an image and likeness of God, are essentially different
from all irrational creatures. The latter do, of course, have a certain
inclination toward their Creator, whom in some way'they represent. But
there is no question of real love, which could exist only in rational beings."

Since human beings have a capacity for God, they also have a
capacity for beatitude, which consists in finding joy and happiness in the only
supreme Good: God, the source of all happiness." Like the angels, human
beings are ordained to God immediately as to their last end, whereas other
creatures are ordained to God only through the ministry of human beings,
who imitate God more perfecdy than all creatures. Because of this original
orientation toward the One who created them and because of their ability to
imitate, humans are destined for union with God.'o

rol Smt., d. 3, p. 2, a. l, q. l, f. 2 (1,80r); I Sent., d. 3, p. 2, a. l, q.2, f. 2 Q,
82a); III Sent., d. 28, a. un., 9. I ([I, 623b); II Sent., d. 16, a. l, q. 1 (II, 395a); Ibid., d.
16,a.2, q.3 (II,398).

"II Sent., d. 17, a. l, g. 3, concl. (II, 418b): "And therefore, although it
approximates God in a great degree, insofar as he contains the principle of origin,
nevertheless it approximates God in no lesser degree, insofar as he possesses the
principle of rhe end."

"III Sent., d.28, a. un..r g. 1, (III, 623b); see Sc.Chr., q. 4, concl. (N,24a):
"Every creature which is from God is a vestige; every [creature] which understands
God is an image; and every [creature] in which God resides, and only [such], is
likeness."

'oSeeII Sent., d. 19, a. l, q. l, concl. (II,460a); Ibid., d. 19,al, q. 1, f. 5 ([,
459); IV Sent., d. +9, p. 1, a. 1, q. 1, concl. (n/, 1000-01); Breoil., p.2, c.9 ff,227a):
"So tlre rational soul is a form tbat can be made blessed;" and Cwm.Eccl., proemium, n.
2: "For our blessed state is through participation. And because it is through
participation, it has its origin from that which is [blessed] by its essence; therefore we
are blessed by participating in the source of blessed-ness, which is God" fl/I, 3b).

"tII Sent., d. 16, a. 1,g. l, concl. ([, 394): "Therefore irrational creatures
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F{uman beatitude, then, does not consist in an accident. Not that
we are not oriented toward beatitude by a certain accidental disposition; but,
says BoRaventure, "that which is accidental here is not a principle of
completion and rest, but is rather a means that moves toward something
otlrer than itself."" In other words, human beings are said to have a capacity

for beatitade essentially because of the end to which they tend, not because of
the means available to attain that end; these means may be accidental.
Human beings attain their end in an act of love: "May all my substance
desire the fullness of your joy, O Lord, until I enter your dwelling.""

Bonaventure adds that because of this capacity for beatitude, it
would be unthinkable for a human being, "this offspring of God" (Ps 81:6),
to die like all other corlmon mortals without sharing in some way in the
eternity of God." fu the book of Wisdom says: "God created human beings
to be immortal, he made them as an image of his own nature," that is, of his
glory and eternity.'*

tlemselves are not ordained to God without intermediaries, but through the
mediation of the rational creature. But the rational creature, because it is produced
both to praise ar.d to knaw by its own nature, and to manipulate other things tbrough
the facahy of tbe free will, is prodrced to be ordained to God without intermediaries;"
or still more clearly, III Sent., d. 2, t l, q. 1, concl. (III, 38b): "The rational creature
is ordained to God withoat internediaries and imitates God most exprusly among the
[other] creatures; and for the reason of Ns asim,ilation and harw,ony it contains the
principle of the image and a disposition with respect to the union witl God."

otsc.Chr., q. 5, concl. 0/, 30b).
o'Solil., c.4 at the end fl/III, 67b): "I pray, my God, let me get to know you,

let me love you, in order that I might eternally rejoice in you ... I beseech, O Lord, ...
that our joy be firll; in the meantime, let my mind meditate on that ... let my soul
hunger, let my flesh thirst, let the whole of my essence desire, r:ntil I enter the joy of
myGod."

e'3Breztil,, p, 2, c,9 5,227a),
nlWis 2:23, See also C. Spicq, Dieu et l'bomme selon le nouaeaa Testament,

182-81.
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fV. Human Beings Created in the fmage and Likeness of the
Word
In the soul's striving toward the first Principle, does the Word have

a special role to play?

We have already seen that the eternal Word is the exemplar of all
things. Before uttering them in space and time, God expresses them in his
Word in the form of eternal ideas. Since this is so for all creation, a fortiori it
must be so for human beings who are his image. In the creation of the soul,
the image of God is the remote cause, while the image of the Word is the
proximate and immediate cause.

1. Iruitators of the Word

In his third collation on the Hexaenaeron, Bonaventure likens human
intelligence to the intelligence of the Word and maintains that all truth
perceived by us has its roots in the Word who is Truth." Likewise, in
question 4 of De scientia Christ, referring to the teaching of St. Augustine,
the Seraphic Doctor thinks that the soul-whose higher part is oriented
toward the eternal Rules, but whose lower reason drags it down toward
temporal things-cannot know with certitude except with the help of the
eternal Reasons that are in the Word.'o

But human beings are called images of the Word for another more
specific reason: their finalistic drive. The beatitude we desire and seek to
attain consists in our active striving toward our model, to which we seek to
assimilate ourselves through our imitative likeness. According to the
principle posterius babet reduci per illud quod est prius in eodern genere, human

"Hexaem., coll. 3, n. 4 (V, 343b); see bin., c. 2, nn. 7-8 and 9 (V, 301).

'usc.Chr., q. 4 M 20a and 24a); see II Satt., d. 24, p. l, a. 2, q. 2 U', 563tr).

Bonaventure often uses the term milu to refer to the higher part ofthe soul, especially the
part in which the image of God is found: see E. Gilson, La phihnphie fu wint Bonoomture, p.

364ff.T\eidea of the higher and lower pars of the soul originated with St. Augustine: see

De Trin., )(I cc. 24 eL 42,999-1000). It gained strengtl in the turelfi*r century with
Avicenna's doctrine of the trro fac6 of the soul: seeJohn of La Rochelle, Summa de animnl
c. J6, ed. T. Domenichelli, Prato 1882, p.286; Ibid., c.38,p.294.
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beings imitate God by imitating the Word who is their immediate goal."
Created according to the eternal and perfect ideas in the Word but thrust
into space and time, human beings are only sketches of the divine image.
They must look constandy at the Word if they are to fulfill their vocation as
children of God: "Human creatures are born to imitate the Word.""
Contemplation of the Word gives us a foretaste of the identity to which we
aspire: to become one with our Creator. Human beings do not attain their
rest and happiness except by complete assimilation to their exemplar. For a

human being to be created "in the image" (adimaginem) presupposes a final
orientation.

In our ongoing movement toward our final end, as in our return to
ourselves where we discover the hidden face of our Creator, we need the
presence of the Word who is both image-as-end and image-as-mover.
Gerken writes: "At every stage of the journey, in the thousand forms of his
copies, he [the Word] leads human beings directly; giving them his light,
until in the final stage of assimilation he lays aside the veils and is united
with them."" The Word is, in effect, the lax naentisrt,, which awakens the
intellect to truth and the conscience to goodness, and which gives the will
the strength to practice virtue.rn' He is the Father's Art, the divine Beauty
that attracts and delights. Beatitude, the fulfillment of every human appetite,
is simply the encounter of the soul's expressive beauty, which tends to match

''III Smt., d. 1, a. 2, q.3 (III, 29); see Cwnm.fu., c. 1,3,4 ffI,246b);
Hexaem., coll. 3, n. 32 Ci/, 348b).

'rSerrn. Domin .III Adztmtw, serm. II (D(, 60b); "[God] who is irreprehensible
created man in his image and made himself susceptible of imitation. Our generation,
formation, and creation is to the image of that Word; Bernard says the human nature
is born to imitate the Word." See Sr Bemard,De gratia et kb..4rhitr., c. 10, nn. 32-33 eL
182, 1018c-1019b);InNnia. Domini, serm.2, n. 1 @L 183, 120A); ar,dln Cam., serm. 80 @L
181, 1166c-1171a).

"A. Gerken, La Tb1ologie du Wrbe,109; see also all of chapter II: Le Wrbe et
son image,l05-27 , where the author explains in detail the theory of illumination.

'nnSee lin., c. 3, n. 3 (V, l04b); Bonaventure is referring toJn 1:1, 9.

"t'See Serrt. In feria V in Coena Domini $-, 249a); hin., c. 2, no. 9 N, 302a);
Hexaem., coll. 6, n. l0 ([, 362a); Ibid., n. 24 N,363b).
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its model, with the formal beauty of the model, which gives it form and
harmony."''

In the mystery of the eternal Word, "the origin and source of every
free gift,""" lies hidden forever dre source, dynamism, and fulfillment of the
original vocation of human beings, imitators of God. In the Word, the
nr.ediurn rnetapblsicarn. reducens ("the metaphysical center that leads back [to
God]"), we recognize both our origin and destiny: "Lord, I came out of you,
and I will return to you through you.... This is rhe sum total of our
metaphysics."'m

2. Irnages of tbe Image

The soul's likeness to God follows the principle of proportionality
and fittingness, not the principle of identity of nature. Only the Son, in his
very essence, rs the perfect Image and Likeness of God. Human beings, on
the other hand, exist as images of God. In them, the image is natural (as
opposed to artificial), but not connatural. In them, imitation is mixed with
unlikeness, and the expression of the image is mixed with darkness."'' One
proof trf this is human knowledge. We know only by contuition. In contrast
with intuition by which infinite Being-in-itself is known, knowledge
obtained by contuition is mediate: an intellectual grasp of the presence of
infinite Being in and through finite being. Our only knowledge is "through
signs to that which is signified."'no

That is why Genesis does not say that human beings are the image
and likeness of God, but that they are created in the irnage and. likeness of God.
Created according to the Word, we are only an image of the Image, a copy

'n'See Tripl.aia, c. 3, 7,n. 12 (VI[ l7); I Sent.,d. 3 1, p. 2, a. l, q. 3, ad 5 (I,
544); see also E. De Bruyne, Etutla d'esthiqae miili1uale,Ill, 109.

""Breail.,p. 5, c. 1 5,252a).
"o Hercoem.., coll. l, n. 17 S, 332b); see ltin., c. 6, n. 7 (V, 3 l2a).

"''See 11 Smt., d. 16, r. l, q. 2, concl. (II, 397b-398): "Only in God is pure
imintion and likeness, unmixed with any unlikeness; and only in God is exprusion of
light wmixed with darkness. But in the creature there is indivisibility together with
the diversity of act and potency, and imitation with unlikeness; and there is in it the
expression ofthe otherwith obscurity," or again, I Sent., d. 19, p. 1, dub. 7 (I, 352a):
"The image and other creatures have more unlikeness than likeness."

'*Itin., c.7, n. I ff, I12); Ibid., c. 2, n. 1l (V, 302).

I
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of the perfect Copy of God. The term "image of God" belongs primarily
and principally to the Son; it is applied to human beings only by analogy.'n'
It is in this analogous sense that Romans 8:29 is to be understood: "Those
he foreknew he also predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son."

Conclusion
The uncreated Word is the perfect expression of the Father's plan

for creation. He is not only the exernplar etcPresiaarT, siae reprnesentatiaurn
who manifests the infinite possibilities of the Father's creative power. He is
also the exernpl.ar factiaurn et displsitiaum, irr whom and according to whom
creation is foreseen and created."''

Because of this twofold principle of the Word's exemplarity
("representative" and "dispositive"), any possible likeness to God a creature
can enjoy, any possible imitation of him, is based on the uncreated Word
who is like the Father in all things.

Imitation of God by creatures is mediate, a mere reflection of the
model and subject to the law of causality."'Moreover, it lacks something, for
what is produced cannot equal either the producer or t}e model according
to which it is produced. A creature's imitation, although based on that of the

"'II Smt., d. 16, dub. 3 and dub. 4 5I,407): " Concerning both man and the
Son of God, "image" is said neither equioocally, nor unioocally, bt analogically
according to the posterior and the prior." The distinction between imaginem and ad
intaginem had already been noted in the school of Laon in the early twelfth century;
in the Sentences Dew de cujus collected by Weisweiler, we read: "For he made man
not as his image but to his image, that is in a way approaching his image, by placing
in him reason and discretion" (See R. Javelet, Im.age et ressemblance, vol. II, c. 9, note
2,p.278.

"''See Sc.Clr., q. 7, concl. (V, 19-40); see also A. Gerken, La Tltiologie du
Verbe,58-67.

"tI Smt., d.6, a. un., q. 3, concl. (I, 129b-130a): "In one way as a proper
copy; and thus the creature proceeds from God iust as a copy from the model
[exemplar], and thus the model introduces formal causality in respect to t]re copy. In
another /p.69/ way it is said to proceed by way of exemplarity as the principh of
m.aking copies. And thus the Son himself seems [to proceed] who is called the Word of
the Father."
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uncreated Word, does not equal it."" There is a difference not only of
degree but of nature between the relationship of the Word to the Father (a
relationship of connatural identity) and the relationship of creatures to God
in the Word (a twofold relationship of dependence: on God the Creator,
and more immediately, on his exemplar the Word).

To be a shadow, vestige, or image of God is not accidental to
creatures; it is their very being. Creatures have been prepared from all
eternity in the uncreated Word according to an intentional plan that is the
Father's alone. Their imitation of God reaches its highest degree and most
perfect expression in human beings, for human beings are created in the
image of God, and imitation is one property of images. Imitation is
essentially a divine gift anchored in the depths of the human person. And in
the eternal plan of God the Father, this gift will reach its fullness in our
complete assimilation to the eternal Word, the immediate goal of all
imitation.

tt"See Hexaem., coll. ll, no. 9 ff, 381): "In God there is first of all the
production of the like, equal, and essential, rather than of the unlike, unequal, and
different in essence."
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Chapter III
Imitation of Chrisq the Incarnate Word

onaventure's unique historical view of creation enables us to
understand the mystery of human nature in its grandeur and
weakness, and the salvation brought by Christ.

Created little less than a god in the image and likeness of the
Eternal One, humans long for their Creator throughout their life. Through
all their being, especially their spiritual faculties, they tend toward complete
conformity with their exemplar, the uncreated Word, in whom all their
desires to know and love will be fully satisfied.

But this original holiness no longer exists. F{umanity is fallen. Our
knowledge of love has been clouded by sin. The soul that has defiled its
iruago reatiozir needs restoring grace in order to cast aside the obstacle of
sin, to resume and complete its "journey to God." This restoring and life-
grving grace will be given through Christ, the incarnate Word, the unique
mediator of salvation, the unique teacher of holiness and wisdom. Imitation
of Christ becomes the only way that leads us to the Father.

I. Sin as a Deforanity of the Image
Bonaventure defines evil as a rejection of grace, which brings

disorder to creation. Sin is not some "positive essence" or "principle," as the
Manicheans say;' sin is essentially a historical moment in the economy of
salvation.

1. Grace andfreedom

Humans are imperfect for two reasons: since they are created. they
cannot be perfect as their Creator; since they are created from nothing, they

'Breail., p. 3, c. I (V,23|a)

7t
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retain the mark of their nothingness. Because of the weakness of their
nature, human beings can fall. But God, in his infinite goodness, gives them
the grace necessary to remain in existence and in that righteousness which
consists in acting "by the po\Mer of God, in accordance with God, and for
God as an end."'

Every creature is sustained by divine Providence in its being and in
its activity. This is "grace" in the broadest sense. Besides this, humans enjoy
a fourfold assistance. On the one hand, God gives them a conscience by
which to judge righdy, and slmteresis whose role is to warn against evil and
prompt toward good; on the other hand, God adds a rwofold perfection of
grace (in the strict sense ofthe word): "actual grace (gratia gratis data), which
is knowledge enlightening the intellect so that we may know ourselves, our
God, and the world that was made for us; and sanctifiring grace (gratia
gratuna faciens), which is charity, disposing the affective faculty to love God
above all things, and our neighbor as ourself' QVlt 22:37a).' While gratia
gratis data. acts on knowledge, gratia grz.rurn faciens has to do with the
affections. To fulfill our human vocation, which is to become like God,
means to remain in this milieu of grace which enlightens intelligence and
directs love.

It is here that freedom, the principle of merit or demerit for human
beings, comes into play. It is also in human freedom that the unfathomable
mystery of the power of the God of our faith lies hidden. fu Lossky says:

If the God of philosophers and scientists is no more than a first necessity
who orders a series of causes and effects and automatically corrects any
chance deviation that may creep in, paying no more attention to human
freedom than to the creaking of a machine, then the God of the Bible, in
his very anger, reveals himself as one who has assumed the risk of creating a

universe whose perfection is constandy called into question by the freedom
of those in whom it should reach its highest degree. This divine risk,

'Ibid.

'Breail., p. 2, c. ll (/,229-230a): "To him was given the quadruph belp,
namely, of knowledge, conscience, synd.ereis, and grace, out of which he had enough,
[on the one hand] to remain, and make progress, within [the limits ofJ the good, and
[on the other hand] to avoid and repel evil." On t]re subject of scimtia, see II Sent., d.
23 , a. 2, qq. 1-3 (ll, 537 -47); for conscience and s1'nteresis , see II Sent., d. 3 9 (II, 888-
917); for grace, see II Smt., d.26-29 (II,629-709).
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inherent in t}re decision to create beings according to the image and
likeness of God, is the height of omnipotence-or ratfier, its transcendence
in powerlessness freely assumed.a

The God of our faith is not the impassible Demiurge; he is the God
against whom we can "object," for he is open to dialogue and even struggle
with his creatures (consider the case ofJacob). He is "challengeable" and in
fact was challenged by our ancestors: Abraham, Jacob, the prophets, Job, et
al. In creating human beings with the "potential" for likeness or unlikeness,
God saw that his dominion might be thwarted and that human beings might
rebel.

Through sin, divine grace lost its hold on the soul-not just on one
part of the soul, but on the entire soul. For Bonaventure, freedom is the
conjunction of intellect and will through which humans, placed before the
supreme Good, determine themselves. The whole soul expresses itself in this
choice, according to the words of St. Augustine: "When we speak of
freedom of choice, we refer not only to a part of the soul, but most
assuredly, to the whole."'The whole soul has fallen.

Human beings revolt through the conioint action of their intellect
and will. They reject the orientation God intended for them in his Word.
Their intellective faculty fails to understand; their affective faculty scorns
the perfect and immutable good, clinging instead to changeable good. In
loving themselves too much, humans lose both the meaning and direction
(or ultimate meaning) of their existence.u Sin is the conscious rejection of
grace,' a violation of love, in a word "the corruption of a good," for "sin is

\y'. Lossky,l l'image et i la ressemblance de dieu,2ll-12.
sBreoil., p. 2, c. 9 (1,227b). Bonaventure cites St. Augustine, Lib. III

Hypognosticon (inter opera August.)r c. 5, n. 7 (PL 45, 1624-25). Nevertheless, in a

free act the will has a predominant role: a free act begins with the intellect and ends
with the will. In the act of knowledge there is already desire: knowledge of a good
begins with an appetite for that good. With regard to sin, Bonaventure writes: "All
sin, insofar as it is such, borh, comes frum the will, as from its primary source, and is
contained in tbe will, as in its proper substrate" (Breuil., p. 3, c. 1: V, 2l1b); on t}ris
subject, see L. Veuthey, "Il voluntarismo di S. Bonaventura," 8l-92.

uBreoil.,p. 3, c. 3 ff , 233a).

'In human disobedience, the intellect and will, instead of aciepting grace
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not a desire for evil, but a forsaking of good."'Having defined human beings
as dependent on God, Bonaventure sees sin as a breaking of this intentional
and natural relationship; sin means that "the will withdraws from the first
Principle in some manner in which it should have chosen to be acted upon
by him, in accord.witb his will, andfor him.""

2. Tbe image deforru.ed fu sin

The first consequence of this rupture of relations between creatures
and God touches human beings themselves. Sin is the self-destruction of
humans by humans, an upsetting of the orientation to God that is written in
human nature. Even before it is a moral disorder, sin is an ontological
disorder, an act of violence against the inner being that is created in the
image and likeness of God."'

Instead of entering within tlemselves to discover the presence of
the Trinity or to read the "internal book" in which the divine and eternal
Word has been written (to borrow Bonaventure's beautiful expression),
human beings turned to the "external book" and preferred creatures to the
Creator." In abandoning the shining image of God, the soul has been

and remaining in original justice, reject this aid and turn toward objects other than
God himself. The merit or demerit of an act consists in free cooperation with grace
or its rejection. Bonaventure concludes his reflection on the relation between free
choice and grace with an image borrowed from St. Augustine: "Grace stands in [the
same] relationship to the free will as the rider [stands] to the horse": Breoil., p. 5, c. 3
(1/8,255b); see St. Augustine, Lib. III Hypogno*icon (Inter opera August.)., c. 11, n.
20 (PL,1632).

'Breail., p. 3, c. I (V, 231b).
nBreail., p. 3, c. 8 (,237a,). Concerning free choice, see O. Lottin, "Libre-

arbitre et libert6 depuis saint Anselme jusqu'i la fin du XIII" sidcle," Psycbologie et
ru.orale aw XII et flII iide,I, 174-82.

'nBreail., p. 3, c. 1l (V,240a): "Since sin signifies the retreat from the first
principle which is both one and triple, all sin deforms the image of the Trinity and
mars the soul itself in respect to its triple potency, namely irascible, rational, and
concupiscent; but it also proceeds from the free will which contains in itself the mark
of the Trinity: of the Father, as [it is] a facahy; of the Son for [it is] reason; of the
Holy Spirit for [it is] aolition."

"Breoil.,p. 3, c. 3 5,232b-233a).
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conformed to the horrible image of the devil." In the state of innocence,
when the soul's divine image had not yet been distorted but was conformed
to God through grace, the book of creation sufficed. Humans could perceive
in it the light of divine wisdom. They were so wise that, seeing all things in
themselves, they also saw them in their proper genus and in the eternal Art
itself." This excellence and divine likeness are taken from the soul by sin.
The human intellect is blinded; like a bat, it no longer sees the light.'* Once
endowed with a triple vision (sensible, rational and contemplative), it can no
longer contemplate heavenly things unless it first admits its own faults and
sins."

Henceforth the human will, once turned toward the supreme Good,
tends toward the changing good of excessive love. Flumans are turned in on
themselves (inatrttatus) and turned away from God.'u They see themselves as

"solil., c. l, n. zl, (\,T[, ]6b).

"See Breail., p.2, c. 12 fl/, 230b); Ibid., p. 3, c. 6 $,235); Ibid., p. 3, c. I I
4,240d.

'nhin., c.5, n. 4 (V, 309a). The comparison of our intellect, unable to grasp
being, to the eyes of a bat is from Aristotle, II. Muaphysie4 Text. I (L Brevior, c. 1).

"Breail.,p.2, c. 12 0/, 230b).

'oBrnil.,p.3,c.5 5,234b); Ibid., p. 3, c.3 (\1,233a). Sinis regardedas a comrption of
thewill in its modality, species and order. Comparingthewillin is sate of grace to thewill in ib
sinfirl conditiorl Bonaventure writes: 'Tor then onh our will is good, when during is motion or
operationitis an extefiion of ditinepwer as$eprirxiph ofmouernnx,andmrdsnrofumitywrnt
the former as 6e gnemingrulz, and is united to it as to $e mdwhith fug nt , and in dre first
instane the mode [= way] is referred to, in the second species [= form], in the third order-
acrordingto the comparisonwith the triple nature of the cause. Butwhenever somebodysins, he
rcrr:xeri,ly bzak his ontiru.ity wr$ Gd as lJ'te nruuing priruiplz, sinoe God never moves towards
sn;he nandt un af uirr-wrt};.Gcdes$e gouuningruh,ardhe draws himself away, and disalligns
hirnself [fromGod] x$emdafmoaennrtbyysrtngcreanreashisend'(IISax.,d.35,r.2,q.l,
cond: tr,830a).

The discord caused by sin is total and cosmic in nature: "...the discord
between the Creator and the creature, between the human and angelic natures,
between the will and conscience, between sensuality and reason, between flesh and
spirit, between the man and his neighbor, between the sinner and the whole world"
(Serm. Domin. III Adaentus Serm. 2 (IX, 61b).
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the measure of all things and think they are their own model: they no longer
let themselves be moved by the inspired and indwelling Word.

This ontological disorder-deformity of the image-has
consequences in the moral order. Ignorance and concupiscence dominate
human life; the affections are redirected to disordered desires and malice.
The hierarchy established by God is broken and roles are reversed: "By their
inordinate attempt to rise aboue what they were, [human beings] fell
wretchedly below what tbey weret from the state of innocence to that of guilt
and misery.""

To be an image of God is a title of honor. It assures us a dominant
place in creation and gives us a share in God's universal dominion. But sin
takes away this dignity and the supremacy that flows from it. Just as humans
disobeyed the One who was superior to them, so now things inferior to
them disobey them. Nature becomes hostile and the body rebels against the
spirit: thus the entire person is subject to the consequences of sin." "Hence
the spiritual element corrupts the physical, and cormpted physical nature in
turn corrupts the spiritual."" Through sin, humans are from now on
prisoners of a hostile and disrupted universe; they are also prisoners of
themselves, trapped in a vicious circle from which they cannot escape except
through the mercy of God.

Given this deformity of the soul, does anything remain of the
original image? Is it conceivable that all God's creative work would be
totally destroyed in a single blow by one act of human folly?

For Bonaventure, the image cannot be totally effaced, for it is part
of human nature; there remains what he calls, following St. Augustine, a
natural appetite for.good, for the supreme Good.'n Above all, there remains

'7Breail.,p. 3, c. 3 ff,233a).
t'Breail., p. 3, c. 4 0/, 23lb). For the Fathers and the spiritual writers of the

twelfth century, the concept of "power" is linked to that of "image." Ffuman beings,
images of God, share in God's universal dominion: see R. Javelet, Image et
ressemblance, I, 181-87.

tnBreoil.,p. 3, c. 6 O/,235).

'"Serm. Vigilia Natioitatis Doru.ini. Serm. 1 (IX, 28); see IV Sent., d. 49, p. l,
a.nn,q.2,f.3(N,1003a); ISent.,d.3,p.2,a.2,q. I (I,88);Ibid.,dub. I (I,93).On

I
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freedom. Referring to St. Bernard, Bonaventure says that freedom remains
even when the intellect is enslaved; it is as fully present in the wicked as in
the good." What is destroyed by sin is that infused gift or grace of
deification that had made humans the image of God and conferred on their
souls beauty and dignity. We continue to receive from our parents the
legary of the divine image, but it is so obscured that a new intervention by
the Creator is needed to restore its imitative likeness and capacity for God.

II. The Incarnation and the lmitability of God
We have just reviewed Bonaventure's considerations on the Trinity,

on creation and human beings who are its center, and on original sin. There
the author, true to his theological program, discusses the incarnation of the
Word and the restoration of fallen humanity. In fact, Bonaventure is more
concerned with the salvation of concrete human beings, wounded by sin,
and by their imago recreatiunis than with metaphysical analyses of humans in
the state of innocence and their iruago creationis. He says, "Although [the
theologian] deals with the works of crearion, [he] is principally concerned
with the works of reconciliation."" This point of view has accorded a special
place to imitation of Christ, the incarnate Word, in his general theology of
imitation.

1. The fittingnex of the Incarnation

Many authors, especially Alexander Gerken," have studied the
theology of the Word in general and the motives for the incarnation. We
will consider the single argument from fittingness insofar as it sheds new
light on our understanding of the concept of imitation.

St. Augustine, see V. Grossi, Lineamenti di antropologia patixica,T 5.

"St. Bernard, De gratia et libero arbitio,ry 9 (PL 182, 1006-07); see also E.
Gilson, Philosophy, 374 and 489 n. 9; Idem, La thlologie rnystique de saint Bernard, 65.

"Hexarm,,col1. 1, n. 37 (V, 335b).

"A. Gerken, La th1ohgie du Wrbe, 19-45; Idem, "Bonaventuras
Konvenienzgrtinde ftir die Incarnation des Sohnes," l3l-46;J.M. Bissen, "De motivo
incarnationis disquisitio historico-dogmrnca," 314-36u B. Aperribay, "El primato de
Jesu Cristo en la escuela franciscana," 401-17; N. Simonelli, Doctrina cbristocentrica
Seraphici Doctoris S. Bonaaenturae; R. Guardini, Die Lehre iles hl. Bonaoentura aon d.er
Erhsung.
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In part 4 of t'he Breailoqaianr, chapter 1 in particular, Bonaventure
presents his doctrine of fittingness, which he was later to develop in his first
Sermon for the Vigil of Christmas." Here we give the essential points.

In the divine work of restoration, the incarnation of the uncreated
Word, the Son and image of the invisible God, is the most noble and fitting
mode for the Restorer, for the one who needs to be restored, and for the act
of restoration itself.

The incarnation is a work most fitting for the Restorer, for the
restoration of humanity, pushed to the limits of non-being because of sin,
incapable of recognizing God and self, can be accomplished only by Jesus
Christ in whom are revealed all the wisdom, power and goodness of God.
Any reconciliation between finite and infinite being is possible only through
the creative power of God, wonderfully and mysteriously revealed in the
hlpostatic union, in which the two extremes (humanity and divinity) touch
in one Person. By assuming a human nature through the eternal Word, God
also expresses his infinite wisdom. The very beginning of things is united to
the last of all creatures in time, as St. Irenaeus had said: "God is known at all
times by reason of his Word by whom he created all things. FIis Word is our
Lord Jesus Christ, who in this last age became a human among humans to
unite end and beginning, that is, human beings and God."" Finally, what
greater kindness, love and friendship could there be than for God, in Jesus
Christ, "to empty himself, taking the form of a slave, becoming as huruan
beings are" (Phil 2:7) in order to save his servants. Through his
condescending love, God, as it were, "imitates" human beings. The
incarnation is God's masterpiece, the crowning work of his creation and the
perfection of the universe, for "the restoration of the universe is no lesser
task than that of bringing it into existence."'o

Thus the incarnation is fitting for the work of restoration in three
ways. In it, the fallen human race is restored to excellence through the
supreme excellence of the Restorer; it is restored to friendship with God

'aBreail., p. 4, c. I N,241'42); Serm. Vigilia Natia.Domini, Serm. I (IX, 88-
e2).

"St. Irenaeus, Ado.Haer., fV, c. 20, n. 4 (PG 7, 1934); on the theme of the
fittingness of the Incarnation, see A. Gerken, Za tb4ologie du Wrbe,24-25.

'oBreoil.,p.4, c. I S,24la).

l
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through the most friendly Mediator, Emmanuel, who is God-with-us; it is
restored to innocence through the Lamb who bears our sins and is able to
make suffi cient satisfaction.

In short, there is no more fitting way for humans in need of God's
restoration than the incarnation of God himself.

When human beings sinned, they went astray, rejecting the most mighty,
wise, and benevolent principle. As a result, they fell headlong into
weakness, ignorance, and malice. From having been spiritual, they became
carnal, animal, and sensual. They could no longer imitate diaine pmter,
bebold dioine ligbt, or loae dioine goodness. The most perfect way tor humans
to be raised out of this misery was for the first principle to come down to
their level, offering himself to them as an accessible object of knawledge,
looe, and imitation. Human beings, carnal, animal, and sensual, could not
know, love, or imitate anything that was not both proportionate and similar
to themselves. So, in order to raise them out of this state, tbe Word was
m.ade Jlesh; that he might be known and loved and imitated by people of
flesh, and tlrat humans, so knawing and loaing and imitating God, might be
healed of the disease of sin."

This is an important text. It contains all the themes set forth in the
first chapters of the Breailoquiurn: the Trinity, creation, human sin. It gives
equal emphasis to the relationship between imitation and the mystery of the
incarnation, and between imitation and the two faculties of knowledge and
love.

Because of sin, humans have become incapable of imitating the
divilae airtus (ineptus ad diainam airtutern imitar). Here, of course, it is not a
question of moral virnre but of the divine power which manifests itself (as a
copyist already noted) in "justice," in other words, in the righteousness
granted by God to humans at the moment of their creation. By rejecting the
divine power that sustains them in being, and by tryrng to become Godlike,
they became t'infirm" and "powerless." They are powerless, since God's
pou/er has forsaken them. Created with a capacity for God, sinful humanity
admits that it cannot conform to original justice, which is impossible to
imitate.

21Breoil.,p. 4, c. I M 241b).
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This absence of divine power and supernatural justice affects the
entire human being, especially the faculties of knowledge and love. Eyes are
blinded and hearts are hardened. Forsaking the power of God and deprived
of conformity to justice, humans are incapable of imitating the divine
wisdom and goodness.

Since they are carnal, animal and sensual, human beings see only
what is carnal, sensible and tangible. Thus the Word assumed flesh like our
own, so that through his humanity we might recogrize,love and imitate our
God. The apparent powerlessness of the Child conceals the paradox of our
faith: the incarnation is the sublime and unique eruption of God's power in
the history of crippled humanity. "The Lord gives strength to the weary, he
strengthens the powerless" (Is 40:29). All humanity, overwhelmed by its
sufferings and misery, finds its lost power in the Word: "Plu)er is giaen it,
when the Power and Wisdom of God become incarnate."" In the Child who
is born and giaen, the Power of God has been offered to us again. As St. Paul
says, "God's power is displayed in our weakness" (2 Cor l29).

The divine Power has come to us not only as bread come down
from heaven to nourish the litde ones and strengthen the weak," but also as
burning fire through which hardened hearts rediscover the way oflove, and
blind eyes see again the true light that was in the eternal Word before the
incarnation.'o "I have come into the world as light, to prevent anyone who
believes in me from staying in the dark any more"fln L2:46). Being "the
light of the angels," God came among us in the cloud of his humanity in
order to become "the light of the human race."" Indeed, the true divine
light was inaccessible (see Tim 6:16) and incomprehensible: "Therefore it

"Serm. Vigilia Natio.Domini, Serm.1, (90a); see 2 Pet 1:3-4.

"Ibid.

"'Serm. Dominica W p, Pentecostem. Serm. I QC433a): "The Lord
descended upon him as if in [the middle ofl the fire to illumine [him] through the
splendor of truth and to inflame [him] through t]re heat of love."

" Serm. Dmninica p. Epipbaniam,. Serm. I (IX, 18la): 'Jesus Christ, the
Shine of eternal light (Wis 7:26;Jn 8:12), the light of the angels, came into tbe world
moderated, but not obscured, by the cloud of humanity, in order to become the light
of the earthly [beings], in order rhat anyone who belieaes in him humbly and reverendy
might hazte the light of life, and not remain in the darkness of damnable ignorance."
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was necessary that the flesh be overshadowed in order that humans might be
able to see and intitate."" God makes himself imitable in Jesus Christ; he
places himself within our reach in order to meet us and make us his friends."
fu for human beings, to imitate God means to let themselves be possessed
and transformed anew, in their essence and existence, by the creative power
of God manifested inJesus Christ.

But how can fallen humanity abandon itself to God's powerful
influence unless someone first lifts it from its misery and makes it once more
capable of being accepted and loved by God? "For we cannot rise above
ourselves unless a higher power lifts us up."'* Here we touch on the second
aspect of the incarnation as re-forming grace. Not only does Christ make
God less inaccessible and more imitable; he also gives us again the ability to
return to God, that is, to renew our ties of dependence and lineage. FIe lifts
us up to God by washing away our stains and making us capable of imitating
him. Christ is our mediator and our hierarchy in re-establishing the divine
image in the soul.

"Serm. Wgilia.Natia. Domini, Serm. I (IX, 90b), emphasis ours. See Serm.
Dominica III Ad:uentus. Serm. 2 (IX, 60a-b): humans are born to imitate the Word.
But no one can imitate him in all his beauty and wisdom. The first Angel wished to
imitate him in his beauty and fell; Adam wished to imitate him in his wisdom, and he
also fell. That is why the Word himself assumed our humanity "that we might
imitate him and reform ourselves through his imitation" (IX, 60b).

"Commenting on Jn 4:49 ("Lord, come down before my son dies"),
Bonaventure observes that God in his merry comes down to us in Jesus Christ in
three ways: first, in the flesh as all-powerfirl to comfort usl second, in the intellect as
a shining light to enlighten us; third, at the last judgment as superabundant salvation
to glorifii us. The Seraphic Doctor concludes: "God's descent does not mean that the
divine likeness is degraded but that the human nature is exalted, Hence it is
[precisely] when God exalted the human nature above t-he skies, that is, celestial
angels, by joining it to himself, that he made ttrem bend down" (Serm. Dom,inica W
p. Pentecostem. Serm. l: D(, 432b). See also A. Zigrossi, Snggio ml Neoplatoniw,o di S.

Bonaaentura.

"bin., c. l, n. I (V, 296b-297a). Only tle condescending mercy of God can
re-establish us in our first state; Bonaventure uses images to describe the obstacles
fallen humanity encounters on its path of return and the need for God's mercy
(Serm. Dornin. II Ailaentus, Serm. IV QX, 50b).
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2. The incarnate Word, ruediator of iruitation

Human beings, in their lives and according to the way shown them
by the Creator, have but one goal to pursue: to return to the first Principle
from which they came. This return to God goes on in the epistemological
and metaphysical order, as well as in the order of daily life. Given our
concrete disordered state, it is not accomplished except through Christ, the
incarnate Word." "Christ is the way and the door; Christ is the ladder and
the vehicle," says Bonaventure, using the language of symbols to describe
Christ's universal mediation.'u

Christ is the unique mediator of reconciliation between God and
the human race, the universal center of salvation, the norm of life for re-
created human beings and the measure of their restored knowledge. Because
of what he was from all eternity and what he is in time, Christ is the perfect
restorer of the fallen world. Bonaventure draws a parallel between the pre-
existence of Christ in the Word and his excellence as restorer of the
deformed image in human beings. Through his humanity, Christ brings the
inaccessible God down to our level and makes him imitable; through his
divinity, he raises us up, deifies us, and reconforms us to God.

It pertains to a mediator to be the cbannel between human beings and God
for tlre restoration of humanity to the knowledge, the likeness, and rhe sonship
of God. But there could be no more fiting mediator than the Person who
both is produced and himself produces, the intermediate One of the tluee
Persons; nor could there be a more fitting restorer of human beings to the
knowledge of God than the Word through whom the Father reveals
himself, the Word able to be combined with flesh, even as a word with the
voice. Nor again could there be a more fitting restorer of humanity to the
likeness of God than he who is the Image of the Father. Nor, finally, could
there be a more fitting restorer of human beings to adapted sonship than he

"See Hexaem.., coll. l, nn. 10-39 ff,329-35); Serm. Dorninica III Adruentus,

Serm. II GX, 59-67a); J. M. Bissen, L'exemplarisme selon saint Bonauenture; W.
Detdoft, "Cbristus tenens medium in om:nibus. Sinn und Funktion der Theologie bei
Bonaventura," 28-42,120-40;A. Gerken, Tlt1ologie duWrbe,27I-78,286-88' 3l7-19,
332-46; J. G. Bougerol, Introduaion i l'dtude de saint Bonaaenture, 228-29; R.
Guardini, Die Lehre des hl. Bonaaenturn aon der Erksung,S9-96.

'uhin.,c.7, n. I ff,312b). On s)rmbols in St. Bonaventure, see L.Piazza,
Meditazione imbolica in S. Bynaaentura.
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who is the Son by nature. Most fittingly, then, did he become the Son of
Man who was the very Son of God."

"The Word is able to be combined with {lesh, euen as a word witb tbe
aoice (sicut et aerburn aoc)." We have already seen how Bonaventure explains
the eternal existence of the Word within the Trinity by means of a
psychological-linguistic analysis of how our mind forms concepts.3s Here
again he uses the same technique to explain the mystery of the hlpostatic
union. fu the mental word unites itself with the voice to make itself known,
not passing into the voice but remaining wholly within the mind, so we
should understand that the eternal Word is united with flesh, not passing
into it but remaining wholly with the Father."

Through this ineffable urfon, the Word leads us back to true
knowledge, showing us how to rediscover the divine meaning of signs. It is
by hearing the voice that we grasp the meaning of the word. It is in Christ,
"the book written within and without for the restoration of the world," that
we learn again how to read correcdy the events and realities of history.*'

Not only has the intellect been rectified, but the soul's entire image
has been refashioned. The soul, an exact copy of the model of the divine
Image manifested in Jesus Christ, is again oriented toward conformity with
God. It reacquires its triple function as image: likeness, imitation and final
tendency. But salvation is not only for the soul; the mortal body, sentenced
to decay because of sin, is also saved. The incarnate Word saves it from its
mortality and gives in a share in the divine glory, as St. Gregory says: "He
assumed the image of our flesh in order to restore the image he had made
and to endow this mortal flesh with immortality."n'

" Breail., p. 4, c. 2 ff,243a).
"See above: Chapter II, Section II, Part 1.

tosee I Sent., d,27, p.2, a. un., q. 4, concl. (I, 490a),
*'Breoil.,p.2,c. ll ff,229a); see Ezek 2:9; Rev 5:1. This idea also occurs in

Hugh of St. Victor, but in the context of the twofold meaning of anim,a: De Sacram.,
I, p. 6, c. 5 (PL 176, 266); see also ltin., c. l, n. 14 and c. 6, n, 7 $, 299 and 312);
Heraem., coll. 13, n. l2 flr', 389b-390a).

*'Solil.,c. 1,n,32 0/I[, ]9b); St. Gregory, Orat.38,n.67 (PG 36,326).
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In his first Chrisonas sermon, contemplating the mystery of the
incarnation, Bonaventure is moved by the infinite goodness of God, who
gives himself to us totally in his Son: "He has not given money but a person.
He has not given a servant but his own Son, in whom he has given us all he
was, all he had, all he could give."o' In giving w his Son to be our brother, he
gives himself as Father in order to make us adopted children. In giving us his
natural Son, he gives us the entire Trinity-all he was-to raise us to his
divine fatherhood: "But to those who did accept him he gave power to
become children of God" fln I :12). In giving us his Son who is eqaal to him
in all things, he gives us all he has, for "he has entrusted everything to his
hands"sn 3:3 5). In grrittg us his ozly Son, he gives us all he can give us.*'

We become God's adopted children through Christ @ph 1:5). By
becoming like us, the Son of God opens for us the way to return; he makes
us more pleasing in the eyes of God the Father, and at the same time, by
making us like God in him, he invites us to enter the heart of his filial
relationship, for only love can respond to love: "What was given out of love
can in no way be better than what I have repaid by loving," says Hugh of St.
Victor.*

3. The incarnate Word, hierarch of imitation

Following Pseudo-Dionysius, Bonaventure calls this new ascent to
God the process of hierarchization, that is, the work of deification begun by
God in people newly given over to his influence. In this ascent, Christ is the

*'Serm. Vigilia. Natio. Domini, Serm. I (IX, 89b).
n'See ibid. (D(, 89b). The Seraphic Doctor marvels at such a wonderfrrl gift

of love through which God has made us like him in his Son: "A wonderful gift-that
he gives [us] his only begotten Son as a servant! Moreover, it seems and is too
excessive. But there is nothing to wonder about if there was excess in giving, as there
was excess in loving; for he loved so much that he gave; and because he loved
excessively, therefore he gave excessively; 2 Eph.: 'God who is rich in rnerc[, because
of his excessive love by which he loved us, and since we were dead because of our
sins, brought us track to life in Christ, etc."'

*Ibid., (IX, 90a); see Hugh of St. Victor, De Arrba animae @L 176,961);
see also II Sent., d. 10, a. 2, g. 2, concl. (II, 236-37): We have become adopted
children tbrough Christ, which means that Christ is the efficient, meritorious and
dispositive cause of our divine filiation.

I
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leader who conducts us along the way of grace. It is as members of the
mystical body of Christ that we have become adopted children: Christ as
head of the Church is the foundation of all hierarchical activity through
which the believer, in company with the Church, journeys here below
toward beatitude in God.n'

In the prologue to his opuscultm Tbe Triple Way, which is often
considered a "litde masterpiece of mystical theology,"* Bonaventure
explains that the beatitude we seek consists in peace, truth and love.o' We
must tend toward this triple perfection; and we can attain it here below,
albeit imperfecdy, through the three hierarchical acts which he calls the
triple way: "The purgatiae, by which the soul drives out sin; the illurninatiue,
by which the soul imitates Christ; the unitiae, by which the soul receives rhe
Spouse. Now each of these has its degrees: you must gain access by the
lowest if you wish to ascend to the highest."*'

These are not tlree chronological or static phases; they are three
different operations in one single and vital process through which human
beings draw closer to God in holiness and likeness to him. Bougerol writes:

otSee Breail., p. 4, c. 5 ff,246a); see also E. Longpr6, "Bonaventure," 74L-
88; J. F. Bonnefoy, Une smnme d.e tb1ologia nystique: le De tiplici oia'; H.
Berrescheim, Chrisna ab Haupt der Krche nach dem bl. Bonaaentura, 2l-128; D.
Culhane, De Clrpore mystico doctina Seraphici.

*J. G. Bougerol, Introduction, 156.
n' Trip l.aia, prologue (VIII, 3 ).
*Ibid., c. 3, 1 0[II, l2a). In the Breailoqaiuaz, Bonaventure gives this

division: the firllness of perfection demands "perfect retreat from evil, perfect
progress in goodness, and perfect placement in the best," which corresponds to the
three ways: purgative, illuminative and unitive. The Seraphic Doctor attributes
different virttres to each stage of perfection: to o' retreat from evil" correspond the
virtues of "perfect retreat from wil, perfect progress in goodness, and perfect
placement in the best," to "progress in goodness" correspond "the zeal for justice
and affection of mercy," for, he says, "perfect progress in goodness is achieved in
accordance with the imitation of God, and the universal ways of God [are] mercy and
truth"; finally to "placement in the best" correspond "the purity of the heart and the
peace of mind." To imitate God, then, is to live in truth and love (Breail., p. 5, c. 6:
Y,258b-259a).
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And each of these ways is found within the others, and intertwined with
them, so that the soul in search of wisdom in the progressive unity of its life
can pass from one way to the other without ever establishing itself, or
rather, being esablished, in any one of them. The soul is never fixed upon
a single way. It rises toward God amid the vicissitudes and fluctuations of
life, without and within. The whole of self is in motion. A theologian or
spiritual director may sometimes distinguish a given moment or a particular
stage, but will never be able to judge what stage the soul itself has reached;
only corpses can be dissected.*'

Driving out sin constitutes the first way; it leads to peace. The
holiness we must achieve is a restored holiness; it presupposes the healing of
our being, the reformation of our image.

Imitation of Christ makes up the second way; it opens us to the
splendor of eternal Truth, for Christ is "the way, the truth and the life" for
everyone Sn 14:6). He enlightens our mind and prepares our heart for
unionwith him.

The third way is reception of the Spouse; in it the soul, prompted
by the Holy Spirit, allows itself to be transported to ineffable union with its
God in an ardent desire to be totally transformed into him.'"

Christ, the principle of all virtues, possesses in himself the three
hierarchical acts that bring us to perfection by making us God-conformed;
he has come to puri$, us by his power, illumine us by his teaching, and
perfect us by his grace. Christ possesses the fullness of grace, which he
communicates to the members of his mystical body. "From his fullness we
have all received, grace in place ofgrace" Sn l:16)."

'J. G. Borrg.rol, Introductian, 157.
tuThere are no adequate terms to describe the experience of a person's

union with God. Bonaventure often has to employ of a series of words that follow
one another and seem to express the person's o\rn state of soul overflowing with
love, rat-her t-han an intellectual distinction. Here is the passage where t}re Seraphic
Doctor describes the dialogue between tlre devout soul and its God: "I seek you, I
place hope in you, I desire you, I am lifted up in you, I receive you, I rejoice in you
and finally I adhere to you" (Tripl.oia., c. 3, 5: VIII, 15b).

s'Serm. Danin III A&tentus, Serm. 1 (D(, 58a). For Christ as the one who
illumines the angelic and human hierarchies, see Breuil., prol. $ 3; Ibid., p. 5, c. 3 and 5;

Hetcarn.,coll. 3, n. 32 (V, 348b). See also Pseudo-Dioryaius, De uelest. Hirarcb.,c.3,2.
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Just as the body's members receive their impulse for movement and
sensation from the head, and just as the head contains in itself the firllness of
sensation by being conformed to the members, governing them and
distributing to them the benefits of its influence, so also Christ, the unique
hierarchy in the "ecclesiastical hierarchy," communicates to all who are
joined to him by faith his grace of headship (gratia capitts), the divine
influence that raises us to God. In the long procession of all the just of every
time and place, all creatures, past, present and future, march together
toward the heavenly homeland preceded by Christ, "the eldest of many
brothers" @om 8:29), and united by the one bond which is Christ himself."

Urged on by the beatifi,ing love of Christ, humans who seek the
supreme Good have only to enter this grand march of the entire Church
toward holiness and, insofar as possible, concretely express their adherence
through a loving response: the practice of the Christian virtues. Our
adoption, made possible by the incarnation, flows from a continuous act
(actio essentiah ) "f the Trinity, guaranteed by the ineffable presence of
Christ in his mystical body."

Itr. Chrisg Teacher and Model for Every Disciple
fusimilation to the humanity of Jesus is the condition for

assimilation to God. The New Testament authors, St. Paul in particular, say
this in one way or another.'n Although everything is a gift from God and love
is at the root of our spiritual growth, Bonaventure does not, for all of that,
get lost in a spiritualism without basis. He does not forget the human
condition with its concrete demands. Human beings, no matter what level
they may have attained, grow by constantly transcending themselves.
Christians who mean to imitate Christ must esteem the flesh of Christ
through which God becomes like us. The incarnate Word is the norm of the

s'See Breail., p. 4, c. 5 5,246a).
t'See Hexaem., coll. 21, n. 18 ff, 343); Iil Sent., d. 10, a.2, q. 2 (III,236);

Ibid., q. 3 (III, 238); Ibid., d. 29, a. un. in firll. On r}re grace of being a child of God,
Martin Luther wrote: "It is not that imitation produces sons, but son-ification
produces imitators" (In Ep. Ad Galatos, 1519 ed, on Gal 3:13-14, in Werke, t.2,
Weimar 1966, p. 518).

t'E. Cothenet; E. Ledeur; P Adn6s; A. Solignac, "Imitation du Christ,,,
1539-62.
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Christian life. Through his humanity, Christ becomes the exemplar
excitatiaurn who stimulates us to the practice of virtue.tt

1. Degrees of tbe Cbristian ffi
In response to the attacfts of the secular masters against the

mendicant Orders, Bonaventure wrote the disputed questions De perfeaione
euangelica and the treatise Apologia Paaperu?n. Besides their polemic intent,
he wished to provide through these worls a solid foundation for religious
life.'o Here, briefly, is what he says in chapter 2 of the Apologia paaperarl
concerning the degrees of conformity to Christ."

Christ is the model of all perfection. He is such as the uncreated
Word and reflection of the eternal glory of God for all creatures, both
spiritual and material. He is also such as the incarnate Word, the reflection
of all grace, virtue and merit, and model of the Church militant, as was
mysteriously announced to Moses: "See that you work to the design which
was shown you in the mountain" (Ex 25:40; see Heb 8:5).

From the eternal Word issue a variety of creatures whose perfection
and likeness to the Creator are not equal. In the same way, imitation of the
incarnate Word takes place according to the various degrees, states and
orders, in accord with the distribution of gifts." The influence each one
receives from Christ the Model determines its manner of sharing in his
perfection. All are called to followJesus, but not all are called to follow him
in the same way. So too, in the order of creation, no creature reflects the
perfection of Christ completely; each one, according to the gift received,
imitates one or the other aspects of Christ's life and holiness. There exists in
the Church a varied and hierarchical imitation of Christ whose perfection
transcends the efforts of one individual or category. In his mystical body,
Christ sets up various orders "according to ministries" (the lay, clerical, and

ttIII Smt., d. 35, art. un., q. 2, concl. ([I, 776b).

tosee the deailed explanation of the Apologia Paaperum. in I' Brady, "La
teologia della Imitazione di Cristo," 97 -114.

t' Apol.paup., c. 2 (I/III, 239 -4+).
ttlbid., c. 2, n. 12 (VIII, 243a): "Different states, levels, and orders are

derived in an exemplary fashion according to the varying distribution of gifts and
varying modes of imitation."
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monastic-religious states), and various degrees "according to charisms and
gifts of grace."'e Corresponding to each order or degree are different
demands with regard to sequela and imitation.

Jesus asks some to follow him by observing his precepts (a necessary
and universal obligation); others he asks to go farther by following rhe
evangelical counsels as a special and supererogatory obligation. Although
those who observe the precepts and those who follow the evangelical
counsels both live that charity which is the foundation and crown of all the
virtues, the second group tends toward the perfection of charity. That is
why, says Bonaventure, "by corrimon acceptance" the latter are called
"perfect" and the former "imperfect." However, he explains, to be imperfect
does not mean to be deprived of perfection.o"

Returning to the same distinction in his Commentary on the
Gospel of St. Luke, Bonaventure speaks of rwo categories of disciples. All
Christians who followJesus are bound to renounce rhe desire for riches; but
for some, Jesus demands not only renunciation of the desire, but also the
ffixiae renunciation of all goods. These belong to the "discipleship of
supererogation"l the others belong to the "discipleship ofnecessity."o'

The basic thing to keep in mind in all these minute distinctions
(which are sometimes foreign to our mentaliry), is that for Bonaventure the
life of Christ is not to be proposed indiscriminatd to all as something to be
imitated. In other words, imitation of Christ takes many forms in the
concrete. This is according to the providential plan of God, who calls people
to perfection by different paths and gives them sufficient grace to travel
along them. Imitation of Christ presupposes a call or a "vocation" in the
broadest sense of the term.

2. Exernpkry nature of Christ's life

"You have only one Teacher, the Christ" (Mt 23:10). These words
are the subject of Bonaventure's famous serrnon: "Christ, the One Teacher

'o S ee Perf. ea., q. 4, a. 3 M I 94); Hexaem., coll. 22, nn. I -2 I (/, 437 -44).
o"Apol.paup., c. 3, n. 4 (WII, 245).
o'Curnm.Lc., c.24, n.66 (VII, 380b).
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of All."o' The theme chosen says enough about the subject: Christ is the
unique source of our knowledge and the unique norm of our Christian life;
he is the Teacher for all, the Model of universal perfection.u3 Christ is the
basis for the threefold certitude we have: that of faith, reason and wisdom,
for Christ is "the way, the truth and the life" Sn 14:6).

fu the Way, Jesus leads us to the true knowledge we have through
faith. He has conveyed to us this faith-knowledge in two ways: through
illumination of our mind and through the sublime authority he has from his
Father. This authority imposes itself on us by reason of the supreme proof,
his incarnation; being the Power and Wisdom of the Father, the Word has
become, through his incarnation, the visible foundation of our faith.

fu the absolute, immutable and infallible Truth, Christ is the
ultimate foundation, the supreme reason and eternal source of all partial and
contingent truths that we acquire by natural means, that is, by our reason.

fu the Life, beyond faith and knowledge, Christ introduces us to
the sweetness and peace of contemplation, in other words, to that wisdom
which a Franciscan should desire above all else. The remarkable series of
symbols used in Scripture provides us with many examples of the
fundamental truth of Christ's vital mediation. The incarnate Word is the
gate of our salvation: "I am the gate. Whoever enters through me will be
saved, and will come in and go out and find pasture"Sn 10:9). Christ is the
gate that leads in and out. Through his humanity, he "opens," that is,
communicates divine life to the outside, to us; through his divinity, he leads
us into an intimate relationship with the Trinity. Christ is also "the ladder of
Jacob" (Gen 20:12) linking heaven and earth and re-establishing universal
hierarchical order. He is the book mentioned in the Apocalypse: "I saw, in
the hand of the One who sat on the throne, a book written within and
without, sealed with seven seals.... No one...was able to open the book and
read it" (Rev 5:1, 3, 5). Christ is the book "written within and without"
(scripnu inm.s et fori), the eternal Word in the bosom of the Godhead, the
One who perfectly reveals the Father to us. Since the fall of the first Adam,
the mystery of God's love as manifested in creation and history is hidden

"Serm. Cbristus unus omnium Magister 5,567-74); see Sc.Chr., qq. l-4 Cy,
3-27); Serm. Domin. WII p. Pentecostem. (W.,441-44).

o' 
Ser. Apolpaup, c 3, n. 2 Sfr ,, 24ah); Erp. wp r fu g. Frat. min, c 5, n. 3 (VItr, 420a).
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from us. It is like a book, closed and sealed, which no one can open and read.
The incarnate Word, and he alone, has reopened the book of life so that we
might rediscover the profound meaning of God's plan and the original
intentionality of our existence.*

3. Attitadcs of tbe disciple toward the Teacber

How should we respond to the presence of a Teacher who
questions us and opens up our life?

For St. Bonaventure, the true disciple ought to have a threefold
attitude toward the Teacher: veneration, listening, and apprenticeship. The
dignity ofJesus' teaching authority calls for our profound veneration. This is
not simply external respect, but true imitation of his life and adherence to
his person: "Christ must be honored, not only through mouth and word, but
in actual fact through imitation, for he himself has said: VVhoeaer does not
follow me cannlt be my disciple Q-k l4:27)."u' Once again, Bonaventure barely
distinguishes between "imitate" and "follow. "

Disciples of Christ, in humility and faith, must always be attentive
to the Master's teaching. But we are true listeners ofJesus only when we do
not separate understanding of the Word from the obedient witness of our
actions, for Christ teaches not only by word, but also by example. We
cannot attain wisdom solely by listening; we must obey the divine law.

The third mark of the disciple is apprenticeship, which St.
Bonaventure places after the two more internal attitudes of character,
namely, veneration and listening. The disciple should question the Teacher,
not out of curiosity or unbelief like the Pharisees and doctors of the Law
who wanted signs (see Mt 12:38-39), but rather like Nicodemus, who
despite his age and his learning came to see Jesus at night to receive from
him words of light and life $n3:2). We must learn from our one Teacher
everything that concerns our knowledge of how to avoid evil and do good,
which consists essentially in love of God and neighbor. It is through love
that the true disciple of Christ is conformed to the Master. Love is the
crown of all imitation of Christ. With regard to the primary of love in

onOnJacob's ladder, see Breail., prol., $ ), n.2; *rd ltin., c. 1, n. 9. On the
book written "wit-hin and without," see Breoil., p.2, c. ll, n.2.

otSerm. Cbristus mag., * 20, S, 527b).
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imitation of Christ, Bonaventure writes in Tbe Triple Way: "Here otr
meditation must rest, for here (discursive) knowledge and every mental
operation attains its end, namely, true wisdom, in which is found knowledge
through true experience."oo

a. lmitability of Cbrist's a.ctiont

Is the entire life of Christ imitable?

Bonaventure's answer to this question is affirmative, even
categorical in his Mystical Vine: "The entire life of Christ was an example
and a martyrdom."o'However, modern critics regard this work as spurious;
it must be classified, at the very least, among the doubtful works.o'

At first glance, the statement that all of Christ's life is imitable
seems in agreement with a coflrmon authority who says: "Any action of
Christ whatsoever is our instruction." Bonaventure cites this formula on
various occasions, sometimes attributing it to St. Augustine, sometimes to
St. Gregory.u'

However, when repeating the statement of the "common
authority," he was careful to distinguish between instntaion and irnitation.
This distinction is already found in the Commentary on the Fourth Book of
the Sentences.

In this commentary, the question is asked, "Must all Christians
submit to circumcision after the example of Christ?" Bonaventtire's negative

ooTripl.aia., c. 1,4 (VIII, 7).
u'Wtis My*ic4 c. 5, n. 2 (VIII, l69a).
otsee I. Brady, "The Authenticity of the Two Sermons of St. Bonaventure,"

25, n.72.
o'According to J. G. Bougerol, Bonaventure uses this expression five times

in ttre corpus of his "sermones dominicales"; Bonaventure qualifies it as coming
from a "communis auctoritas": IVSent., d. 3, p. 2,a,3, q. 1, arg. 1 (IV,83a). The
attribution of the formula to St. Augustine is incorrect. Rather, the formula would be
from St. Gregory: II Homil. In Ezech. Hom. 2, n. 6 (PL 76,952C) and I Homil. In
Eaang., homil. 17, n. I (PL 76, ll39{). Peter Lombard had already used it in his
Sentences, and Alexander of Hales introduced it into Franciscan thought. See S.
Bonaventura, Serm.ones dtminicales (S*dio et curaJ.G. Bougerol) 100-01.

I
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answer distinguishes between those actions that Christ performed for our
instruction and those that he proposed for our imitation."

He resumes the discussion in the Apologia paaperarn. There he lists
six categories of exemplary actions performed by Christ for our salvation.
Some of these actions concern the sublirnity of his pmter, such as the
multiplication of the loaves, changing water into wine, walking on water,
etc. Others concern the light of his wbdom, for example, when he read
people's hearts or foresaw the future. Still other actions manifest the seaerity
of his jad.gru.ent, for example, when he drove the merchants from the temple
or rebuked the Pharisees for their hypocrisy and unbelief; or the dignity of his
ntission, when he instituted the Eucharist or forgave sins. Christ performed
certain rcts tbroagh condescension toward the weak. For example, he drew
back at the threat of death, he was moved by the sufferings of others, he
prayed to the Father to take away t}re cup, etc. Finally, some of his actions
were performed to show us how to live a perfect life, for example, when he
lived in povertlrr chastity, and obedience to God and others, or when he
spent the night in prayer to the Father, etc.

Of these six exemplary actions, only the last two are proposed by
Christ for our imitation as the rvay to a perfect life; the other four
presuppose special graces which Christ gives to only a few. It would be
presumptuous (impianr. et luciferianum) to desire to imitate Christ's particular
acts of excellence without having received special graces in advance;
likewise, only those who share in Christ's power-such as prelates, superiors
and priests-are able to imitate Christ's jurisdictional or priestly actions.
Bonaventure concludes: "The summit of Christian perfection is by no means
to be found in imitating all of Christ's actions, but only in imitating those
actions that lead to a perfect life.""

"tIV Sent., d.3, p.2, a. 3, q. 1, ad 3 (rV, 84b).

"Apol.paup., c. 2, n. ll 0[II, 243); see Serm. Dom.. IV in Quadr., Serm. I
(IX,232a), commenting on Gen J3:14 "Let my Lord set forth before his servant,
and I will follow him in his steps ... These words of Jacob whose name is tanslated
"supplanting" can be the words of any man supplanting the devil through humility
and saying to Christ: Let my Lord set forth-through the voluntary debasement due
to profound humility-and I-you servant-will follow-with the fear of filial
reverence-you in your steps; steps, I say, not of tremendous power-tlis would be
presumptious, for the reason that such are to be worshipped, not imitated; and not of
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Conclusion
While it is true that to follow Christ by imitating his life is the

universal prerequisite for perfection," the majority of Christians who follow
Christ in their frail human condition are called to reproduce especially the
actions Christ performed out of condescending love. Externally, these action
are less "excellent" than the others; but they constitute the way by which
Christ leads most people to perfection. Imitation is nothing but conformity
to Christ according to the gifts each receives from him in a particular state.
The actions of Christ take many forms; so also does imitation of him.

profound wisdom-this would be curiosity, for such are not to be examined or
imitated, but admired; but the steps of profound humility-for this is glorious, for
the reason that it is great glory to follow the Lord in such [steps]."

" Comm. Lc., c. 18, n. 41 (VII, 463): Therefore to follow Christ is to
con{igure t}remselves perfecdy to him.

t
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Chapter fV
Imitation of the Poor and Crucified Christ

nhrist calls everyone to follow and imitate him, each in the state of
I life he or she has chosen in absolute freedom. This call involves
\-/ conditions, often recalled in the gospels and expressed concisely in

the words: "If any wish to come after me, let them deny themselves, and take
up their cross daily, and follow me" (I-k9:23).

Bonaventure often went back to this verse and studied it, especially
in his Commentary on the Gospel of St. Luke, in some of his spiritual
writings, and in many serrnons.'The appeal is addressed to all the faithful,
but theologians often apply it to religious-those who receive Christ's
special invitation to the radical way of the Gospel. Bonaventure finds in it
allusions to each of the three religious vov/s: obedience ("let them deny
themselves"), povertF ("let them follow me"), and chastity ("let them take up
their cross").'

In general, sequela, as he sees it, involves four basic conditions:
freedom, indicated by the words "let them deny themselves"l sharing the
Master's life, especially by sharing in his ptaer\t a condition suggested by
the expression "let them follow me"; and finally, sharing each day in the
Master's fate, "let them take up their crosr."

These four prerequisites for seqaela form the subject of this chapter.
We will see how Bonaventure regards the vocation of a disciple of Christ as

a long journey that should end in personal configuration to Christ crucified.

'See Cmnm. Lc., c. 9, nn. 37-18 NTI, 227b-228): Serm. Dom. XVIII post
Pent., Serm. I (D! 424b); Serm. Feria sercta in Parasceae, Serm. 2, n. I (IX, 263a);
Serm. Dorn. IVpost Pent., Serm. 1. (1X,374b-375a);Apol.paup., c. 3, n. 5 (VIII, 245b),
etc.

'See Contm.Le., c. 9, n. 38 0/II, 228b).
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I. Commitrnent of Free Will
The call to follow comes from the generous love ofJesus; but if it is

to produce the desired effect, it demands a loving response on the part of
those called.

From the moment of creation, human beings were endowed with a

will and freedom; but their misuse of freedom led to the fall. Similarly, in
the economy of salvation, humans who by reason of the incarnation have
been given again the ability to decide for or against God, can accept or
refuse tlre Savior's invitation to follow him. Bonaventure comments: "If any
wisb to corne after rne, that is to imitate me, I do not compel them but invite
them to this."'

Love, in fact, is the meeting of two freedoms. On the one hand,
God pledges his absolute generosity and eternal fidelity. In his covenant
with us, it is he who makes the first advance, it is he who takes the initiative;
he calls us, offering us his salvation by offering us himself. On the other
hand, God awaits our personal commitment, which must be expressed in the
submission of our will to his. We can refuse the invitation and there are
those who have done so. The Gospel is full of examples of refusal: the
scribes and Pharisees did not wish to become part of God's saving plan; the
rich young man, whomJesus invited to follow him more closely, went away
sad, etc,

But once we say our "yes" to this saving call, our freedom is
determined and "commiffnent" in a special way; it is oriented according to
God's plan. Submission of our will comes from a free act by which we agree
to become disciples. In other words, imitation of Christ is possible under
two preliminary and closelyJinked conditions:

-a free response (libere et sine coactione), for Jesus does not impose
himself on anyone; he invites;

-submission of our will and orientation of our freedom Qtostpositio et
sabiectio aolantatis....captiaatio libertatis, at non secundurn se ipsarn, sed serundum
Deum aiaat). This renunciation of our own will, paradoxically, will lead us as

disciples of Christ to true freedom in love.*

'Ibid., n. 37 grr,223a).
rSerm. Domin. XVIII pox Pent., Serm. I $,424b); see Serm. Domin. II post
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II. Renunciation
Free will's commitrnent to follow Jesus presupposes detachment,

that is, freedom from all that would hinder our new life in him.

For St. Bonaventure, Christ's call is above all a call to conversion, to
a twofold change of life: the disciple is called to turn toward God by rurning
away fronr. the world. Conteruptus rnund.i and hamilitas are the two terms
Bonaventure used to express this change oflife.

1. Conternptas mund.i

Here ruandus does not mean creation. All God's works are to be
loved, not despised. The universe and everything in it expresses God's
goodness and wisdom. God gives us this world, which came from his hands,
as a covenant for us to keep in purity of love as a remembrance of its Giver
(rnund.us iste est qaasi quidcm anuhts datus a sponso ipsi anirnae).t We must
regard creation with pure eyes and love it with transparent hearts,
recognizing at the same time its value and its provisional nature.o Etienne
Gilson writes: "Certainly there is no true Christianity without the contemptus
saeutli, but contempt for the world is not the same thing as hatred of being-
quite the contrary, it is hatred of non-being."'

The expression contemptus ruundi is to be understood more as the
renunciation of our selfishness, of all that is base and an obstacle to God's
creative work. Faithful to his use of numerical symbolism (especially the
number seven as referring to the seven days ofcreation), Bonaventure speals

Pascha, Serm. 2 (IX, 300a); Serm. Domin. W post Pent., Serm. 2 (IX,440a); see Epist.
)XVMemor., n. 17 S/III,495a).

'Comrn. Eccles., proemium, q. I (VI, 6b): "The Lord has brought about
everything for his own sake (Prov. 16:4), therefore all is ordained to God; but that
which is ordained to its end is not to be spurned, but accepted and loved: therefore
this world, together with all that is in it, is to be loved." See G. Zapitello, "La oanitas
in S. Bonaventura," 650-54.

uCunm. Lc., c.21, m. 52-54 (VII, 537-38). See A. M6nard, "spiritualit6 du
tranifiis," 614-22.

'E. Gilson, LbErit de ln phihsophie mid,i6oale,l3l.
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of seven dangers that turn us away from God and seven ways of conversion,
including cunternptas nxundi,which restores us to justice.'

In a spiritual letter written to a friar to serye as a practical guide for
leading a life of perfection, he returns many times to renunciation of the
world as the first sign of a new life. He closes his letter with some advice
that expresses well his conviction: "Know well, dear brother, that unless you
deny yourself totally, you will not be able to walk in the footsteps of the
Savior, and you will obtain his grace only with continual anxiety and
difEculty."'

Faced by the attractions of the world, disciples of Christ must
practice silence of mind and heart in order to hear and understand their call
and give themselves totally to God. Purity of heart, however, is won only at
the price of relendess battle against the Enemy. Bonaventure reminds us of
this in the Tree of Lrfu.A disciple must confront the seductions of the world
with resolute self-denial, imitating the example of Jesus, who was tempted
by the devil but overcame all temptations through solitude and prayer. A
disciple of Christ must be an imitator and sharer Qmitator et particeps) in the
Master's profound silence, his fervent prayer, his prolonged fasting, his
triple battle against the deceits of the Enemy. Amid the dangers of
temptation, a disciple must learn to have recourse to Jesus, the Savior and
the model of all perfection."'

2. Humility

In almost all his spiritual writings, following St. Bernard and St.
Francis, Bonaventure insists so strongly on humility that two treatises on
this virnre have been erroneously attributed to him."

'See Com.m. Lc., c. 5, n. 69 (I/II, 130a); Serm. Epiphania, Serm. 4 (D! 16la-
163). This serrnon was discovered in the Munich manuscript, Ct,7776,f.242v;btt|.
Beumer questions its authenticity; see J. Beumer, "Die Predigten des heiligen
Bonaventura," 455.

'Epist. n{V memar., concl. (VIII, 497b); see also Ibid., n. 2, n.20, and n. 24

ffIll,493b-497a).

'olig.oitae, fructus 3, n. l0 (UII, 75).
ttThese are tlre Cmpmdium de oirtute bumilitatis and the Tractatas de trihus

oinuibus, bumilitate, patimtia et caritate. The first work is listed among the doubthrl
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The most complete treatment seems to be in The Perfection 0f Lrft
for Sisters, written around 1260 for Blessed Isabelle, a sister of St. Louis IX
and abbess of Longchamp. Here we present the most important points.

First of all, Bonaventure sees humility as the foundation of all the
virtues: "Pride is the beginning of all sin; and equally, humility is the
foundation of all virnre." It is by humility that imitators of Christ are
distinguished from imitators of Satan, who was condemned for his pride."

For his definition of humility, he is content to quote St. Bernard:
"Humility is the virtue by which a person, knowing well what he is, deems
himself worthless."" To humble ourselves is essentially to recognize our
misery, to judge ourselves. Knowledge of self leads to truth.

Bonaventure's chief concern in his discourse on humility is to point
out the various paths that lead to this virtue. In it we find a view of humility
that is both broader and more original.

A. Contemplation of the all-powerful God

True humility consists above all in grateful contemplation of the
all-powerful God, from whom all things come and to whom all things
belong. Those who are humble seryanrs of the Lord attribute nothing to
themselves, but refer all that they are and have to their Creator, for "all that
we have done, Lord, it is you who have accomplished it in us."'* Mary is the

writings (VIII, 658-62), while the second, according to the Quaracchi editors, is
spurious: see Y\II, prole gontma, CXIy'I, n. 13.

"See Perf.aitae, c.2, n. I fl/III, l10a). The belief that humility is the
fundarnmtam aimttum comes from St. Bernard: see Serm. in Natfuitate Dom., Serm.
1, n. l: "Be zealous for humility which is the foundation and guardian of virtues" (PL
183, 115). Bonaventure also refers to St. Bernard in other works: Humility is the
radix et custos tsirtuturn (Lig.oitae, fructus 2, n. 5: YlIl 72a), the guardian and
ornament of all virtues (Leg.maj., c. 6, n. l: VIII, 519a); see Perf.ea., q. 1, concl. S/,
12ob).

"Ibid; see St. Bernard, De gradibus bumilitatis, c. 1, n. 2 (PL 182,942); see
also Serm. 16 In Cant., n. 10. On St. Bernard's doctrine of humility, see E. Gilson,
La tb 6o h gie mystique de saint B ernard, 93 -9 5, l2l -24, 140. 1 3 1.

'*Ibid., c. 2, n. 2 QIII, 1lOb); Bonaventure is citing Is 26:12; see Breoil., p.
4,c.7 5,248b).
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humble servant of the Lord because she recognizes the marvels the Lord has
done in her."

For human beings as for the angels, humility alone is pleasing to
God. "Do not think," says Bonaventure, "that virginity without humility
pleases him. fusuredly, Mary herself would not have become the mother of
God had she been proud. For so blessed Bernard says: 'I am not afraid to
declare that without humility not even Mary's virginity would have been
pleasing to God.""o

B. Rernernbrance of the hurnble and hurniliated Cbrist

The second path that leads us to sincere humility is remembrance
of Christ, "the teacher and mirror of humility.""

Christ was born in humility. His incarnation was the most eloquent
speech of all on the humility of God. The parallelism between Christ's
humility and Satan's pride comes up often in Bonayenture. Although he was
a creature, Lucifer wished to lay claim to his splendor and take pride in his
beauty; because of his pride he was cast down from his throne of glory into
the utter depths of humiliation. On the other hand, Christ, the Son of God
"became as human beings are" (Phil 2:6f), leaving behind his throne of
glory. He lived in humility, obeying his ancestors, observing t}re law, like a

poor man and pilgrim. He died rejected by his people like a leper. By his
birth, life and death, Christ left us an example of humility that we might
imitate him: "Shoulder my yoke and learn from me, for I am gentle and
humble in heart" (Mt l1:29)." The humility taught by Christ is the virtue

"Ibid., c. 2, n. 6 S/I[, lllb); c. 2, n. 7 (VI[, 112a); see Lk 1:38,45.

'olbid., c. 2, n. 3 (VI[, 110b); see St. Bernard, Homil. Missas est, Homil. 1,

n. 5 (PL 183, 59): "After all, you can be saved without virginity, but without humility
you cannot. I say: humility which deplores the lost virginity can please; however,
without humility even, I dare san Mary's virginity would not please."

"Christ is the "teacher of humility'' (Perf.oine, c.2, n.7: VIII ll2a, and
Leg.maj., c. 6, no. 1: VIII, 5l9b); Christ is the "mirror of humility" (Lig.oitae, fructus
7,n.25IVIII,77b).

t'See Perf.oitae., c. 2, rt. 3 0/I[, ll}b); Hexaem., coll. 1, nn. 26-27 0/, 3 3 ]b-
334a); Lig.oitae, fructus 2, nn. 5-8 Nlll,72-7J); Serm. Vigilia Natio. Domini, Serm. I
(IX,90b).
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most suited to disciples. They must walk behind their Master, ',following the
footsteps of his profound humility," as long ago Jacob humbly followed
Esau."

Remembrance of Christ's humility moves us, as disciples, to a
change of heart, to conduct like the Master's; for if Christ our head is
humble, how can we his members be proud?'"

C. Self-knowledge

The third path to perfect humility is careful srudy of ourselves
through introspection (cirrumspectio sufl. Meditation on ourselves makes us
humble. Created from dust, we shall one day return to dusr; what then have
we to boast of.) "What has dust and ashes to pride itself on?" (Sir 10:9). We
are what v/e are in the sight of God, nothing more, nothing less. Humility
errables us to enter into the truth of our condition and abandon ourselves to
the all-powerful mercy of God."

This threefold meditation-on God, Jesus and ourselves-leads us
to be truly humble like Christ, not only in mind and heart, but also in
behavior, clothing, and especially patience." True humility exists only in
reference to God." By placing ourselves in the presence of God and
contemplating him, either in his eternal glory or in his historical
manifestation in the person of Christ crucified, we recognize his absolute

"Serm. Dom. IVin Quad.,Serm. 10jI'.,232a,).

"tPerf.uitae, c.2, n.4 (VI[, 1l1a): the theme "capat humile et membrum
saperbam,?" comes from St. Augustine: see Serm. 304 (alias 37 de Diversis vel Serm. J
in Solemnitate Laurentii martyris, c.4, n,1).

"Ibid., c.2, n.5 (VI[, lllb); c.2, n. 1 (VIII, 110a). Bonaventure is citing I
Pt 5:6.

"Ibid., c. 2, n.7 ellr, ll2a).

"Ibid; see Serm. V de S. Francisco (XI, 595b). The knowledge and activity of
the Friars Minor must be built on humility, tlre crown of Christian wisdom.
Following St. Augustine, Bonaventure writes: "If you should ask-what is Christian
philosophy?-I [would] answer: humility; similarly, if you will have asked twice, or
thrice, or a hundred times, each time I will tell you: humility'' (Serm. De S.P.N.
Francisco, Serm. 2: lX,579a); see St. Augustine Epia. 1L7(alias 55) ad. Diovoruril, c.3,
n.22 (PL33,442).
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rights over the universe and at the same time recognize ourselves as his
creatures and children.

Bonaventure ends his reflection on humility by again asking the
sons and daughters of St. Francis to keep before their eyes always the
example of Jesus their humble Teacher, Mary their humble queen, Francis
their humble father, and Clare their humble mother. One who wants to find
water must dig deep in the earth; so we, like Francis, must descend to the
depth of humility in order to drink the water of life."

III. Poverty, the Mark of Christ's Disciple
When speaking of St. Bonaventure's concept of poverty, we

naturally think of the quarrels between the mendicants and the secular
masters. These form the context of two famous apologetic works: the
disputed questions De perfe*ione eaangelica and the Apohgia pauperara.There
is, however, a danger of linking the question of poverty too much to its
historical context and thus emptying it of the theological content that is the
source of Bonaventure's reflections. These are scattered throughout many
mystical worls, and it is these we must take into account.

1 . Loae of poaerty and loae of God

There will always be poor in our world: poor people condemned to
poverty because of appalling social and political conditions, "ideological"
poor who use poverty as a means for overthrowing the rich and seizing
power. There are also people who make themselves poor for the kingdom of
heaven. They are poor, not because of pressing social conditions or because
poverty is a promising arena in which to realize their own concerns.
Disciples of Christ must be poor by reason of their call to be disciples. The
fundamental reason for their poverty transcends the merely socio-economic
sphere, which may be passing. It is deeply rooted in the condition of human
beings before their Creator. This doctrine is explained by Bonaventure
especially in the Soliloquiurn, Chapter 2, whose essential points we
summarize here.

.tI

T See Solil., c. 2, n. 8 0,[II,47b).
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A. True poaerty d.eriaes from loae of God

Humans are born to love. Either they love God or they love
creatures. Now every disciple of Christ is invited to choose God. If there is
anything in this world that can give us happiness and that we must desire
and seek to possess, it is God himself, the Creator of all things and our
Creator."

Such preferential love is impossible unless the disciple recognizes
the true nature of worldly values: they are vain and passing. If people stray
and are often deceived in their search for the love of God, their supreme
Good, it is because they mistake for truth that which is only a shadow of
God.

When the world is seen as provisional, as a means and not an end,
then God appears as the unam necessariunt, the supreme Good who will fill
with joy the soul in search of the Absolute. "May all creatures appear
worthless to you," writes St. Augustine, "so that the Creator alone may
gladden your heart."'n And so Bonaventure exhorts us:

O soul, you should now direct the beam of contemplation upon the things
that are around you, that is, upon the sensible world, in order that you may
disdain it and everything in it, and thus burn with a more ardent love for
the Spouse. For you love him less if you love something besides him,
something you do not love because of him and in him."

The world is vanity, not only because it is passing, but above all
because human beings render it vain by monopolizing it apart from the
Creator's plan. Our blind attachment to things is basically attachment to
ourselves. There lies the root of vanity. fu Zapitello says: "For St.
Bonaventure, the only thing that is truly vain, truly negative in this world is

"hin,, c.3, n. 4 (V, 305a).

'uSt. Augustine, Enamatio II in Ps. 30, Serm. 3, n. 8 (PL 36,252), Solihquiwn
animae ad Deum (inter opera August.), c. 22 (PL 40, 882) cited by Bonaventure, So/l/.,
c.2, n. l0/III, 44b). See also P. Adnds, "L'humilit6 vertu sp6cifiquement chr6tienne
d'aprds saint Augustin," 208-23.

"solil., c.2, n. 1 (vII, 44b).
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our sin."28 Sin robs existence of all meaning and coherence; it reduces
everything to nothing.

To be truly poor, then, means to extinguish in ourselves all vain
appropriation, to perceive correcdy the values of the world, and above all to
recognize God's absolute primacy over the universe.

B. Poaerty based on loae b total

A disciple of Christ is called to renounce not only gold and silver,
but anything that might distort or destroy the relationship between
creatures and their Creator-whether this be worldly riches, power,
knowledge or affection.

-Pawer is seeking the first place, the place of honor and glory; this is
nothing but "a senseless sound in the ears.""

-Wisdom of tbe worl.d is the vain knowledge spoken of by the Apostle:
"The letter kills, but the Spirit gives life" (2 Cor 3:6); knowledge without
the Spirit is the bane of life and the mother of greed (rufficanix uiue etmotr
cupidiutis); here below, a disciple of Christ must seek the wisdom of God
that will last forever."'

-What abott ffiction? Whoever follows Jesus will have Jesus as

father, mother and friend. "Let the dead bury their dead," says the Master to
his disciples (,k 9:60; Mt 8:22). A disciple of the Living One is asked to
break with family and prefer him to all other loves-even legitimate ones,
which must be consigned to second place. Following the example of
Abraham, who offered to God his own son, a symbol of present joy and
future promise, a disciple ofJesus must seek the love and friendship of God
above all else." A new relationship is established between Jesus aad his
disciples, uniquely based, not on flesh and blood, but on the graciousness of
t'he call and the generosity of the response.

"G. Zapitello, "La u anitas in S. Bonaventur a," 65 4.

"St. Bernard, Serm. 42 De diaersis, n. 3 (PL l8l, 663), cited by
Bonaventure, Solil., c.2, $ 1, n. 5 0,1III,45a); see Ibid', n. 4 (14II 46a).

'osolil., c.2, S 1, n. 5 (VI[, 46b); we also recall Admonition VII of Sc
Francis.

"Ibid., n. 7 (VIII,47a); Serm. Dom. XVIII por, Pent.,Serm.l (IX,424b).

,h

itr
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If our end is God, our eyes must be fixed on God and our hearts
must be in love with him. This is the poverty that will initiate us into the
secret of God's love; we will be able to behold his face and enjoy his
presence, for "contemplation cannot come about except in the greatest
simplicity; and the greatest simplicity cannot exist except in the greatest
poverty."" In contemplation it is the all-powerful God who comes to the
soul, already prepared to receive him in its poverty; it is he who escorts it
into his nuptial love; he fills the hands of the poor with his riches and their
heart with consolations. "He has taken me to his cellar...and I am drunk with
his milk and his wine" (Cant 2:4 and 5:l)."

2. Eaangelical poaerty

Bonaventure goes back to the traditional doctrine of Christ's kenosis
to explain how sequela includes a basic demand for poverty. The example of
the Son of God in his self-emptyrng inspires the disciple to live poverty as a
way to salvation. Bonaventure explains this using two images borrowed from
Scripture and the Fathers: the pilgrim Christ and the naked Christ.

A. The pilgrirn Chrirt

The incarnation of the Son of God is the first of God's words on
evangelical poverty: "Although he was rich, he became poor for your sake,
so that you should become rich through his poverqr" (2 Cor 8:9).
Bonaventure sees the incarnation of the all-rich God in the flesh of indigent
humanity as an exodus, a leaving of his own house, a pilgrimage:

"He$aem., coll. 20, n. 30 (V, 430b).

"Solil.,c.2, $ 3, n. 16 0/III,50-51). For St. Francis, povertyis personalized;
she is Lady Poverty with whom he celebrates his mystical marriage. For
Bonaventure, the soul of the believer and spouse of Christ, in its poverty goes to
meet its King and Spouse, who will filI it with riches. For both of them, life in
poverty is a nuptial celebration. We see that the influence of St. Bernard on
Bonaventure's theology and nuptial spirituality is considerable. See also H. IJrs von
Balthasar, La Gloire et la Croix. Les aspects exhitiques de la riadlaion,Il: Styles. D'Irmde
i Dante (French tr. byR. Givord and H. Bourboulon), 239.
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O my God! How can we be so hard toward Christ, who left his country-
heaven; his kinsfolk-the angels; and the house of his Father, meaning his
Father's glory and became poor, humiliated, and despised, for us?'*

By virtue of his incarnation, Christ, the mediator between God and
humanity, enjoyed innocence and heavenly beatitude; at the same time he
was liable to death and suffering. He is at once a pilgrim on earth and a

citizen of heaven ("he must have been at one and the same time a pilgrim
and a possessor")." Being a pilgrim is one consequence of Christ's
mediation. To be a mediator is to be a pilgrim between heaven and earth.
All this is expressed beautifully in the Passion as well. On the one hand,
Christ, by reason of his human nature, had to suffer in every part of his body
and in every power of his soul; on the other hand, he could suffer nothing in
his divine nature; for, says the Seraphic Doctor, "Christ was both pilgrim
and a possessor."'o

In fact, Christ was born outside his village, outside any house; from
the moment of his birth he wished to consecrate poverty in his body. He led
a poor life with his mother and disciples, sharing the lot of the poor and
little ones ("in the poorest manner, he dwelt among the poor and associated
with them")." A pilgrim and stranger, he was often forced to spend the night
outside the town, because the people would not welcome him: "And when
he had looked around at all things, as it was late by now, he went lut to
Bethany with the Twelve" (Mk 1l:11). He told his disciples they must share
in his poverty if they wished to follow him: "Foxes have holes and the birds

'rPerf. aitae, c. 3, n. 8 (VI[, 1l4b); see Gen l2:1: "The Lord said to Abram,
'Leave your countryr your kindred and your father's house....' " See also Leg.maj., c.

7, n. 3 (1/I[ 523b): A man wished to enter tle Order, but instead of giving his goods
to the poor according to the Lord's command, he was led by carnal love and left
them to his relatives. Francis reproached him harshly, saying: "Go on your v/ay,
Brother Fly, because you have not yet left your hom.e and yar kindred. You gave your
goods to your relatives and you have cheated the poor; you are not worthy of the
holy poor."

"Breail,,p. 4, c. 8 ff,249a).
'ulbid., p. 4, c. 9 (v, 25ob).

"Serm. Domin. IV post Pent., Serm. 1 (IX, 373a); see Perf.oitae., c. 3, n. 3

(I/I[,113a).
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of the air have nests, but the Son of man has nowhere to lay his head" (Mt
8:20)." He appeared to his disciples after the resurrection in the form of a
pilgrim to strengthen them in their vocation of poverty."

And so the pilgrim Christ is presented for our imitation: he invites
us to leave this world and place ourselves at the service of the kingdom.

In the Legenda rnajor, when speaking of Francis's poverty,
Bonaventure often uses the same "pilgrim-and-stranger" typology. He
recounts an episode from the life of Francis that took place on Easter, the
day of the Lord's transitus:

Once on an Easter Sunday he was staying at a hermitage that was so far
from any houses that he could not conveniendy go begging. And so in
remembrance of him who appeared that very day in the guise of a pilgrim
to his disciples on the road to Emmaus, Francis then begged alms from the
friars themselves, like a pilgrim and beggar. When he had received it
humbly, he informed them with holy eloquence that they should pass
tlrrough tlre desert of the world llke pilgrims and strangers and like true
Hebrews continually celebrate in poverty of spirit the Lord's Pasch, that is
his passing over from this uorld to the Fatber.at

Because they are pilgrims, the friars are bound to practice daily the
poverty they have promised the Lord, in humility and dependence on
others. But they are also reminded that theirs must be an itinerant life
rooted in the paschal mystery. Like the Hebrews of old, the friars must cross
the desert of this world as free pilgrims for the sake of the kingdom. Like
the two disciples of Emmaus, they live their pilgrimage of faith by daily
experiencing the resurrection. But above all, after the example of Christ
who has passed from this world to his Father, they must direct their entire
life toward the Father. In short, the life of the friars, like that of every
disciple of Christ, must be a paschal celebration, a sharing in Christ's

" Perf.oitae., c. 3, n. 4 fl/Ill 1 I 3b); see Perf.ea., q. 2, a. I 0/, 12 5b).

"Serm. Dom.. IV pox Pent., Serm. 1 (IX, 373a).
4lt"'Leg.maj., c. 7, n. 9 (VI[, 525a); see Leg.m,aj., c. 7, n. 2 (VI[, 523b); see

RegB 6: "Let the brothers not make anlthing their own, neither house nor place nor
anything at all. fu pilgrims and strangers in this world (1 Pt 2:11), serving the Lord
in poverty and humility...." See also A. M6nard, "Spiritualit6 du transitus," 633-34.
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transitas.4t Christ is their only inheritance in this world, according to the
beautiful words of St. Jeromer "A perfect servant of Christ has nothing but
Christ."*'This inheritance is enough for them. They should be happy to be
called to be pilgrims, for the world is passing away, but the Lord in whom
they place all their trrust remains. "Happy are they whose hope is in the
name of the Lord, who consider not vanity or deceitful folly." With these
words Bonaventure begins his commentary on Ecclesiastes and his discourse
on vanity."

B. The naked Cbrist

One of the cherished themes of rwelfth and thirteenth century
writers is spiritual nakedness, often evoked by the concise formula Nudam
Chrbturn nudru sequere. According to Jean Chitillon, the origins and
meaning of this formula are to be sought in the letters of St. Jerome.* The
latter often exhorts his correspondents to lead a life in accord with that of
Christ and his apostles, "to follow, in their nakedness, the naked Christ."
For St. Jerome, as for the spiritual writers of the Middle Ages, nakedness
symbolizes separation from the world and evangelical renunciation. Often it
is related to the birth ofChrist, and especially to his cross'

To describe the person of St. Francis and his poverty, Bonaventure
also uses the theme of nakedness. He refers to St. Bernard, and especially to
St. Jerome. fu Chitillon says, he appeals to the authority of St. Jerome
because 'Jerome's formulas helped him to highlight the kind of natural

n'See Perfoitae, c. 3, nn. 9-10 (7III, 114-15). See also H. Schaliick, "Atmut
nnd Heil," 673-83: "Bonaventure's speculatio pauperis in d.eserto is a theology of
journey and of hope. It is also a true theology of poverty'' (p. 681).

*'St. Jerome (Epist. 14, n. 6) writes to the monk Heliodorus: "The perfect
servant of Christ has nothing but Christ. If he has anything but Christ, he is not
perfect" (PL22,351).

*tContnt. Ecl, proemium n. I (VI, 3a); see Pseudo-Dionysius, De Dht. Norn.,

c.4, S 4, 10 and 11.

*J. Chatillon, "Nudum Christum nudus sequere," 719-72. The texts from
the letters of St. Jerome tltat concern the formula nudam Christam' nudus seqaere ate
reprinted by the author ot pp. 77 l-72.
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harmony we are bound to notice between the nakedness of the cross and the
Franciscan ideal."n'

In Tbe Perfection of Ltfe for the Sister, Bonaventure sees evangelical
poverty as the summit of perfection, which those who would imitate Christ
cannot ignore. The naked Christ is the model of those who are consecrated
to God. In his Passion, Christ accepted total stripping so that we might
come to a love of poverty; he was stripped in body and soul, not only of
material things (his clothing), but also of his divine glory."

In the Defense of the Mendicants Bonaventure makes more explicit
use of St. Jerome's formulas to defend Franciscan poverty against the
accusations of Gerard of Abbeville. Not only Christ, but also the aposdes are
models of poverty par excellence. Apostolic poverty is "the model and form,,
(exeruplar et fonna) of the type of life led by the mendicants; by voluntarily
renouncing all ownership, individual as well as collective, th.y are only
following the example of the aposdes, who left all and followed Christ,
appropriating nothing to themselves: "No gold, no silver, no copper, no
cloak, no spare tunic, no shoes, no staff' (Mt l0:9-10; Lk 9:3). If such radical
poverty is not for everyone, it is nonetheless legitimate and possible; it is a
condition of the sequela demanded by Jesus and an experience actually lived
by the apostles; it is the most perfect means of imitating Christ in the
extreme limit of his nakedness. The perfect imitator of Christ is indeed the
perfect imitator of the poverty of Christ and the aposdes.*'

The radical poverty lived by the apostles at Christ's invitation is
always possible. It was lived by Francis, who is often presented as the model
imitator of evangelical poverty.{ In the Major Life, Bonaventure notes that

*'Ibid., p. 76J.We should note that the theme of spiritual nakedness is not
found in Francis; Clare, on the other hand, mentions it twice: in her Testament and
in her first letter to Agnes (TestCl45; 1I"Ag27).

*Perf,ztitae, c. 3, n. I (VI[, 112) and n. 5 0/I[, 1l3b).
*Apol.paup., c. 7, n. 5 (UII, 273b).
ssee Perf.aitae., c.3, n. 9 fl/III, l14b); according to Jordan of Giano,

Francis was "an accomplished imitator of evangelical poverty" (see Szr les roates
d'Europe au XIfi siicle. Chroniques, 27). With regard to Franciscan poverty in the
writings of Bonaventure, see especially: Gratien de Paris, Histoire de la fondation et de
l'iaolution de l'Ordre du friru minears au XIII iicle,292-306; and the bibliography in
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Francis's intention to be totally conformed to the poor and cmcified Christ
was expressed in two symbolic gestures of stripping, one at the beginning of
his conversion, the otler at the end of his life. In stripping himself of his
clothes before the bishop of fusisi, Francis wished to follow his naked
crucified Lord whom he loved (he was left naked, that he would follow the
naked, crucified Lord whom he loved); and in dying naked on the naked
ground "he wished to be conformed to Christ crucified, who hung on the
cross poor, suffering and naked."o' Such radical poverty becomes even more
urgent because the end of time is at hand. Francis is the precursor of the
eschatological age; in his povertywe are to discern its arrival.

Finally, the theme of clothing completes the theme of nakedness'

Stripped of all, Francis is clothed with the crucified Christ in body and soul
("He had put on the person of Christ crucified in his heart, and now his
body was clothed with the annor of the cross"). The disciple's nakedness is

concealed by the glorious robe ofthe cross."'

fV. Mysticism of the Cross
Personal attachment to Jesus leads his disciples to accept vocational

hardships, not only as "professional demands" of their mission," but also as

expressions of love for him whom they acknowledge as Teacher and Lord'
Communion of life with Christ leads to total self-giving and sharing in his
death. Detachment, lived in radical poverty and humility, leads to the
notion of the cross, "the summit of virtue."t' Acceptance of the cross is the
end and crown of all imitation of Christ. Bonaventure gives the theological
reason for this. Christ was prepared to restore fallen humanity by the most
fitting means, the cross and passion, to give us a perfect example of virtue;

the new edition (Rome 1982), 684.

a'Leg.maj., c.2,n.4 fl/III, 509a); and c. 14, n. 4 fl/III, 546b)'

"'Ibid., miracula, 1 (VI[,549a); see Phil ]:21. On the eschatological age,

see H. IJrs von Balthasar , La Gloire et la Croix,ll,252.
ttsee A. Schulz, Nachfolge and Nachahmez (French tt' Suiare et imiter le

Christ d'apris le Noaaeau Testament,3T).
t' Breail., p. 4, c. 9 (1, 249b).

I
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through the cross, he invites us to love him, and in loving him to imitate
him."

No one can go to the Father without passing through the cross of
Christ, the gate and path to salvation. As disciples, we must let ourselves be
grasped by Christ crucified in such a way that we are completely
transformed into him in soul and body (tam rnente quarn carne).'n This thesis
is the central theme of the hinerariam and is stated concisely at the
beginning of the work. The soul seeks sapiential peace in God:

There is no other path [to peace] but through t]re burning love of t]re
Crucified, a love which so transformed Paul into Christ when he was
carried up to the third heaven that he could say: With Cbrist I am nailed to
tbe ross. I liae, nmt not I, bat Christ liaes in me (Gil 2:19-20). This love also
so absorbed the soul ofFrancis that his spirit shone through his flesh when
for two years before his death he carried in his body the sacred stigmata of
the passion."

In this passage, the explicit references to St. Paul and St. Francis are
very important, for they tell us what Bonaventure means by imitation of
Christ.

Unlike in the Slmoptics, where "to walk in the footsteps of Jesus"
basically expresses the unique nature ofthe relationship between the disciple
and Christ, Paul thinks first of Christ as he who, once crucified, now lives in
heavenly glory as rhe l(yrios. And so for the believer, imitation consists in
union with the Lord by sharing, through loving faith, in the mystery of
Christ's death and resurrection.

Bonaventure cites Galatians 2zl9-20. This text also serves to
introduce Tbe Tree of Ltfr, and it reappears in his meditations on the cross in
Chapter 6 of Tbe Perfeaion 0f Lrfr. The context is a discussion between Peter
and Paul regarding Peter's ambivalence about Christians who had come
over from Judaism. Paul defends the freedom of Christians in Christ. For
him, all of us have come to faitb through baptism, Jews and Gentiles alike. In
baptism we acknowledged Christ as Lord, and since our baptism we

"Ibid., p. 4, c. 9 ff , 249b-250d; see Perf.ztitae., c. 6, n. 9 (VI[, I 2 3 a).

'oLig.aitae, prol., n. I fl/III, 68a).
tt bin., prol.,n. 3 (V, 295b).
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continue to acknowledge him. But in baptism we died with Christ to the law
and now live with him for God. The law no longer exercises its terrible
power of death over us; we are free through the life-giving power of Christ
who transforms us into him. Through baptism, we have been crucified with
Christ so that we might rise with him; our old self is dead; we become a new
creation, "identified with Christ" (Rom 6:5). That is why Christians can say
that Christ lives in them (Gal 2:20\ "Life to me is Christ" (Phil 1:21). Their
life, formerly determined by sin and the law, is from nolr on determined by
Christ who acts and reigns in them. To the extent that the Spirit of Christ
dwells in Christians in this new form of life, tley are on the way to
justification.

To imitate Christ, then, is to live this grace that believers receive at
the beginning of their Christian life. A life of intimacy with Christ flows
from the grace of baptism. On the concrete level, of course, it must still be
nourished by a real sharing in Christ's self-emptying; the essence of this
sharing consists in being conformed to t}e spiritual attitudes Christ showed
us. Once Christians have become God's children through baptism, they
must become more deeply that which they already are.'u

The stigmatized Francis is shining proof of the fidelity of the
disciple to his Master, Jesus Christ crucified and risen. In Bonaventure's
eyes, Francis is the model Christian of whom St. Paul speaks. By being
conformed to Christ crucified, Francis enters with Christ into a new life
which reaches fulfillment in the glory of the Father. The stigmata imprinted
on his flesh are signs of a long inner journey of faith and love, which should
characterize all imitation of Christ.

Beginning from this Pauline theological perspective and the
experience of St. Francis, Bonaventure traces for us the main lines of his
contemplative method by which the soul of the disciple is conformed to
Christ crucified.

tuE. Cothenet; E. Ledeur; P. AdnEs; A. Solignac, "Imitation du Christ,"
1548-55; C. Spicq, Tbiologie morale du Nouaeau Testament,I, 6l-78; II' 6888-744; G.
Schneider, La lectare aax galntes, 62-65.
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1. Daire for the ross

Like the prophet Daniel (Dan 3:23), every disciple of Christ must
be a "man of desires" (air d.esideriorum),5' for without desire we cannot arrive
at contemplation, the summit of spiritual progress;tt nor can we persevere in
contemplation without desire." Desire is the force that draws us toward the
object we love. The more our love for the object, the greater our desire; the
supreme desire is desire for the supreme Good. But it is through the cross
that we attain supreme happiness. Therefore, nothing in this world is more
desirable than the cross of Christ, the tree of life.oo

True worshipers of God and true disciples of Christ must be
inspired by this desire to imitate Christ and, by imitating him, to be
conformed to his image (perfexe configurarfl:

Desire the heavenly gifts...desire with vehemence the divine good pleasure,
whose sign is a generous communication of the Holy Spirit. Desire with
even greater vehemence conformity to him, which is accomplished by
faithfirl imitation ofJesus crucifi ed.u'

2. Memory of the cross

If our desire is to rernain intense, the cross must be fixed in our
memory.u' This is not a matter of evoking a historical event that piques our

" hin., prol., n. 3 (V, 296a); see Epist. WV Merror., n. 1 0[II, 429b).
tt Hetcaena., coll. 22, n, 29 ff , 442a).
to C*nm., Lc., c. 9,n. 60 fl/II, 235).
unsee hin., c. 3, n.4 (V, 305a); Serm. De Sancto Andrea Apostolo, Serm. I (IX,

464a).
o'Reg.anim., n. 7 fl/III, l29b-130a); see Lig.aitae, prol., n. 1: "I have been

crucified with Christ" (Gal.2:20). A true worshipper of God and disciple of Christ
who desires to be in perfect harmony with the Saviour of all [who was] crucified for
him must mosdy focus his intent mental efforts around this [particular t]ring]:
continuously carrying around the cross of Jesus Christ both in his mind and in his
flesh, in order that he might truly feel the aforesaid words of the Aposde in himself'
fl/III, 68a).

o'Lig.oitae, prol., c. I (I/III, 68a). In the Da regimine animae, Bonaventure
summarizes his counsels on self-mastery through the practice of virnre in these
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curiosity, but rather of evoking a creative memory that can make alive and
present in our mind, and especially our heart, the person of the beloved,
Christ crucified himself.

Bonaventure places special emphasis on "the eye of the heart"
(oru.las cordis) preferred by the memory. It is in the heart that the disciple,
like Mary, keeps the memory of the Master.o'

At no time of the day may the disciple be unmindful of the passion
of Christ. From morning until night, nothing but the crucified Jesus should
occupy our mind, as St. Bernard teaches: "May he who was nailed to the
cross for us be fixed wholly in our heart."o'

In order to engage our attention and make the memory of the cross
come alive for us, Bonaventure often appeals to syrnbols and images drawn
from Scripture. Here are some of the more important ones.

A. The tree of life

In the prologue to Tree of Lrfr, Bonaventure appeals to the reader's
imagination: "Picture in your mind this tree," that is, the tree of life on
which Christ is hanging. It is adorned with branches, leaves and flowers,
each of which recalls a mystery of Christ; its fruit is pure, coming as it does
from the pure womb of the Virgin-ripened to delectable maturity by the
midday sun.

O cross, salvation-bearing tree,
Watered by a living fountain,
Your flower is spice-scented,
Your fruit an object of desire.ns

The memory of the tree of life captures our attention and fixes it on
the central mystery of salvation, the redemptive love of God.

terms: "For the purpose of advancement of all these things, I believe, the memory of
the Crucified has value above all [other tlings], so that your beloved, * t bunch of
myrrb, might res, continuously between the breas* of yow mind (Cant 1:13)."
(Reg.anim., n. l0: VIII, 130b). See Epist. WV Mem.or., i.22 NIII, +96b).

o'Perf.oitae, c. 6, n. 1 fl/III, 120a); see Lk 2:19 and 51.
o'Reg. Nooit., c. 7, n. 1 MII,483).
o' Lig.aitae,prol. n. 3 (VI[, 68b-69a).
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B. Tbe tree of sacrifice

"The fire on my altar shall always burn, and the priest shall feed it,
putting wood on it every day" (Lev 6:12). Commenting on this verse,
Bonaventure compares the heart of the believer and disciple to the altar on
which the sacrifice of atonement for sin is offered to God; the cross on
which our Lord offered himself as a sacrifice of expiation is this wood that
burns unceasingly on the altar. The memory of the wood of the cross
enkindles our devotion with inextinguishable ardor.oo

The idea of the sacrifice of the cross is also evoked through the
image of the bundle of myrrh and the mercy-seat. The crucified Christ, like
a bundle of myrrh, dwells in the sanctuary of the believer's soul.o' He is like
the merry-seat placed above the ark of God between the two cherubim, the
sacrament hidden throughout the ages @x25:t7-22). Those who turn their
eyes toward the merry-seat and with faith, hope and love, with devotion and
admiration behold the Lord hanging on the cross, these will find salvation:
they will make the Passover with Christ, they will enter witl him into the
holy of holies or house for the mercy-seat (1 Chr 28:11), that is, into the
eternal presence of God.u'

C. Tbe source of liaingwater

From his pierced side flowed blood and water. The heart of the
Crucified is revealed and at the same time reveals the mystery of the Fatler's
love ("gushing from the secret fountain of the heart").' Like a flowing river
that irrigates the earth and makes it fertile, the crucified Christ waters the
disciple's soul with his saving grace, filling it with the riches of his love.
Love is the name of the source of living water in which the thirsty soul is
immersed.

uuPerf.aitae., c.6, n. 1 (VI[, 120a); opposed to the tree of life is the tree of
deatlr which is sin: see De donis, coll. 1, n. 16 (V,461a).

o' Leg.maj., c. 9, n. 2 (VIII, 530a).
uthin., c.7 , nn. l-2 (V, 312).
o'Lig.aitae, fructus 8, n. 30 0[II, 79b). On t]re heart and the cross, see FI.

IJrs von Balthasar, La Gloire et la Croix,II,3l5-23.
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Contemplating Christ who gave himself for us to the very last drop
of his blood, Bonaventure sees himself called to live the mystery of the
passion of Christ and exclaims: "I know, Lord, I know in all truth that you
did this for no other reason than to show the depth of your love for mel"'n

In the face of God's infinite love manifested on the cross, we cannot
remain shallow or indifferent; we must hear the urgent call to enter the
wounded heart of Christ, the very heart of God, in order to be inwardly
transformed into him. Although addressed to Blessed Isabelle and her Poor
Clare sisters, these wise and fervent counsels are meant for everyone of good
will:

There, transformed into Christ by your burning love for the Crucified,
pierced by the nails of the fear of God, wounded by the spear of super
abounding love, transfixed by the sword of intimate compassion, seek
nothing, desire nothing, wish for no consolation, otler than to be able to
die with Christ on the cross. Then you may cry out with the aposde Paul:
With Chix I arn nailed to the cross. I liue, naw not I, but Christ lhtes in me (Gal
2:19-20).'l

It is not an external model we imitate but someone who lives \Mithin
us. We share in the Master's death insofar as we welcome him with a loving
heart-or better, insofar as our life is hidden (Col 3:3) in the open Heart of
Jesus.

D. Tbe Spouse who wai*

Christ lives in the soul of the disciple. He waits, his head inclined
toward those who contemplate him, his arms extended and ready for an
embrace. Christ, the Spouse who was sacrificed for us, invites us to nuptial
intimacywith him:

Return, O soul; Christ is waiting for you on t"he cross. His head is inclined
for a kiss. fifis arms are spread out for an embrace, and his hands open in a

Besture of giving. His body is stretched in a position of total offering; his
feet are attached so that he will remain with you; his side is open to let you
in. Therefore, O soul, be like a dove in the clefts of the rock, in the secret

'oPerf.oitae, c. 6, n. 6 0/III, 122b).

"Ibid., c. 6, n. 2 fl/III, l2o).
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recesses ofthe cliff; fly to his hands and feet, for in him there is safe repose
and undisturbed peace."

E. The seal irnprinted on softened wax

The memory of Christ's passion renews in the believer's soul the
covenant between Christ and humanity, established once and for all on the
cross. The redeemed soul, the spouse of Christ, bears the mark of its
Redeemer. Just as the soul of the first human being was formed in the image
of the Word, so the soul of the believer is modeled after the image of the
crucified Christ. The cross, says the Seraphic Doctor, is imprinted on the
believer's heart like a seal pressed down upon softened wax ("like a seal
pressed down upon softened wax, imprint your Spouse thereon"). This seal
has a twofold function: representation and ownership. Bearing the seal of
the crucified Christ, the soul of the believer expresses him, and at the same
time it belongs to him. It is marked by God (signatur a Deo) to become
forever his "garden enclosed and his sealed fountain" (Cant 4:12)."

This memory of Christ crucified is by no means abstract. On the
contrary, it confounds the intellect, enkindles affection, and excites the
deepest sentiments.'*

3. Conteruplation of the ross

"Good cannot be loved without being known," writes
Bonaventure.'5 But to know, we must open the eyes of our mind; we must

"solil., c.1, n. 39 0/III, 4lb).

"Perf.aitae, c.6, n. 11 (123b); see Cant 8:6 and Ps 21:15. See also Hexaem.,
coll.23,nn. 1I and 14(fV, a46b-aA7a).

'nLeg.maj., c. 1, n. 5 0/I[, 507). Bonaventure tells us how dre Seraphic
Father, at the beginning of his conversion, was moved by his first memory of the
cross: "After that he [Francis] began to seek out solitary places, well suited for
solTo\ r; and there he prayed incessandy wirh ununerabh groanings (Rom 8:26). After
long and urgent prayer, he merited to be heard by the Lord. One day while he was
prayrng in such a secluded spot and became totally absorbed in God through his
extreme fervor, Jesus Christ appeared to him fastened to the cross. Francis's sozl
mehed (Cant 5:6) at the sight, and the memory of Christ's passion was so impressed
on the innermost recesses of his heart that from that hour, whenever Christ's
crucifixion came to his mind, he could scarcely contain his tears and sighs.',
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look and contemplate: "Now, my soul, rouse yourself and look upon the face
of your Christ," exhorts the Seraphic Doctor once again.'o

Contemplation is a gaze of the mind fixed on God (conaersio ad
Deum)." This contemplative gaze leads the soul to rest through the
possession of the truth; it does not attain its end except through the
mediation of Christ crucified.

A. The Triple Way,III 3

Here Bonaventure describes for us how the soul must strive to
climb the seven steps to attain the splendor of truth, the summit of
intellectual contemplation, through imitation of Christ. We are interested,
for the moment, in the sixth and seventh steps of this imitation.

On the sixth step of the contemplative ascent, the soul embraces the
cross in an ardent desire for suffering (crucern aruplectere per passilnis
desideriarn).

On the seventh step, at the end of all intellectual desires, the
contemplative eye opens, as in full daylight, to the truth (intuitus aeritati$
under the light of the cross. In the presence of the Lamb who was slain, the
book with its seven seals is reopened (Rev 5:5). IJniversal knowledge, long
closed to human beings, is revealed: The seven mysteries to which the
universe is reduced, are opened: the admirable God, the rational spirit, the
sensible world, the delightful heaven, the frightful hell, the praiseworthiness
of virtue, and the guilt of sin. The cross reveals all; it is the key to all
knowledge ("all things stand exposed through the cross"). Those who
contemplate the Crucified are in the truth; they possess the truth, or rather,
they are possessed by the Truth. They are enlightened, for "the cross itself is
the key, the door, the way, and the splendor of truth. Those who are willing
to take up the cross and follow its way, as Christ explained, do not walk in the

darkness, bat will haue the light of life."'r

"Solil., ..2, n. 9 (VIII, 47); see St. Augustine, Confess.,lib. X, c. 20 (PL 32,

7e2).

'olbid., c. l, n. 33 (VIII, 39b); see Ps 83:10.

"II Sent., d. 9, praenotata QI,240b).

"Trip.oia,Ill 3 (VI[, l3a); see Serm. Parasc., Serm. 2 (1X,264-65).In this
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B. hinerariam, WI
In this work, Bonaventure shows the soul,s stepwise spiritual

progress. Intellectual contemplation, whose immediate objects may be the
sensible world or the interior world of the soul, are always referred to God
as to a source from which all rays of light diverge and converge. By allowing
itself to be guided by these smaller lights, multiple and multicolored, the
soul rises to the shining noonday sun, tbe crlss, "the way and the door, the
ladder and the vehicle" in order to attain all mysteries hidden since the
foundation of the world ("Christ is rhe way and the door; Christ is the
ladder and the vehicle, like the Mercy Seat placed above the ark of God and
the mystery hidden from eternity")." When the soul reaches the summit,
stripped of all sensible things, it is ineffably united with the Truth; it enters
with Christ crucified into the silence of the senses that marks the passage of
Jesus to his Father. The contemplative soul transcends the sensible world,
and in transcending this world it transcends itself; this is what Bonaventure
calls luminous darkness, wise unknowing, rapture, ecstatic knowledge, etc.
The soul in search of truth must enter into darkness with Christ crucified, in
order to pass with him into endless light.'"

4. Sapiential loue of tbe cross

We know in order that we may love. The speculative knowledge
obtained by our intellect prepares us for sapiential contemplation.
Bonaventure distinguishes between rest in the knowledge of the true and
rest in the enjoyment of the good." Perfect contemplation (apex fficnu)"

sernon Bonaventure interprets the meaning of the seals differendy. The seven seals
of the book symbolize the seven mysteries of Christ's passion: Jesus is condemned to
death, Jesus is mocked, Jesus is stripped of his garments, Jesus is blasphemed, Jesus is
scourged, Jesus is crucified, Jesus is given gall and vinegar to drink 9X,26+).

"hin.,YlI I M 312b); seeJn 14:6 and l0; Ex25:20;Eph 3:9.
$See Breail., p. 5, c. 6 S, 260); bin., c. 7 , nn. 4-6 fl/, 312-13); Heraeru..,

coll. 13, n.5 Cy, 388);Hexaern.,coll.23, nn.7-9 U,446).
"On the subject of contemplation in general and its different forms, see J.

M. Bissen, "La contemplation selon saint Bonaventure," Fp 14 (193 1) 175-92;,,Les
degr6s de la contemplation selon saint Bonavenrure,"Fp 14 (1931) 439-64; lS (1932)
87-105; "L'importance de la contemplation selon saint Bonaventure,,, FF lS (1932)
437-54; "Les conditions de la contemplation selon saint Bonaventure,,, FF 17 (lg3+)
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consists in love of the good, for union of the soul with God is the fulfillment
of all knowledge and activity. It is experience ("This is the end of every
thought and deed, the true wisdom in which there is knowledge through
true experience")1" we no longer think of God; we feel him (sentire de Deo),*

we experience him, we enjoy him. Such an experience of God can be

achieved only tfuough intimate conversation with the Crucified.

Just as the cross is the supreme expression of God's love,
contemplation of the cross is the end of all wisdom. The soul's journey to
God ends in its identification with the Crucified, spouse to spouse. The
cross is no longer the light that enlightens the intellect; it is the fire that
burns and consumes the heart; it is "not light, but the fire that totally
inflames and carries us into God by ecstatic unctions and burning

387 -404; "Les effet de la contemplation selon saint Bonaventure," FF 19 (1936) 20-
29. L Omaechevarria, "Teologia mistica de san Buenaventura," Obras ile san

Buenaaenntra IV, 65f. In many passages, Bonaventure clearly distinguishes between
intellectual contemplation and sapiential contemplation, for example Breail., p. 5, c' 5

(V, 258a): "For we think it necessary to resl in the be*, and [to do] this in respect to
both the understanding of the true ar'd ffiction for the good; the former happens

through the gift o{ understanl.ing, t}re latter through the gift of wisilonr, in which there
is rest." See also, Breail., P. 5, c. 6 (V, 259b); III Sent., d. 25, q. 3, ad3 QII'779);
Hexaem.,coll. 3, nn. l-2 U,l43a); Ibid., coll. 6, n. I (V, 260), etc.

"'Iin., ll| 4 N,3l2b). "The rapture of contemplation," in which the soul

gives itself completely to God, cannot be understood except by analogy: 'Just as the
bride craves for her bridegroom , and matter for form, and ugliness for beauty, thus
the soul longs to be united [to God] through the rapture of contemplation"
(Hexaem., Coll. 20, n. 19: V,428b).

*'Tripl.aia.,c. 1, no. 18 (VI[, 7b); see III Sent., d.35, a. un', Q. 1 Gtr,772-
7 5); Tripl.oia., c.2, n.4 (VIII, 8-9); Ibid., c. 3, n. 7 (VI[, l5a).

nReg.anim., n. l-2 flIIII, 128a); in III Sent., d. 24, dub' 4 (III, 510-31),
Bonaventure appeals to the authority of St. Augustine to describe the experience of
God:De Trinit.,VIII,c.4,n.6(PL 42,951). Seealso Breoil.,p. l,c'2S,Zlla);M'
Trin., q,1, a. 2, concl. M 56a); De donis, coll. 3, n. 5 (V, 469a); Hexaem', coll' 9, nn'
2+-26 (r,376a).Itis also helpfirl to read:J. G' Bougerol, "Sur le sense de Dieu," EF
t+ (t964) 23-30.
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affections."*'It is the surpassing peace desired by every believing soul, which
Francis attained on LaVerna through total conformity to the Crucified.'n

In sapiential contemplation of God's love manifested on the cross,
we are called to die with Christ-not only to our senses and our imaginings
Qtbantavnata), but also to all desires and concupiscence. It is through sharing
in Christ's death that we can enter into the heart of the Father: "Whoever
loves this death can see God because it is true beyond doubt that no one will
see rne and liae @x 33:20).""

In sapiential identification with Christ crucified, death is no longer
a fearful reality toward which we are moving; it is within us; to the extent
tlrat we love, we die with him whom we love; death is desirable ("whoever
loves t*ris death"); we descend with the Crucified into the depths of his total
self-emptying which our minds cannot fathom, to "the breadth and length
and height and depth of the Love that is beyond knowledge" (Eph 3:18-19),
which only the saints can grasp. The Seraphic Doctor ends his Itinerariurn
with this exhortation, which expresses in a few words the principal goal of
imitation of Christ "Let us, then, die and enter into the darkness; let us
impose silence upon our cares, our desires and our imaginings. With Christ
crucified let us pass out of tbis worW to the Father (n 1 3 : 1).""

This mystical transitus transcends human power. We arrive at it
only by God's grace: it is a gift of the Spirit. It is the Spirit who arouses in us
a desire to cross over the abyss that separates us from the Creator, who
transports us to the summit of love where, through our soul's inner
conformity to Christ crucified, we are transformed into God."

"bin., c.7, n. 6 (V, 3l3b).
*olbid., prol., nn. 1-3 (1, 295-9Q; c. 7 , n. 3 (V, 312b); Leg.m*j., c. 9, n. 2

(WII, 530): "Crucified Christ Jesus will continuorsly rest between the breasts of his
mind as a buncb of *yrrh (Cant. 1:12), in whom he wished to be firlly transformed
through the fire of excessive love."

"'hin.,c.7, n. 6 (V,3l3b).
t'hin., 

". 7, n. 6 M 3l3b).

'ohin., c.7 , n. 4 ff,312b): "But during tlis crossing, if it is to be perfect, all
intellectual operations must be suspended, and the peak of emotion totally
transferred on to God. However, this is the most [deeply] concealed mystery which
nobody btmts erccept be uho acbieoes S.ev. 2:17), nor [anyone] achieves except he who
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5. Sacramental iruitation of tbe cross

Bonaventure often returns, in his theological sertnons, to the
Pauline doctrine of sacramental imitation. In his sermon Christus: Lignum
aiae,he exploits the biblical symbol of water, which he applies to the many
abundant graces conferred on t}re Christian by the crucified Christ.

The cross is like a tree planted beside running \Mater (see Ps 1:3).
Through baptism, we are grafted onto Christ who hangs from this tree (hoc

ligno comphnurnur Christo, per irriguurn gratiae baptisrnali); we become his
imitators by sharing in his death and resurrection. The cross also leads us to
the grace of repentance by which we are constandy renewed, and it enables
us to persevere with Christ to the end.'"

All the sacraments have their effrcaqr from Christ's passion, as St.
Augustine testifies: "From the side of Christ, as he slept, flowed the
sacraments." But Christians live this mystery of Cfuist's death and
resurrection in a more special way every time they celebrate the Eucharistic
sacrifice, a memorial of the sacrifice of the Lamb slain upon the cross. They
live in faith, hope and love through spiritual contact with the body and
blood of Christ. This contact-spiritual, intimate and personal-transforms
Christians in their understanding and in their affections."

Bonaventure emphatically states that the Eucharistic bread is "the
true body of Christ, born of the Virgin, hanging on the cross, risen to
heaven."" This body is no longer a material body; its nature is spiritual. The
crucified Christ in the Eucharist is deified; if in the incarnation Christ took
human form, in the Eucharist he gives himself to us as a human who has
been deified. That is why, when we eat this bread, we become deified with
Christ. However, says the Seraphic Doctor, Christians who receive the body
of Christ "do not transform Christ into themselves, but instead Pass over

desires, nor [anyone] desires except he whom the fire of the Holy Spirit inflames
from witlin, [or] whom Christ has sent to earth."

"Serm. De S. AndreaApo$a/0, Serm. I (IX,+6+-65).

"St. Augustin e, In Io. Eo., t. 9, c. 2, n. l0 (PL 3 5, 1463); see Bonaventure,
IV Sent., d. 8, p. 2, a. l, q.2, concl. 4 (ry l82b-183); IV Smt., d. 8. p. 2, a.2, dub.2
(M 188a); Serm. Dom. III Ahtentus, Serm. I (IX, 58a).

n'IV Sent., d. 9, a. 2, g. l, concl. (fV, 208a); see J.P. Rezette, "L'approche
anthropologique de l'Eucharistie chez saint Bonaventure," 458.
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into the mystical body of Christ." The gift of grace received by Christians
purifies, illumines, perfects and transforms them, in the most ardent
manner, into Christ himself, through an excess of love. The memorial of
Christ's passion is not a speculative memory; it becomes, in the Eucharist, a

vital experience of transforming love."

Conclusion
For Bonaventure, imitation of the poor and crucified Christ

revolves around the central theme of love-manifested, contemplated, loved
and imitated. The memory of Christ's life of povererr and especially his
death, is not the memory of a sad or disgraceful event. It is the rediscovery
of the Living One who in his death remains the eternal Word of love. The
cross, once raised above the world, rises in the soul of the believer and
disciple like the supreme Sun, like the tree of a new spring bursting into
flowers and abundant and desirable fruit, like a gate opening into a green
pasture, like a source of living water, like a nuptial covenant.'o Beneath the
veil of the powerlessness of the cross lies hidden the infinite power of a love
which is "strong as death" (Cant 8:6). It is the risen Christ, victor and Lord,
whom the believer adores and the disciple imitates. He is the Spouse with
whom the soul strives to be united.

In Bonaventure's mysticism, the coldness and austerity of asceticism
yield to the sweetness and warmth of love. Imitation of the cross takes place
in love and ends in love: "The true love of Christ transformed his lover into
his image." That is how Bonaventure describes his Seraphic Father, an
accomplished disciple of the poor and crucified Christ."

"Breail., p. 6, c. 9 $,275{; IV Sent., d.9, u l, g.2, concl. 3 (ry 204b).
Serm. Dom. IV in Quadrageim.a, Serm. I QX, 234a). To illustrate the concept of
sacramental conformity, a free gift of Christ himself, Bonaventure often appeals to
St. Augustine from whom he borrows this beautifrrl expression: "Cibus sum, scilicet
grandium, cresce et manducabis me, nec ego mutabor in te, sed tu mutaberis in me":
see Conf., lib. 7, c. 10, n. 16 (PL 32,742); Bonaventnre, IV Sent., d. 8, p. 1, a. 2, dub.
1(IV, 187b): IVSent.,d. 12,p.2,a. l,q. l,concl.andad3 (n/,290).

'*See section IV.2 in this chapter; see also Hexaem., coll. 20, 19 (V,428b-
429a); hin., prol., n. 3 ff , 29 5b-296a).

o5Leg.m,aj., c. 13, n. 5 0[II, 543b); the idea is borrowed from Hugh of St.
Victor, De arrba nnim.ae (PL 176, 974): "Whatever you [may] love, you are
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We become what we love. By sharing through contemplation and
the practice of virttre in the mystery of Christ's death, we already share in
the joy of the resurrection, which we experience in the depths of our heart.'o

This optimistic note is a strong feature of Bonaventure's mysticism,
and especially his meditations on the mystery of the cross. He regards with
amazement "the deep and wonderful mystery of the cross."" At the end of
the Major Life, Bonaventure evokes the radiant and blessed figure of Francis,
whose life was centered on the paschal mystery. To follow the cross, to
delight in the cross, to speak of the cross: therein lies the Poverello of
Assisi's plan of life."

To this soldier, who fought faithfully under tlre command of Christ
and for whom the cross was an instrument of merit, the Lord, through the
grace of that cross, granted salvation; the cross became for him the certain
witness of glory (firrnitas testinconii ad honarern). The glory the Lord gave
Francis, he gives to all who bear the cross. That much is certain."

The cross is not only a sign of hope; it is the very hope on which
disciples of Christ must base their entire existence. Here lies hidden the
secret of that perfect joy which gladdens every Franciscan soul'"*

transformed in its likeness by the very power of [your] love."

'oSerm. Dom. IV in Quadraguima., Serm. I (Cf',232a); see Plant. paradisi, n.
8 $,576b-577a).

o7Leg.maj., miracula 10, nn. 8 and 9 (I/[I, 564).

"Ibid.,0[II, 564b).

"Ibid., (vI[, 564b).

'n"See De oera et perfecta hetitia in Opuscak Sanai Patris Frarcisci ,*siiensis,
ed. K. Esser, Grotaferrata 1978, pp. 324-26.



ChapterV

Imitation of the Inspired Word'

l-t-the incarnate Word, whom the apostles followed and who in his life
I and death left us an example to imitate, was present in history only

I for a time: he is the Verbum abhreoiaturn, the Word "abbreviated" in
time and space; he is the Jesus of history. But our history continues. Does it
go on without the presence of the Word? Must we agree with Joachim of
Fiore, for whom the age in which we are living is the age of the Spirit? On
the other hand, did Christ not promise to remain with us until the end of
the world (see Mt 28:20)? How, then, can we describe this presence of
Christ after his ascension? It is here that Bonaventure's theory of the Wrburn
inspiratam comes into play. This theory completes his theology of the Word
and offers new perspectives for understanding his doctrine of the imitation
of Christ.

I. Use of the Term "Inspired Word" in the Works of
Bonaventure
Is it possible to determine the exact source of the term "inspired

word"? So far no trace has been found in either the Fathers or other
medieval spiritual writers, except for St. Bernard, St. Thomas and St.
Bonaventure.

tln 1962, in the conclusion to his book La Thiologie du Verbe, pointing out
the lack of studies of the inspired Word, Alexander Gerken suggested the need for
research: "There remain to be studied the relations that exist, according to
Bonaventure, between the uncreated Word, the incarnate Word and Creation, on
the one hand, and Sacred Scripture, tbe Inspired Word, on the other" (p. 400). Since
then, several authors have touched on the question indirecdy but without going into
it. fu far as we know, there is very litde bibliography on the subject. The meaning of
the term "inspired Word," as well as the relationship of human activity to the
inspired Word-these are questions that need to be treated. Chapter V remains a

simple attempt as we await other studies to filI in the gaps.

125
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1. St. Bernard

Before Bonaventure, St. Bernard used the expression aerbunr,
inspiratum once when speaking of the Word of God: "That is why we say
proclaimed word, inspired word, uttered word."2 Can this text be seen as the
remote source of the doctrine of the inspired Word in St. Bonaventure? It
seems to us that, like St. Thomas, the Seraphic Doctor was not aware of it
when he spoke of the inspired Word.

2. St. Thoruas's comntentary on Jn 5:36-38

In a brief passage in his Commentary on the Gospel of St. John
(dated somewhere between 1269 and 1272), St. Thomas speaks of the
threefold manner of divine revelation: God reveals things to human beings
either by audible words, through visions, or through the inspiration of his
word (interius uerham inspirado). God speaks to us; he places his inspired
word in us. "And you do not baae his word abiding in you {n 5:38); that is, you
do not have the inwardly inspired word," says St. Thomas. The inspired
word in our heart reveals what we must believe and hold (intelligibiliter
testificatur inspirando in cordibus aliquorurn qaod tedere d.ebeant et tenere). It
leads us to Christ, for every word inspired by God refers, like a "participated
likeness," to the Word of God.'

From this text we can conclude that St. Thomas understands the
term "inspired word" to mean Sacred Scripture, the inspired word of God.
Another commentary by the Angelic Doctor on the same passage of St. John
confirms this hypothesis. Citing St. John Chrysostom, he says: "And. you do
not baae his word abiding in you fln 5:38); that is, the commandments of God,
the Law, and the Prophets."o

'St. Bernard, Serm. De dioeris, Serm. 49 (PL 183, 671).

'St. Thomas Comment. Io., c. S,lect. 6, n. 20 @d. Parmensis 1860, vol. X,
398ab); we should note that the term aerbant. is not capitalized, but this seems to be a
matter of edition.

'Idem, Catena aurea: Catena ruper loannis Eaangelium (Ed. Parmensis 1862,
vol. X[, 325a); see St.John Chrysostom, Homil. Inlo., Homil. 60 (PG 59,233a).

I
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3. Progrusioe d.eaeloprnent of the tbenae in Bonaaenture's works

In his Commentaries on the Sentences, Bonaventure devotes much
space to the doctrine of the uncreated Word and the incarnate and crucified
Word; but he never mentions the inspired Word. This term comes up much
later, especially in his mature writings.

He uses the expression "inspired Word" for the first time in his
Cnril.rnentary on the Gospel of St. Luke (1254-57), thus well before St. Thomas.
He uses the term more and more frequendy in his later worla. According to
chronological order, it appears once in the Cornrnentary on tbe Gospel of St.
Luke (1254-57), twice in the Breaihqutum (1257), turice in the hinerarium
(1259), once in the Lignurn oitae (1260), four times in the Collations De
septent donis (1268), and six times in the Collationes in Hexaemeron (1273).

Besides all these texts, there are Sermons. In his preaching,
Bonaventure mentions the inspired Word at least five time: the sertnon
Dorninica IV Adaentus, serrn. 3; the sermon Feria V in Coena Dornini, serrn. 1;
the two seffnons Dominica II post Paschn, sen?r. 1 and serru. 3; and the sermon
De regno Dei. lt is not always easy to know the exact date or definitive
version of these sennons. While we await a completely new edition of
Bonaventure's collected serrnons, we must be satisfied with those contained
in the Quaracchi edition (volume IX), in each case taking into account the
present state of criticism.t

A. Conwnentary on Luke WII22
Bonaventure is commenting on the parable of the sower (,k 8:11-

15). The seed scattered on the ground by the sower grows and bears fruit.
The sower is God himself and the seed is his Word, "the uncreated Word as

inspired, incarnate, preached, and made according to a model" (Semen est

Verbum Dei increaturil. at inspirafii.rn, ut incamatam, ut praedicaturn, ut
etternplatu?n).u What we have here is a series of words that are left
unexplained. Let us notice, for a moment, that the word Verburn is

I G. Bougerol has already published the Serm.ones dmninicales
(Grottaferrata 1977) rr,d the Sermtnes de ten Pore Garis 1990); he is also re-editing
the Serrnones de diaeris. We are indebted to him for numerous technical points
regarding Bonaventure's sermons.

o Cornm.ent. in Lc., c. 8, n. 22 (VII, l93b).
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capitalized in the text; it refers to the second divine Person. This
commentary on St. Luke offers new perspectives on Bonaventure's doctrine
of the Word.

B. Breuiloquirn IV 1 and Breailoqaim V 6

In the Breailoquiurn, P. 4, c. 1, Bonaventure discusses why it was

fitting for the Word of God to become incarnate. Salvation history is

marked by interventions of the Word of God that humans either accept or
reject. Bonaventure says: "As the human race came into being through the
uncreated Word, and as it sinned because it failed to heed the inspired
Word, so it would rise from sin through the incarnate Word'"' What is
interesting in this text, besides the threefold distinction of the Word, is the
concept of sin as a rejection of the inspired Word.

IntheBreailoquium,Y 6, Bonaventure describes the effects produced
by the divine Word in contemplative souls. The soul tastes tlre supreme
sv/eetness and perfect splendor of the uncreated Word: "FIis supreme
fragrance [is] inhated in that he is the inspired Word within the heart' His
,opr.*" delightfulness [is] touched in that he is the incarnate Word"""'
Besides the threefold distinction of the divine Word, there is a new element:
the indwelling of the inspired Word in the heart of the believer'

C. Soal's Joarney to God IV 3

Here the Seraphic Doctor returns to the theme of the effects of
contemplation in souls reformed by grace. The soul, the image of God, is
able to contemplate the ineffable beauty of the uncreated Word, smell the
spiritual fragrance brought by the inspired Word, and taste the delights of
lo* by "mLra"ing the incarnate Word.' These ideas about the spiritual
senses were expressed earlier in the Breailoqaiarn. The parallel between the
two texts (Breuil., p. 5, c. 6 and ltin., c. 4, n.3), which are separated by two
years, is clear. The ltinerariwrn really adds nothing new to the Breaihqaium
in this regard.

7Breoil.,p.4, c. I N,242d.
'Breztil.,p. 5, c. 6 (V, 259b).
o lin., c.4, n. 3 (V, 306b).
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D. Tbe Tree of Life, Fruit XII, 46

Using a simple and evocative style, Bonaventure describes the life of
Jesus Christ. He presents a tree adorned with branches, leaves and flowers,
symbols of the mysteries of Jesus' life. Meditation on these mysteries
inspires Christians to imitate the Savior.

The twelfth fruit of rhe rree of life symbolizes the mysrery of the
kingdom of Christ. The perfect glory of the kingdom comes from the power
and wisdom of the one who reigns there, Christ Jesus. He is the "book of
life" in which all is written according to the deep secrets of God. "As the
unceated Word, [he] is the book of wisdom and the light that is fulI of
living eternal principles in the mind of the supreme Craftsman, as the
inspired Word [he is] in the angelic intellects and the blessed, as the
incarnate Word [he is] in rational minds united with the flesh.""'This text
develops the theme of the Word as wisdom, which Bonaventure presented
earlier in his sermon De regno Dei.

E. Collation"s on the Sezten Gifts I'
Almost ten years later, in his first collation De septem d.onis, d,elivered

in Paris, 25 February 1268, Bonaventure returns to the theme of the
inspired Word. The subject of this collation is taken from the First Sunday
of Lent, which fell on that day. The collation must be read in its entirety
and situated within the whole set of collations on the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
We will study this important text in more detail below. We will try to
understand the exact meaning of the term "inspired Word"; then, based on
this definition, we will try to understand the relationship between the
inspired Word and the Holy Spirit.

F. Collations on Hexaemeron III
This collation goes back to the ideas expressed in earlier works,

especially in the first collation De septern donis, tirth which it forms the most
complete expos6 of St. Bonaventure's doctrine of the inspired Word.

'n Li g.aitae., n. 46 (VIII, 84b).

"De donis.,coll. I (V, 457-61)
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Moreover, it clarifies for us the mission of the inspired Word in the souls of
believers."

G. The Serrnons

In the serrnon Dorninica IV Aduentas, seran. 3, we find again the
distinction of the threefold Word of God. But what interests Bonaventure is

the relationship between dre presence of the inspired Word and the
incarnation. The coming of the incarnate word was made possible by Mary,
through her openness to the inspired Word. For that reason she has become
the model for all believers."

The sermon Feria V in Coena Domini, sernt- 7, presents the triple
Word as the source of truth and love; this love, adds Bonaventure, is a gift of
the Spirit (1ter caritatern Spiritus Sana))'

The subject of the t'wo sernons Dorninica II pox Pascha (serrn- land
3) is Christ the shepherd. fu the uncreated Word, Christ sustains the
universe and gives wisdom to humanity; as the incarnate Word, he restores
fallen humanity; as the inspired Word, he fashions us to justice."

Finally, the sermon De regno Dei is very interesting because of its
doctrinal authority and the example it gives in its four stages of
development.'u Paragraph 34 of this sertnon linla the themes of the kingdom
and the inspired Word. The kingdom of God is open to those who ardendy
desire the knowledge of the saints and who bravely carry out the vocation to
which God calls them; the knowledge of the saints, a free gift of God, is

simply the wisdom of the Word, who manifests himself in three ways

according to his own triple mode: in all creatures, in Sacred Scripture, and
in the works of redemption. The wisdom manifested in creatures pertains

"Hexaem.,coll. 3, (V', 343-+8),

"Serm. Domin. IVAdaentus, Serm. J (1X,77).

'tSerm. Feria V in Coena Domini, Serm. I GX,248-49a).

"Serm. Domin. II post Pascha, Serm. 1 9X,29+b) and Serm' 3 (IX, 301-02)'

'oSee J. G. Bougerol, "Le sermon de saint Bonaventure sur le royaume de

Dieu," 187-254. The editor gives a new critical edition of the sermon, which is

preferably dated 6 February 1256, thus at the time of the Commentary on the
Gospel of St. Luke.
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(pertinet) to the uncreated Word, the wisdom contained in Sacred Scripture
to the inspired Word, and the wisdom revealed in the works of redemption
to the incarnate Word."

This quick survey of the texts shows how complicated the problem
is. The major difficulty in our study is due to Bonaventure's extremely brief
discussion of the inspired Word. Sometimes he mentions it only in passing.
Did he take it for granted that this was a term understood by everyone, or
did he plan to go into this doctrine more deeply later? There is some basis
for the second hypothesis. After all, the longest text on the inspired Word is
found in the introductory part of the Collationes in Hexaemeron (collanon 3).
We know that this work was interrupted when its author was made cardinal
and then died prematurely." According to its plan, he should have dealt
again with the spirit of prophecy, which he rightly mentions in collation 3

when speaking of the influence of the inspired Word on the prophet
Daniel." But this remains a hlpothesis. What we do know is that the
Collationes in Hexaerneron are unfinished, and with them, many questions are
not fully answered: Bonaventure's relationship to Joachimism, his exact idea
of the role of Francis in the Order and in the Church, and perhaps also his
doctrine of the inspired Word.'o

IL The Presence of the Inspired Word
The first question that comes to mind, naturally, is the meaning of

the expressio n Verburn inspiratum.

"Serm. De regno Dei, n.34 (V, 548b).

"Bonaventure delivered lis Collationes in Hexaemeron around Easter 1273;
he was made cardinal bishop ofAlbano, 3 }une 1273, and died a year later, 15 July
1274, at the Council oflyons; he was 57 years old.

'nHetcaern., coll. 3, n. 22: "Man is not capable of understanding visions.
Ilowever, God gaae Daniel the understanding of all aiions and dreams (Dan 1:17).
Through what? Through the inspired Word" 5,347a).

'n"The Coilationes are yery rich and deep in their ideas. The construction of
the entire work is extremely complicated and various elements are truly obscure" (R.
Guardini, Die Lehre iles hl. Bonaoenfiira.s aon der Erliinng,5).
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l. The inspired Word and the Holy Spirit

Can we say that for Bonaventure the inspired Word is simply the
third divine Person, the Holy Spirit? Hans IJrs von Bathazar seems to say
so: "The Verbunr. inspiraturu can very correcdy be called the Holy Spirit, in
the full range of his functions as revealer and witness."" The eminent
theologian appeals to a text in the Collationes de Septem d,onis Spiritas.' We
should note at once that these collations are repnrtetiones, very schematic and
sometimes garbled, taken down by listeners; often they contain
interpolations from the Collationes in Hexnemeron.

Collation I deals with grace: its origin, use, fruits and effects. The
principle and origin of all grace is the Father, the "source-principle" of all
things. fu light floods the earth, divine grace comes from the Father of
lights and enters our souls through the Word in his triple mode of existence.

Just as the uncreated Word was the rnedium through which sanctifiring grace
descended on the first human beings, making them like God, and just as the
incarnate Word was the restorer of the lost gift to fallen humanity, so the
inspired Word. is the true source of all gifts for Christians. Thus he is
speaking of the second divine Person: uncreated, incarnate and inspired.
Given this overall context of the first collation, we are justified in concluding
that the inspired Word is still the Word and that he is distinct from the
Holy Spirit.

But the difficulty comes in paragraph 7 of the same collation. In
that paragraph, according to the repnrtatil we have, Bonaventure speaks at
the same time of the inspired Word and the Holy Spirit, terms that seem
interchangeable. He begins by sayrng that grace comes to us through the
inspired Word. But how is "inspired Word" to be understood? He answers
this question with a distinction: the Father, in his merciful love, has sent us
his Son in the flesh and the Spirit through Jesus Christ. There are two
sendiags by the Father: that of the Son and that of the Spirit. Thus there are
two gifis received by believers: the gift of redemption and the actualization
of that gift through baptism, the bath of new birth in the Holy Spirit.

"FI. Urs von Balt-hasar, La Ghire et la Croix, t. II: Styles d'Irinde i Dante,
25+.

"De donis, coll. l, n. 7 (V, 458b); see also Serm. Feria V in Coena Dtmini,
Serm. I (1X,248-249a).
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Bonaventure appeals to St. Paul: "It was for no reason except his own
faithful love that God saved us, by means of the cleansing water of rebirth
and renewal in the Holy Spirit"(Tit 3:5-7). The Spirit who proceeds from
the Father and the Son enables us to know the work of the Father and the
Son; without him, nothing is actualized in us (Quidquid igitur agat Pater et
patiatur Filius, sine Spirita sancto nihil est). Bonaventure explains that he is
speaking here of the third divine Person, the source of all grace. The
identification of the inspired Word with the Holy Spirit seems clear enough.
But we are not sure why he uses the term Wrburn to designate the Holy
Spirit. Furthernore, paragraph 8 of the collation resumes the normal
discussion about Christ. We must accept the fact that the text is vague.

Taken by itself, paragraph 7 of the first collation De Septem donis
would prove that Hans IJrs von Balthasar is right. But given the context of
this collation, which is completely centered on Christ, a distinction must be
made berween the Verbunr. inspiraturn and the third Person of the Trinity.
This distinction is also demanded by other texts in which Bonaventure
presents his doctrine of the Word.

2. Tbe tbree titles of the inspired Word

Bonaventure formulates his doctrine of the inspired Word along
the lines of the theology of St. Paul. Christ is called the inspired Word for
three reasons: he himself is spirit; he is intimately united to the Spirit, and
he dwells spiritually in the hearts of believers.

4,. Tbe spiritual Cbrist

Lucien Cerfaux writes: "As leader of the new creation, Christ is
'new' (newness of life), he is heavenly, he is spiritual, a living and sanctiSring
spirit. Spirit (pneurna) refers to the sphere of the divine as opposed to the
sphere of the flesh, the 'present'world, sin and death.""

From now on the life of the risen Christ is "spiritual," it is lived
according to the nature and power of God who is Spirit. Christ has the
power to sancti$z and give life, because he is divine "Spirit." He shares in the
creative power of God; he possesses God's own holiness and life and can

"L. Cerfaux, Le Cbrist dans la tbdohgie d.e saint Paul,2l5
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communicate it because he comes from God as an active and effrcacrous
mediator. He is "understanding and pure spirit."2a

B. Tbe Spirit of Chrix

Distinct from the Holy Spirit, Christ is nevertheless intimately
linked with him. Christ is the Wrburn insPiratarn. Note the predicate
inspiratum. Christ is inspired by the Father; the Spirit who proceeds from
the Father dwells in him, and he acts through the Spirit'

Bonaventure refers to the emerging awareness of the primitive
Church, for whom the Holy Spirit, the power and strength of God, is at
work, first in Jesus and then in tlose who are his own in the Church. The
Acts of the Aposdes present Jesus as under the influence of the Spirit (Acts
2:22-33). Peter recalls how "God anointed him with the Holy Spirit and
with power"(Acts 10:38). The gospels say that the Spirit descended on Jesus
at his baptism (Mt 3:16; Mk 1:19; Lk 3:32; Jn l:32fl arrd that his public
ministry took place under the influence of the Spirit (Mt 4:1; Mk l:12; Lk
4:1-18).Jesus acts in the Spirit which he possesses "without measure" fln
3:34); the Spirit, like the Father, dwells in him; it belongs to him; it is his
Spirit (see Jn l6l4f)."

According to St. Paul, the Spirit is the sanctifying and life-giving
power through which Christ transforms the faithful and gives them a share

in his own life. The gift of the Holy Spirit is the presence in us of the glory
of the Lord, who is transforming us into his image (see 2 Cor 3:18). The
Spirit who sanctifies and gives life is so closely united with Christ that the
Apostle says without distinction, "justified in Christ" or "in the Spirit" (1

Cor 6:11; Gal 2:16), and "sanctified in Christ" or "in the Holy Spirit" s'om
15:16; I Cor 1:2); "the Lord," he says, "is the Spirit" (2 Cot 3:17, etc.).'u

'nHacarm^,al7.3,n 32 (r',3'Eb). OndrerelationshipbetwsrC[ristanddre SpiritinSt
Paul, see L. Cerfru(, b Ctflist dans k thidryh et sirfr Pan'21622;IMry I2 Mtien dots b *dryie
puliome,32G23. The identficatiur of C[ulst widr dre Spirit is also formd in dre apmtolic Father:n

funatirs ofAntioch e*rors dre tr&gnesiars: 'Valetq Deo rmiti, spiriurn pmidenes insepnrzbilerq

qni est lesrs Chrisrrs" (Fp. ad Magnaias, l S [PG 5, 674]).

"See J. Guillet, "Esprit," Vocabulaire de th1ologie biblique (ed' X' L6on-
Dufour),395-99.

'oSee P. van Inschoot; F. Prod'homme, "Esprit de Dieu," Dictionnaire
enclclopidiqae de la Bible, +37'38.
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In his doctrine of the divine indwelling, St. Bonaventure emphasizes
this close union between Christ and the Spirit. Just as sanctification is
attributed more specifically to the Holy Spirit, so the indwelling is also
attributed to him. But "the indwelling of the Son and the Holy Spirit are
inseparable."" Christ dwells in us through the Spirit which is izs Spirit. Just
as students possess their teacher's spirit when they preserve his words, so
believers, by receiving the inspired Word, possess his Spirit.

C. Tbe spirituul indwelling of Christ in the souls of belieaers

But Christ is also called the inspired Word in relation ro believers.
Believers shared in Christ's spiritual nature; they become one Spirit with
Christ (1 Cor 6:17);they also become spiritual Qtneumatiko) like Christ, who
is their arcb or leader. It is in the Spirit of the Lord, a new vital principle,
that believers enter into a new life with Christ; they receive spiritually
(spiritualiter) from Christ the gifts of love and knowledge." The inspired
Word is the Word of God stamped in the hearts of believers by reason of
their faith (Verbum inspirarum in corde tuo per fid.em)." This ontological union
between the Christian and Christ, a special theme of Pauline mysticism, is
not only an objective state common to all Christians incorporated into
Christ through baptism; it is also a profound and personal contact of the
soul, in loving faith, with the inspired Word dwelling in it. Our union with
Christ is as strong as our faith is intense. Many of St. Paul's letters express
this sense of being "in Christ." What Paul, who has been totally possessed
by Christ (see Phil 3 : 12) lives in the very depths of his religious being, each
Christian must also desire."'Origen was right to mention Paul as an example
of the spiritual life: "Of what use is it to you that Christ once came in the
flesh, if he has not also come into your soul? Let us pray that his coming
may be realized in us each day so that we can say: 'I live, now not I, but

"See I Sent.,d. 15, p. 2, a. l,q. 2, concl. (I, 272); d. 16, a. l, g. 2,ad 4 Q,
282b);H. Koenig, De inhabitaione Spiritus Sancti doctina Sancti Bonaaenturae.

'"1 Sent., d. 10, a. 2, 1.3, concl. (I, 204b): "Dicitur enim inspirari quod in
spiritu nostro spiritualiter immittitur, sive affectio sive cognitio."

'nHeraem,., coll. 3, n. 32 O/, 348b).

'nOn the mysticism of St. Paul, see A. Schweitzer, Die Mystik du Apostels
Paalas; A. Wikenhauser, Die Christumtystik d,es Apostels Paulus. See also the criticism
by L. Cerfaux, Le chrdtien dans la th1ologie paulinienne,324-41.
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Christ lives in me"' (Gal 2:20). If Christ lives in Paul but does not live in me,
what advantage will I gain from that? But when he comes to me and I take as

much delight in him as did Paul, then like Paul I, too, can say: "f [ve, now
not I, but Christ lives in me.""

Let us note, first of all, that Bonaventure is very familiar with this
distinction between "the Christ who once came in the flesh" and "the Christ
who has come today into the soul of the believer." He, too, often cites Gal
2:20, which, like Origen, he understands in the mystical sense of total
identifi cation with Christ."

Life in the spirit, which means life with a clear conscience,
enlightened by faith and sustained by grace, presupposes the indwelling of
Christ whose presence sanctifies and transforms us.

III. The Mission of the Inspired Word
Faith in Christ's presence leads us to abandon ourselves in our

everyday life to the plan of salvation. This plan, once established on the
cross, must be realized once more today in the soul as it opens itself to the
action of the inspired Word, God's permanent Wisdom in us.

1. Tlte inspired Wonl is tbe inner Teacher

According to Bonaventure, "incarnate Word" and "inspired Word"
are different modes of Christ's manifestation. The inspired Word is the
presence of Christ in the souls of believers as the inner principle of life and
knowledge: "The inspired Word, as he is in the soul."" Not without reason
does Bonaventure begin the Breuiloquiurn and the Solihquium with this
prayer of St. Paul:

"Origen, Hotn. in Lc.,22 (ed. M. Rauer, Griuh. Christl. Scbrift.,35,l44);
see F. Bertran d, Il4y*iqae de Jisas chez Origine,5 1. Bonaventure says more or less the
same thing: "You cannot understand the words of the aposde Paul, if you do not
have the spirit of Paul," if you have not become the heart of Paul (see V.M. Breton,
S aint B onaa enture, 7 5).

"See De perf.aitae, c. 6, n. 2 (IVIII, 120);Itin', n. 3 (V, 295b); Coll. In Io.,

coll. 67, n. 2 (VI, 6l5b); Cornment. in Lc., c. 12, n.71 $nI, 331b); Ibid., c. 15, n. 50
(VII, 401b); Ibid., c. 17, n. 57 0/II, '+45b) where Bonaventure cites Paul as an

example of the Christian life; Ibid., c. 23, n.40 (VII' 576b).

"See Serm. Feia V in Coena Dornini, Serm. I QX,249a).
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This, then, is what I pray, kneeling before the Father, from whom every
fatherhood, in heaven or on earth, takes its name, In the abundance of his
glory may he, through his Spirit, enable you to grow firm in power with
regard to your inner self, so that Christ may live in your hearts through
faith, and then, planted in love and built on love, with all God's holy people
you will have the strength to grasp the breadth and the length, the height
and the depth; so that, knowing the love of Christ, which is beyond
knowledge, you may be filled with the utter firllness of God (Eph 3:14-
1e)."

This solemn prayer of Paul goes back to the prayer of petition with
which he began his letter @ph 1:17-18). A prisoner of Christ made holy by
the trials he has borne for the Gentiles, the Apostle kneels before the Father
of mercies and begs for his Christians, and for all Christians, the grace to
know the mystery that must be rooted in a life of communion with Christ.
He prays earnestly drat we might share his experience of God, that the
unfathomable mystery of Christ's love might also be revealed to us and that
we might all become inner persons in Christ. Paul prays, and in his prayer
he bears witness to the revelation of the mystery of God he has received,
thanks to his immediate contact with Christ, the object of the mystery. He is
the "inner person" enlightened and possessed by the divine power he
mentions in his prayer."

The inner self is the self recreated through baptism, "the new self'
or the one who is "in Christ." This self is opposed to the outer self, which is
cairial, and which Paul speaks of in 2 Cor 4:16. The inner self represents a
stage of growth toward "the fullness of Christ" @ph 4:13); this fullness is
attained only to the extent that Christ lives in us through faith. "To live" is
understood in the fullest sense of the word: to feel at home, to make one's
own. Wherever Christ lives, he transforms his dwelling according to his
plan. Christ forms the inner self in his own image, in such a way that we are
transformed into him and identified with him.

'*Bonaventure borows the idea of the indwelling of the Word from the
theolory of Paul. Commenting onJn 5:38, Bonaventure says that the Word sent by
the Fatler dwells in our hearts through faith: "And t-he one he sent is the Word and
remains in [your] hearts through fairh: Christ dwells in your bearx tbrougb faith (Eph.
3)" (Comm. in Io., c. 5, n. 66:VI, 3 15a).

"See L. Cerfaux, Le cbritien dans la thlohgie paulienne, +87 -91.
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By citing Eph 3:14-19, Bonaventure wishes to give a broad outline
of our spiritual life which should lead, as it did with Paul, to a full knowledge
of the divine mystery, thanks to our intimate relationship with Christ. It is
Christ, the inspired Word, who lives in us and by his light enables us to
penetrate the mystery.

In the Soliloquiurn, "the inner self' which identifies itself with the
inner Teacher as the voice of God, which speaks silently in the soul and
which cannot be understood except in silence and recollection. The more
we descend into the depths of our being, the more we encounter this inner
voice in its pure state. Thus certain conditions are required for the inner self
to be formed in us.

Christ comes to those who receive him in faith and love. "Those
who love me will keep my word, and my Father will love them, and we shall
come to them and make a home in them" Qn 14:23). This presupposes trust
and faith in the Trinity and faith in the redemption. "Faith," writes
Bonaventure, "is the origin of wisdom and the origin of knowledge."'u The
gift of wisdom is given only to those who desire it, as St. James says: "Any of
you who lacks wisdom must ask God...and it will be given" (as l:5). Those
who receive Christ remain in Christ as "branches on the vine" fln 15:4) and
Christ remains in them as "in God's holy temple" (1 Cor 3:17). Just as a
branch attached to the vine bears much fruit by drawing nourishment from
the sap of the vine, so the presence of the inspired word in the souls of the
faithful produces spiritual effects."

Being "the way and the truth," the inspired Word enlightens our
mind and leads us to the truth. None can arrive at the certain revelation of
faith unless Christ, the one Teacher, descends into their heart."
Bonaventure explains that Christ leads us to the knowledge of faith through
his twofold coming or presence: his visible and cosmic presence in the flesh,
and his inner and subjective presence in the soul of each one of us." Christ,
the Wisdom from on high, teaches us inwardly, in the words of St.

'uHexaem.,coll. 3, n. 26 (/,347b).

" Camm.. Io., c. 14, nn. 19 and 32 NI,44lb-aA2l.
"Serm. Chrisas Mag., n. 3 (V, 568b).

"Ibid., n. 5 (v, i3lb).
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Augustine: "Christ, having his chair in heaven, teaches inwardly."*" The
Wisdom of Christ, "manifold and one," present in all knowledge and in
every creature, is imprinted on the souls of believers.*' As the uncreated
Word, Christ is eternal Wisdom, a reflection of the mind of God according
to which all things were created; as the incarnate and crucified Word, he is
the historic and particular ercpressiln of this divine wisdom; as the inspired
Word, he is its impression in the souls of the faithful throughout the ages.
We are indebted to this triple manifestation of the Word as Wisdom.
Formed according to eternal Wisdom and reformed through incarnate
Wisdom, we are inwardly transformed by inspired Wisdom into the divine
likeness.n'The uncreated Word and the incarnate Word enlighten us from
without, like a light from a distance lighting all things along its route; the
inspired Word enlightens us from within ("not by speaking but by inwardly
enlightening") by revealing all things to us ("by whom all things are
revealed") and by enabling us to understand God's plan for us.*'

To imitate Christ means to enter into this reality of presences and
manifestations of the Word whose source is hidden within the very mystery
of the Trinity. fu a perfect imitation of the Father who is eternal light, the
Word dwelling in the human soul stamps the divine seal there and leads it
back, inwardly and by a resolutive order, to the contemplation of celestial
and super-celestial things. But to be fully enlightened, we must open all the
windows of our soul to the divine rays of the inspired Word.* It is by

*Hexaern., coll. 1, n. 13 (V, 331b); see St. Augustine, In Epist.Io. Tract. 3, n.
t3 (PL35,204).

n'De Red. Art., n. 26 S, 325b): Breail., prol. 4 C[, 205b); Lig.aitae, n. 46
(vltr,84b).

"See De Sc.Chisti, q. 4 S, 24).

*He$aem., coll. 3, n.22 ff,347a): "The third key is the understanding of
the inspired Word, through which all is revealed; for no revelation happens except
through the inspired Word. Daniel understood speech. For in a vision there is a need
for understanding. Unless the word should resound in the ear of the heart, splendor
shine in the eye, vapor and emanation of the omnipotent be smelled, sweetness be on
the tongue, eternity fill the soul. Man is not capable of understanding visions.
FIowever, God gaoe Daniel tbe anilerranding of all ztiions and dreams (Dan 1:17).
Through what? Through the inspired Word."

*Hexaem.,coll. 3, n. 32 M l48b).
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desiring and loving the inspired Word that the spiritual sense of smell is
recovered.t'

It should be noted that the inspired Word, as inner Teacher, is also
at work before the incarnation. He is present in the minds of the angels and
the blessed;* he aids Daniel and the Old Testament prophetsln' our first
parents sinned because they did not heed the inspired Word: "It was
absolutely the most fitting thing for our restoration that the Word become
incarnate. For as the human race came into being through the uncreated
Word, and as it sinned because it failed to heed the inspired Word, so it
would rise from sin through the incarnate Word."*

2. The inspired Word. is tbe sbepherd of souls

Christ is not a mere model who exerts a certain persuasive power
over us because of his intrinsic merit. He is the teacher who opens our
minds to the mysteries; he is also the shepherd who leads, the guide who has
authority over rational beings: "He shepherds spiritually by fashioning us to
justice."*' The power he exerts over the souls of believers is not a simple
emotional and momentary attraction; it is a true life-giving power without
which we cannot be justified and move along the way to perfection.

Commenting onJn 10:11 ("I am the good shepherd"), Bonaventure
explains in a logical way Christ's basic function as shepherd using the
threefold Word mentioned above. As the uncreated Word, Christ feeds the
soul with wisdom (rapennenuliter or sapientialiter). He does this either
through illuminations of the intellect which converge in the soul like the
reflections of a triple mirror (that of archetype or model of the created
universe, that of hierarchy or model of rational beings, and that of
monarch), or through delights of affection, to which converge devotions,
exaltations, and infusions. fu the incarnate Word, Christ feeds us

"tlin., c. 4, n. 3 (V, 360b). On the spiritual senses' see K. Rahner, "La
doctrine des'sens spirituels'au moyen ige," 263'99.

*Lig.oitae, n.46 (VIII, 85a).

t'Hetaern.,coll. 3, n. 22 ff,347a).
$Breail.,p.4, c. 1 ff,242a).
"S.rm. Domin. IIpost Pascha,Serm. I (IX,29+b).
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sacramentally, especially through the sacraments of penance and the
Eucharist. fu the inspired Word, he feeds spiritually: he rules over the
supra-celestial orders, the angels, and the sub-angelic orders, those beings
endowed with intelligence. Through the example of his holiness, he fashions
our souls to justice. He establishes us in firmness of faith; he keeps the
Church faithful and persevering, amid dangers and distress, until the end of
time.'"

Christ is the good shepherd not only of the Church militant, but
also of the Church triumphant." We are called to recognize Christ's
universal kingship and open our hearts to the inspired Word's inspiration
and direction (which is always for today), in order to remain on the way to
salvation.

3. The inspired Word is the principle of spiritaal growth

"The seed is the word of God," saysJesus to his disciples (.k 8:11);
Bonaventure comments: "The Word of God is divine seed, because through
it we are reborn in order that we may become divine."" Gerken identifies
the inspired Word with the seed of the word: "The inspired Word," he says,
"is the sign, created by'the Holy Spirit and expressed in human words, of the
incarnate Word, Sacred Scripture."t'

The seed of the Word, scaftered by the divine Sower in the soil of
our hearts, is the Word of God, the source of new growth, the principle of
deification "through which we are reborn to divine life."

The Word of God is both seed and sower. It is, first of all, the
active principle (principiurn actiaurn). The one who sows the good seed is the
Son of Man; he is the principal agent of all that is good in us; he is the
source of all grace. The Word is also the principle of growth (principiam
prupagatiaarn); he acts in our hearts making us grow to maturity: 'My Father
is always working, and I am at work, too" Sn 5:17). Finally, the Word is the

t"Serm. Domin. II post Pascba, Serm. 3 (IX, 301-02).
t'HexAem.,coll. 9, nn. 6-9 A,373b-374a).
t'Conr.m. Lc., c.8,n. l7 (I/II, l93b).
t'A. Gerken, "Verbum," Lerique saint Bonaaentare,132; Idem, La th1ologie du

Verbe,400-01. See also Serm. Da Regno Dei, n. 34 (V, 548b).
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productive principle (principiurn mahiplicatiaum); by his death he brings to
fruition what he has sown in our soul. Bonaventure concludes: "In this way,
the seed is the uncreated Word of God as inspired, incarnate, preacbed, and
made accord.ing to a nndel."t* It seems that Bonaventure is concerned with
linking everphing to the uncreated Word as its source.

What is our role in this growth of the seed? According to
Bonaventure, if the Word's labor is to achieve its end and the seed is to
mature, the innermost part of our being, our heart, must be tilled and
prepared like good soil. Compared to our actions, the interior life is of
essential importance. If we lose the interior life, our works also lose their
effectiveness." The interior life consists in this union of sower, seed and soil;
it is the life of the Word, flowing from the life of the Trinity, in which we
are invited to share. This sharing is possible thanks to the incarnation of the
Word himself, after a very brief period of time (Wrbum abbreaiaturn), and
thanla to the indwelling of the inspired Word in our hearts for that
indefinite time which lies between us and the end of the world. Amid our
changing historical situation, it is the inspired Word who keeps us in
permanent contact with God the Father.

Conclusion
If St. Thomas deals with the inspired word only once (in his

commentary on the Gospel of St. John), St. Bonaventure returns to this
theme quite often. The texts are short but significant. Unlike the Angelic
Doctor who identifies the inspired word with Sacred Scripture, the inspired
Word of God, Bonaventure understands the expression Verburn inspiraturn
as referring to the person of the Word, Christ, who lives in the souls of
believers through faith and who remains always and forever the interior
model for imitation. This doctrine of the inspired Word seems to us
typically Bonaventurian. It underwent quite a long development in the
thought of its author. Despite some vagueness, it reveals to us the Seraphic
Doctor's strong Christocentric thrust and dispels all suspicions of
Joachimism in his regard. For Bonaventure, the age of the Church is also the
age of Christ who reigns in our hearts until the end of time.

tnComm. Lc., c.8,n. 23 (IlI, l95b).

"Ibid., n. 20 O1I, 194b).
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ChapterVI

The Ethics of Imitation

his Commentary on the Sentences, Bonaventure explains how
theology is both a speculative and a practical science. It is both

and love, in other words, wisdom.' In the Breailoquiurn, he
says that theology, whose end is the same as that of Scripture (namely, to
provide us with the knowledge necessary for salvation), is, like Scriprure,
totally oriented toward ethics: "That we might become virtuous and attain
salvation."'

Bonaventure's doctrine of the imitation of Christ is neither a
philosophy nor a spiritual discourse intended only for religious and
contemplatives; it is of vital concern to every Christian who also, on more
than one account, is called to follow Christ and imitate him. It touches on
one of the most fundamental areas of the Christian life, namely, the moral
life seen as the believer's loving response to the call ofJesus Christ.

This chapter attempts to explain the ethical implications of
Bonaventure's theory of the imitation of Christ and their scope. It is nothing
but a corollary of all that has been said about Christ's "one and manifold"
influence in our life.

I. Christ is the "Ethical Center"
In his Collationes in Hexaerueroa, Bonaventure is speaking to the

Church of his time, the Christian people and his listeners, so that all might
find strength as they pass from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil to
the tree of life, from the wisdom of the flesh to the wisdom of the spirit. The
tree of the knowledge of good and evil is the world of the philosophical

tI Sent., proem., q. 3 (I, 12-13).

'Breail.,prol., 5 0/, 206b).
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sciences; the tree of life is Christ, the source of supernatural life, and his
word, Sacred Scripture which, read in the light of faith, helps us to
understand the history of the Church, a people on the way toward the
promised land.

l. The inad.equary of natural phihsopby

Philosophy is the science of good and evil; its teachings also include
truths that are mere pieces of eternal Truth. Those philosophers who arrive
at these partial truths are themselves enlightened by eternal Truth, the light
of every mind.

Although philosophy is the way to wisdom, it is inadequate for
knowing all truth. Without the help of faith, philosophy becomes the tree of
evil. Basing itself solely on reason, its sciences, like the branches of a bad
tree, bear bad fruit and abandon themselves to debauchery and excess.'
Among the natural philosophers, perhaps the moralists committed fewer
sins of excess, for they confined themselves to good behavior and did not
abandon themselves to pure speculation.* But all the other areas of
philosophy have sinned, either through presumption or curiosity, "accursed
curiosity," as Bonaventure calls it (Et maled.ixa curiositas in iis ornnihur ruae
partis calp ern b abet).'

Christ who is eternal Wisdom, Hierarch of the angelic world and
the Church militant, and who constandy inspires minds-Christ alone is the
(sevenfold) medium of all knowledge and the source of all life. Even the
science of ethics (which escapes the severe verdict of debauchery) needs him,
for faith inJesus Christ is the foundation of every virtue.

Bonaventure recognizes the existence of natural virnres. But for
him, they are not inventions of the human mind; their remote origrn lies in
the divine wisdom. Philosophers who fail to recognize this truth are living in
darkness.

'Hetcaem.,coll.4, n. I (V, 349a); coll. 6, nn. 2-5 N,360-61); coll. 7, n. 2 (V,
365); coll. 7 , m.3-12 5,365b-367a).

*Hexaem,., (ed. Ferdinandus Delorme, Quaracchi 193+) 8+.

'Ibid.

1

I
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2. Neither Aristotle nor Plato

Aristode was a great and gifted philosopher whose scientific
knowledge extended to many things; but he \4/as wrong to reject Plato,s
principle of exemplarism. Although he recognized the existence of a first
cause, the principle and end of all things, he denied the existence of
exemplar ideas in this cause. He compounded his error by applying his
metaphysical principle to ethics; indeed, in his Ethics, he holds that the
supreme good is not an examplar idea. Bonaventure concludes that "his
reasons are worthless."o What is more, Aristotle rejects divine
foreknowledge and providence, declaring that everything functions without
error according to necessity. Once again he rejects the idea that the things
of this world are destined either to punishment or glory.

Aristode's three denials lead to a threefold blindness with regard to
the plan of nature and human activity: the world is eternal, there is a single
intellect for all, and there is neither heaven nor hell, devil or angel,
punishment or glory, for there is neither future life nor beatitude. His errors
in ethics end up extinguishing the brilliant light he shows in the other
sciences.'

Alongside philosophers who were blinded by excess, there are so-
called enlightened philosophers, led by Cicero, Plato and Plotinus. They
recognized that the natural virnres originate in the exemplar ideas. fu
Plotinus says: "It is absurd for the exemplars of other things to be in God
and not the exemplars of the virtues."' The virtues are called exemplars
because they are imprinted on the soul by the exemplar Light; they
correspond to what we call, in the words of Scripture, the cardinal yirtues:
basic virtues of human life to which all the others are reduced. These are
temperance, prudence, justice and fortitude. In ancient philosophical
systems, these virnres are variously described. They are called "political"
because they regulate human life in society; "cleansing" because they
prepare us for detachment from earthly things and access to the world of

uHetcaent., coll. 6, n. 2 ff,360-61); see Aristotle, Etbica,I, c. 6.

'Ibid., coll. 6, nn. 3-5 O/, 361).

'Ibid., n. 6 (v, 36lb).
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ideas; finally, "virtues for the soul already cleansed" because they unite it to
the eternal Exemplar."

This exemplarist doctrine of the virtues seems very good. But what
spoils it is lack of faith. These noble philosophers, lacking faith, did indeed
believe in beatitude, but the beatitude they taught was false, for the soul by
its own power can never free itself from the body. Like the others, they
knew nothing about assured eternity, for they did not know about perfect
peace, saving grace, the true state of humanity, or human weakness; they
spoke of freedom and salvation but did not know the human disease, its
cause, the physician and the proper medicine. They seem enlightened,
concludes Bonaventure, but in fact they too are in darkness."'

Now the one who can guide human beings in their acts and obtain
for them true beatitude is Christ, the ethical center, the exemplar of the
virtues, and the source of all grace. Christ is the chief lawgiver, the only
teacher and doctor.tt

3. Christ, tbe ascend.ing center of the airtues

Faith teaches us that Christ is the center of the virtues, the "ethical
medium" in Bonaventure's words. But how is "center" to be understood?
According to the Seraphic Doctor, although Christ is the center of the
virtues, this is not to be taken in the Aristotelian sense of a just mean
between two extremes, on the same level as the latter, "a habit consisting in
intermediateness."" Christ is not between God and the world, for he is at

Tbid., coll. 6, nn. 29 -3 I ; coll. 7, n. 4 N, 3 64; 3 66b).

'Tbid., coll. 7, n. 5 (V, 366a).

"Serm. Cbrisns mag., n. 19 (V, 572b) : "Christ was the principal law-giver,
and at the same time the perfect competitor and winner; and therefore he is the main
and only master and teacher."

t'Aristotle, Ethica, II, c. 6; see Hexaem., coll. 6, n. 12 flr'' 362v)' It is

interesting to note that when Bonaventure is speaking of virtue, the "just mean" does

not consist in t}re nature of the thing but in the intention of the agent' Take, for
example, radical poverty. Those who wish to be totally poor, "exremely'' poor, are

not in dle extreme; they are still in the just mean, in otler words virtuous, because

their poverty is not in the thing but in their will. On the other hand, those who
regard the goods of this world as ends in themselves or who reject them as
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once in God and in the world. fu God, Christ is always drawing us upward,
toward the higher virtues, in order to lead us back at last to the Father: he is
the ascending center.

Bonaventure sees the ascension of Christ into heaven as signif,iing
his ethical centrality. Christ's ascension into heaven is an example for all
Christians, who must follow Christ by rising from strength to strength, ever
higher, never stopping or fixing an endpoint, for to fix in advance an
endpoint to their pilgrimage of faith would mean to refuse to be virtuous.
The soul's yirtuous ascent, begun at baptism and carried out "in the
darkness" of faith, ends only on the mountain top where the soul will
contemplate the exemplary virtues in intimate union and true knowledge
(cognoscere per intimarn unionern)." During the ascent to beatitude, faith is the
foundation of the virtues: "Now this foundation is that by which Christ is
established in us."''

As center of the virtues, Christ is also the center of justice; he does
not judge us according to the law but according to perfect justice. fu
incarnate and inspired Word, the unique exemplar of the virtues, he will be
our judgment; he will make all things more beautiful, and his judgment will
bring this world's history to an end." At the last judgment, all will be judged
by their relationship to the person of Christ and by their love or rejection of
Christ present in the poor and lowly (see Mt 25:31-46).

Bonaventure's great lesson is that the true metaphysician is the one
who understands the Trinity;'o only the one who knows Christ possesses
ethica generalis: "To act as Christ acted, to live as he lived, to suffer as he
suffered and to die as he died," this is the general science of human
behavior."

contaminated (the Manicheans, for example) are in the extreme and cannot be
virtuous, for their action proceeds from a bad intention.

"III Sent.,d. 24, dub.4 (III, 5l1b).
tnHe)caem.,coll. l, nn. 3241 (r,T4b),
"Ibid., nn. 34-36 N, 335).
toHexaem., coll. 1, n. l3 O/, 33lb).

"Serm. In Natia. Domini, Serm. 2 (IX, l07b): "The Word of God-God-
manifested to us the secrets of the Father.... We do not excuse ourselves, as if non
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II. Adherence to Christ, the FirstMoral Principle
For almost fifty years, the philosophy of Max Scheler has had a

decisive influence on moral theology, especially on what is called the ethics
of the following of Christ (Nachfolge Cbristi). From Tillman (d. 1953) to
Hlring, ethics is a science of human behavior modeled on the sequela Cbristi-
Hdring's originality consists mainly in two things borrowed from the moral
theory of Max Scheler: the principle of personal exemplarity, and the
principle of the subject's personal determination with respect to an
exemplar-person or Vorbild. For Scheler, as for those who defend the ethics
of Nacbfolge Cbristi, the morality of a human act (unlike what Kant believed)
is not defined by the fulfillment of a norm or an abstract universal principle.
A moral act is a free and conscious personal commitment by which we
determine ourselves in the presence of one who calls out to us. The presence
of Christ, seen as model of the virtues, arouses a response in each of us. The
morality of our acts consists in a concrete personal relationship between an
"I" and a ttThou."

Morality thus understood, as Hiiring notes, transcends both
formalism and legalism, moral autonomy and heteronomy. Christians, by
their acts, adhere in obedient love to Christ, who becomes the one and only
norm of their lives. Dependence on the Master does not destroy their
freedom; on the contrary, it fulfills its true meaning.''

Created a half century ago from the personalist philosophy of Max
Scheler (but more recent in its systematic form), does the ethics of Nzcbfolge

knowing what God wishes. For we bave a messenger frtm his idc, who knows the royal
will, who made himself wholly into a clear manifestation, and general ethics, and the
universal discipline of morals to such a degree that it is not possible to ac, otherwise
than as Christ [acted], and not possible to litte orherwise, than as Christ lived, nor is it
possible to saffer otherwise, than as Christ suffered, nor to ffoss Taer otherwise than as

Christ crossed over."

"8. Hdring, Das Heilige und das Gute (ItaliaLnt. Il sacro e il Bene), especially
chapter V; this study contains a large (and mosdy German) bibliography on the
ethics of Nachfolge Christi. See also ldem, Das Gesetz Christi. On M. Scheler, see

especially tlrese works: Der Formalism.us in der Ethik und ilie materiale Wertetbik;
Idem, Scbriften aus dem Nachlass;ldem, Zur Etbik und Erkenmislebre. F. Tillman, Dle
Katholische Sinenlehre,lll: Die ldee der Naehfolge Christi. For a historical look at the
question, see the article by L.B. Gillon, "La th6ologie morale et l'6thique de

I'exemplarit6 personnelle."
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Christi have a place in Bonavenrure's theology of ttre imitation of Christ? In
other words, in Bonaventure's exemplarism, does refirence to Christ as the
person-model constitute the fundamental principle of the moral act?

l. Dffirences befiiteen St. Bonaaenture and St. Tlturu.as

St. Thomas devoted an important place in his works to the theme of
imitation. But, as Gillon says, what we find in him is only ,'a philosophy of
imitation" closely linked with his doctrine of exemplarism. For him, an
appeal to concrete examples is, at most, useful for preaching. In his case, we
cannot speak of a true moral theology of imitation; in other words, imitation
of Christ could not be the first "principle" of Thomistic ethics. Such a
principle must be sought in the vision of God-an eschatological and
transcendent reality. In the structure of the moral life, the need for a
personal model, a Vorbild in the modern sense of the term, does not play an
essential role similar to that grven by St. Thomas to the Law, reason and
nature. In other words, the ethics of Nachfolge Cbristi is foreign to Thomas,s
thought."

It is different with the Seraphic Doctor. His exemplarism declares
that the relationship between the Christian and Christ is a basic criterion of
the moral life-if not the primary one. On the one hand, Bonaventure
recognizes that our moral life is possible only thanks to the intervention of
the person of Christ. On the other hand, his Christocentric ethics is not a
closed moral system in which our various moral acts have been determined
in advance by norms and laws, by deeds and examples left by the Christ of
historlz, which we are invited to slavishly imitate. The moral life is a personal
encounter between the believer and the living Christ who continues to
exercise his saving influence in the concrete history of each person.'o This
doctrine is illustrated by the concepts of moral exemplarity, personal
commitrnent, acceptance of grace, and above all by the concept of love.

''L. B. Gillon, "L'imitation du Christ et la morale de saint Thomas,,, 263-
86; Idem, Cristo e teologia morale, 45-77. See also A. Valsecchi, ',L,imitazione di
Cristo in S. Tommaso di Aquino," 175-203.

'nSee A. Pompei, "Influssi di Francesco nel pensiero Bonaventuriano circa il
rapporto tra Cristologia e morale," 515. See also C, Nolskenmeier, Ethische
Grundfragen bei Bonaoentura; B. Strack, Christusleid im Cbristenhbm. Ein Beitag zur
Tbeologie des chri*lichen Lehens nacb dem bl. Bonaamtura.
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2. Tbe need for a rnodel

Here Bonaventure rejects a procedure used in philosophy: the
distinction between theory and practice.

Since Scripture, the foundation of Christian wisdom, "has been
given to direct us toward what we must know and what \re must do in order
to attain what we must desire," knowledge of its content cannot be separated
from the practice of virtue." We become good, not through speculation
alone, "but by a disposition of the will" driving us to act; but the will does
not move by itself; it needs an example: "Our affections are moved more
strongly by examples than by mere argumentation, by promised rewards
more than by reasoning, by devotion more than by dogma."" For our acts to
be good, our will must be directed toward God as person-model. This
orientation of the affections toward God is the basic criterion of the moral
life.

If our relationship with God is necessary, it is not possible except
through the mediation of Christ. Sunflowers turn to the sun because of the
light coming from it; in the same way, the soul that turns toward God needs
Christ, the glory of the Father. Christ, says Bonaventure, is the exemplar
excitatiaam of the virtues."

Christ has brought us the grace of redemption, but he still presents
himself as the permanent model for our Christian life. He is not just a holy
man, a hero who exerts his contagious porrers of persuasion over us but
whom we can eventually forsake for another model. He is the Son of God
and eternal Exemplar before the Father, and at the same time the divine
Exemplar on earth.'o He remains forever the one who said: "Whoever sees

me sees the one who sent me" ([n 12:45). Contemplation and imitation of
him become the first condition for access to the Father.

" Breail.,prol. I (V, 202a).

"Ibid., prol. 5 O/, 206b).

"III Sent., d. J5, a. un., q. 2, concl. ([I, 776b).

'*E. Cothenet; E. Ledeur; P. Adnds; A. Solignac, "Imitation du Christ,"
1587 -92.
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3. Tbe need for personal cln n itrnent ./
"Our acts," says Bonaventure, (cannot be called good unless they

proceed from a right intention. Such are things we do, not for our own sake,
but with the supreme Good in view."" The question of merit or demerit
comes down to our relationship or lack thereof with the supreme Good who
is God.

Besides meritorious and sinful acts, Bonaventure also recognizes the
existence of "indifferent" acts that are neither good nor bad. Take the case
of someone who is not so attached to creatures as to prefer them to God, yet
does not think about eternity either. Such a person is performing "human"
acts without a supernatural intention. According to Bonaventure, God sees
no sin in these indifferent acts (which also exist in the just), yet he cannot
reward them as meritorious since the agent did not act for him.'o

This orientation to the supreme Good is accomplished in and
through Christ, the source of all happiness. With regard to the conditions
for access to salvation, in his sermon De Regno Dei Bonaventure speaks to
our need to cooperate freely and assiduously with the power of grace that is
moving us to do good; the wellspring of Christ's grace flows for all, but only
those who drink from it can enjoy the benefits of its water.'7

We amain salvation today by opening our hearts to Christ, the
incarnate and inspired Wisdom who continues to accomplish in us the
necessary passage from the tree of knowledge to the tree of life. It is in this
passage, desired by the believer and accomplished in and through Christ,
that Christian holiness consists. Holiness, says Bonaventure, consists in
irnrnediate adherence to wisdom."

"Breoil.,p. 5, c. 2 ff,254a).
'uSee P. Delhaye, "Les conditions g6n6rales de l'agir chr6tien selon saint

Bonaventure," L92-93; J. Rohmer, La finaliti morale chez les tb1ologiens de saint
Augastin i Duns Scot, 179-234.

"See Serm. De Regno Dei,n.28 O/, 545b).

"Hexaern., coll. 2, n. 3 0', 337a); see also Hexaem., coll. 19, n. 3 ff, 420b):
"The transition from knowledge to wisdom is not safe; therefore a medium must be
introduced, namely, holiness."
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4. Acceptance ofthe grau of Christ

Although our free cooperation may be necessary, it is never seen as

the principal cause of merit. That cause is always found on the side of grace,
itself the divine light that is always acting in us. As a cornmentator on Peter
Lombard, Bonaventure repeats the master's doctrine on grace and freedom.
The structure of the meritorious act is already clearly delineated in Peter's
work. Every human act that is free and pleasing to God is meritorious' But
for the correct exercise of our free will and for our acts to be pleasing to
God, we need the grace that moves our free will to act, enabling it to act
correctly by healing it of its disease, sin, and by aiding it during its exercise
(excitatar, sanatur et adiuzt atar).ze

In the Breailoquiam, Bonaventure gives a magnificent summary of
this doctrine of the relationship between grace and free will. To attain
beatitude, we need conversion, which is the work of divine grace alone:

Sin is expelled by the grace of God, not by free will, and yet not without
the consent of free will. While it is actual gtrce (gratia gratis data) that turns
free will away from evil and prompts it toward good, it is free will itself
which must agree or disagree; which, when it agrees, receives [sanctifring]
grace; and which, having received it, cooperates with it so as finally to
obtain salvation.'n

F{uman merit or demerit depends on whether we give free consent
and accept or whether we stubbornly refuse to pass from actual grace (gratia

gretis data) to sanctifring grace (gratia gratum faciens). A meritorious act is
Lne that we do in relation to God, one by which we respond to the advances

and directives of grace.

What is this grace that makes us pleasing to God? Grace is, first of
all, the divine image stamped in the soul of each person. For a religious
person, to be created in the image and likeness of God-that is, as a
p"rrorr-rr,"ans the ability to give oneself to God in obedient love and, in
lhi, *ry alone, to become what one is." To emphasize the important role of
grace, Bonaventure speaks paradoxically about God's cooperation in the

"SeeJ. Schupp, Die Gnadenlehre des Petrus Lmnbardus.

3nBreoil.,p. 5, c. 3 M 25ab); see also Serm. De Regno Dei, n. 39 ff, 550)'

"See R. Guardini, Web und. Person,20-28.
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works of his creatures. God cooperates as principle and cause in t'he works of
creatures that are vestiges; he cooperates as mover in the works of rational
creatures, in acts by which they express their nature as images (intellectual
acts); and he cooperates as infused gift furace) in the works of rational
creatures, in acts by which they express their God-like nature as likenesses
(meritorious acts)." God never ceases to exercise this deifring influence, but
we will not possess this grace in its fullness until the life of glory."

Grace is also the influence of Christ. All creation benefits from the
grace of Christ;'n it is communicated to us "through the incarnate, crucified,
and inspired Word."" Through his incarnation, Christ has made God
inimitable; through his cross, he has made us God's children once again; and
through his indwelling in our heart, he has fashioned us to justice. He
distributes his benefits and influence to those who come to him.'u As
Christians, our merit is based on the acceptance of Christ's grace, our
incorporation into him with whom we will be glorified as members of his
mystical body. Christ is not only the meritorious cause, but also the efficient
cause of our divine adoption." Before being a human effort, adherence to
Christ is the work of his grace, for "no one imitates unless called by the
Lord.""

"Serm. Chistasmag.,n. 17 (V, 57lb-572a).

"Serm. De Regno Dei, n.4 (V, 540b).
laSee III Smt.. d. 13, a.2, q.3, concl. ([I, 289a): "Christ's grace poured on

to everybody: both on the angels and on men, both on those who preceded him and
on those who followed him, however, not in the same way but in a greater or lesser
degree."

ttDe donis,coll. 1, n. 5 A,246);seeBreail.,p. 5, c. 3 (r,254-55).

'oSee Breoil., p. 4, c. 5 (,246); III Sent. d. 13, a. 2, q. 2, concl. ([I, 287); q.
1, concl. ([I, 284).

"See III Sent., d. 10, a. 2, q. 2 $II,236); q.3 (III, 238); d.29, a un. Oo this
subject, see also, H. Berrescheim, Christus als Haupt der Krche nach dem. hl.
Bonaaentura,2l-126; D. Culhane, De Corpore rnystico iloctina Seraphici.

"Comm. Jo., c. 12, n. 36 0/I,417b).
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III. The Law of Love
Acceptance of the Savior, which is the foundation of a Christian's

acts, is expressed through faith, hope and love. Heerincks writes: "If all the
Catholic schools recognize charity as the chief element in the spiritual life,
none has insisted more strongly on the importance of this Yirtue" than the
Franciscan school."

1. Tlte prirnary of loae

On the one hand, Bonaventure affirms charity's excellence and pre-
eminence over the cardinal virnres by reason of its object and end, which is
God himself; on the other hand, he affirms its priority over the other
theological virtues (faith and hope). His originality lies in his exemplarist
explanation of the primacy of charity over the other two theological virtues.
For him, the most efficacious of the theological virtues, the one most
capable of making the soul like God, is charity (he means priority in the
order of perfection). To justify his conclusion, he appeals to three reasons
based on exemplarism or triple causality-moving, exemplary, and final-
whose model is in God. Jean Chitillon summarizes this exemplarist doctrine
of charity as follows:

First of all, from the standpoint of the moving cause, charity makes us
supremely GodliLe because it makes us share in the Creator's sovereign
generosity, leading us to respond, in an impulse devoid of all self-interest or
ulterior motives, to every divine command...' From the standpoint of the
exemplary cause, charity also makes us Godlike because it tends to create
between us and God, and between us and our brothers and sisters, a union
whose model and exemplar is that unity created by the Spirit itself within
the Trinity.... Finally, from the standpoint of the final cause, the excellence
of charity and its privileged role in restoring the soul to its original God-
likeness are explained by the fact that this virtue tends toward rest and
peace.*

'J. Heerincks, "Charit6 (Franciscains)," 592.
qJ. Chatillon, "Le primat de la vertu de charit6 dans la th6ologie de saint

Bonaventure," 210. See also P. Delhaye, "La charit6, 'premier commandement'
chr6tien chez saint Bonaventure," 503'21.
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Charity places us in a relationship with God; its also makes us true
disciples of Christ; it is through charity that we realize the most essential
and deepest aspect of our imitation of Christ.

2. Loae and obedience

Christians are linked to Christ by bonds that are both natural and
moral. We are linked to Christ's humanity, which is like our own humanity,
like branches to a vine. Just as the same sap flows through a vine and its
branches, so, because of Christ's humanity there is an identity of nature
between him and his disciples." But Christians are also linked to Christ the
Teacher by a moral and mystical bond: by their personal adherence in faith
and obedient love to the person of Christ and his commandments. lInion
with Christ and obedience to his commandments are two aspects (one
internal and one external) of the same law of love, distinct yet intimately
connected. "Remain in me as I in you.... If you keep my commandments you
will remain in my love" (n 15: 4, 10).

Our love for Christ is the chief motive for our acts and determines
their value; or better, Christ's love for us which we experience each day
inspires us to do his will. Hiiring writes: "The Master's love speats to us
through his commandments, or better, his personal love for us is our law
and our commandment. The disciple's response is obedience born of love,
and it is love in obedience."" Christianity is a religion of the heart; Jesus
taught us that (see Jn 4:23-24). For a Christian, obedience to the
commandments is a free and personal obedience, a loving obedience to the
One we love and adore. Christ, the Teacher and Model of every Christian,
wishes to establish a personal relationship between himself and his disciples;
in this personal relationship with him we humans are raised to his dignity
and our acts become meritorious. St. Francis calls obedience the sister of
charity and exhorts his brothers to have tn obedientia caritatiaa toward one

o'See St. Basil, "Adu. Eumonium, l, +, 29 (PG 29, 699); St. Cyll, In Io. Ea.,
l, 10, 864 (PG74,343);for the double relationship between Christians and Christ in
the Fatlrers and in the Franciscan school, see R. Rosini, Il Cristo nella Bibbin, nei Santi
Padri, nel Vaticano 11,74 and passim.

*'B. Hering, Il Sacro et il Bene,283.
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another; true obedience, "loving obedience," that which is pleasing to God,
is born of love.u'

In his sertnon De Regno Dei, Bonaventure sees obedience as a
corollary to imitation. The kingdom of God gradually reaches perfection in
the souls of believers when they respond to the grace of their baptism
tfuough faith in the supreme Truth, through love for the supreme Good,
and through imitation of the supreme Virnre. But the supreme Truth,
supreme Good and supreme Virnre are Christ himself; to imitate him is to
obey his commandments.* To act as Christ would act becomes for
Christians the fundamental law of their moral life. "'Whoever claims to
remain in him [Jesus Christ] must act as he acted" (1 Jn 2:6). No one is
forced to follow Christ, to listen to his word and obey his commands; only
Iove urges us to do this. But it is not constraining; through its dlmamism it
prompts us to give without reserye to the One we love. Imitating Christ, our
freedom becomes an offering and is transformed, like our intelligence, into a
desire and disposition to accept.

The distinction between an ethics of commandments and an etlics
of charity is foreign to Bonaventure's thought. For the Seraphic Doctor,
imitation of Christ is essentially as much obedience as love, and as much
love as obedience. We perform acts pleasing to God because we love Christ,
or better, because we feel loved by the Christ who acts in us as the inspired
Word and transforms us into his image. In Christ, Christians discover the
meaning of their life, the motives for their acts, and the basis of all values.

In Christ, the Christian discovers much more than a moral Hero raised to
the dignity of Vorbild, much more than an object of lyrical enthusiasm and
that blind trust of which reason cannot approve. Christ is much more tlan
a personal exemplar in whom we would find a pre-eminent expression of

*'Francis of Assisi, Adm. III, 6; S alVirt, 3.

*Serm. De Regno Dei, nn. 19-22 (/, 5a4-45); we can compare this idea of
the growth of the kingdom in the believer's soul to the theory of J. B. Hirscher (d.
1853): according to the latter, dogmatic theology describes the progressive
development of dogmas, of the objectioe content of the Revelation of the kingdom of
God, whereas moral theology, which is not separate from systematic theology, is the
science of the gradual realization of the kingdom in human beings. SeeJ.B. Hirscher,
Die Cbrist. Moral als Lehre aon der Verttirklichung des giittlichen Reiches in der Mmsheit,
I, J.

t
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moral value. Because he is God, Christ is the source of value and is
identified with value itself. Through him we acquire values and receive
from his grace the power to embody them in our lives. Finally, Christ the
God-Man possesses that indefectible moral uprighmess tlrat enables us to
trust him completely-trust and confidence which are the essential traits of
Nachfolge."

This comment by Gillon concerning the ethics of Nachfolge Christi applies
very well to Bonaventure's theology of imitation.

3. TItefulfillment of loae

For Bonaventure, practice of the virtues does not produce love; it
follows from love and expresses it. Renunciation of the world, humility,
radical povertf, forgiving patience, acceptance of suffering-all of these are
spiritual attitudes suggested to us by the example of the cross, contemplation
of which inspires us to practice them. But of all these attitudes, none can
equal the beauty of love, the form of all the virtues (fr*o airtamm).* B.ut if
love normally seeks union, the relations between the disciple and Christ,
based essentially on love, are no exception; they are totally fulfilled in the
ineffable union between disciple and Master, the satisfaction of every desire
and the summit of all imitation.

No matter what name Bonaventure uses beace, quiet, excess, anitio
amoris, ablatio, etc.), total adherence to Christ always involves transcendence
by which the soul allows itself to be totally transformed into the One it
loves, Christ crucified.*' The impression of Christ crucified on the soul
(mtcrforwitas) completes our conversion, that is, it directs our whole heart,
our whole soul, and all our strength toward Christ. It is the gift of Christ
himself; for all communion between persons is a free gift of the giver;
communion of believers and disciples in the life and death of Christ is a free
gift of Christ; they cannot win or acquire it by force, nor can it be bought or
imposed."

*'L. B. Gillon, "La th6ologie morale et l'6thique de I'exemplarit6
personnelle," 368.

*Perf.aitae, c. 7, n. 1 (TI, l24a); Apol.paap., c. 3, n. Z,flr'III, 244b).
o'See lin., prol., n. 3 N,296b); Ibid., c. 1, n. 1 ff, 296b); Hexaem., col!. 2,

n.29 ff,341a); coll. 23,n.27 ff,449a) etc.
*See. E. Neuhausser, Exigence de Dieu et Morale cbrdtienne,2Tl-311.
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Charity, according to St. Bonaventure, is not merely the gospel
precept of love of God and neighbor; it is also a power of divine origin
bursting forth in the soul, engaging all its powers and transporting it beyond
itself in a movement of love, desire and the gift of self. It is that "fire of love"
which makes us "virtuous" and spurs us on to sacrifice everything in order to
bear witness to the Master, to follow and imitate him to the point of being
totally conformed to him. It is an inner force that can transform and
drastically change the life of every Christian, just as it transformed the life of
Francis of fusisi and his first companions.*'

Conclusion
Unlike St. Thomas, Bonaventure is convinced that the first

principle of the moral life is not the perception of a law-what we must do
or what we must not do-but the intuition of a person who presents himself
as an absolute model of life. This person is God, the source-principle of all
things, and his perfect Revealer, Christ. The remote criterion of the
morality of our acts is God considered as the origin, form, and end of our
conformity. A moral act is one that comes from God, is modeled on God as

formal perfection to be imitated, and is directed toward God: "From God,
according to God, and for the sake of God."'n Along with this basic fact
there is also a Christological mysticism. Christ presents himself in two ways:
in human history as the incarnate Word and in the souls of believers as the
inspired Word. He presents himself as the "ethical center," the Teacher and
Lawgiver. Acceptance of the mystical presence of Christ in our soul,
together with the life and teachings of the historical Christ, is the proximate
criterion of our moral life.

Intuition or discovery of the model lies behind the total adherence
of disciples who follow and imitate Christ. Imitation, to be tmly Christian,
must not be a slavish copying of some model; it demands of each one of us a

deliberate openness to the enlightening presence of the inspired Word in
our unique life situations. Appropriation ofparticular values presupposes, on
the part of believers, personal contact and commitrnent, which linls them to
the person of Christ, seen as the supreme value. But human effort would be
in vain without the help of grace; it is gracqthat makes the believing soul

n'SeeJ. Chitillon, "Le primat de la vertu de charit6," 218,238
t"Breail.,p. 5, c. 1 A,252b).
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"the bride of Christ, the temple of the Holy Spirit, and the daughter of the
eternal Father.""

Our moral life, which is more than the fulfillment of precepts and
commandments, draws its source and energy from the encounter between
the soul and the inspired Word, "the origin of the enkindling of charity."" It
is essentially interiority and freedom, and it leads to nuptial union with
Christ, the end of our acts and of our entire spiritual life. Marciano
Ciccarelli writes:

Franciscan conformity does not stop with external imitation of the
historical Christ. It is internal conformity, with an awareness of being
vitally incorporated into the mystical Christ. It teaches us not simply to
copyJesus, but to live him dynamically in order to continue his presence in
the Church and in the world.t3

The integration of ethics and "mysticism" seems very evident."

t'Breail., p. 5, c. 3 (V, 255a).
t'S.rm. Feria V in C oena Domini, Serm. I (V., 249a).

"M. Ciccarelli, I misteri d.i Cristo nella spiritualiti francescana, 84-85.
t*See P. Delhaye, "Les conditions g6n6rales de l'agir chr6tien selon saint

Bonaventure," 196.
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General Conclusion

S
ince the time of Luther and based on exegesis of the gospel texts, a
distinction has often been made between sequela and imitation, but
without separating them completely.' The two realities, though

different in their content, complement each other; we cannot follow Christ
without taking him as a model of life to imitate. The Second Vatican
Council seems to have adopted this idea of complementarity: its important
texts on consecrated life use the two expressions indiscriminately.'

Bonaventure, who was more concerned about the concepts than the
teffns, did not raise the philological question of sequela and imitation. For
hi*, there is no opposition between the two attitudes; th"y are
complementary. The idea of imitation predominates in his theology, as it

'See A. Schulz, Nacbfolgen and Nachnahm.en; L. di Pinto, "segtire Getir.
secondo i Vangeli sinotttici," 187-251; G. Turbessi, "Il significato neotestamentario
di seqaela e di irnitazione di Crisro," 163-225; C. Spicq, Tltlologie morale da N.71, II,
688-7/14; R. Thysman, "L'6thique de l'imitation du Christ dans le N.T.," 138-75; E.
Cothenet; E Ledeur; P. Adnds; A. Solignac, "Imitation du Christ," 1356-1562; B.
Proietti; L. Perrone; G. Coulleau; J. Leclercq; T. Matura, "sequela Christi e
Imitazione," 1296-1300.

'In general, Vatican II seems to have preferred the terms "follow" and
"following" instead of "imitate" and "imitation" (See B. Proietti, aLrt. Sequela Christi e

imitazione. I\,1: Il Vaticano II, in DIP 8 (1988) , l3l3-14. Yet it did not ignore the
concept of imitation. When speaking of the religious life, the Council often used the
two expressions indiscriminately, as we see in these important texts: "From the
Church's earliest times there were women and men who set ortt to fillru Cbrist more
freely and to imitate him more closely by practicing the evangelical counsels" (PC 1).
"The religious state offers a closer imitation and an abiding representation in the
Church of the way of life that the Son of God made his own when he came into the
world to do the will of the Father and which he put before the disciples who fillowed.
him. Finally, this state shows forth in a special way the transcendence of the kingdom
of God over all earthly things and its sovereign demands" (LG 44). Emphasis ours.

l'
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does generally in medieval trhought, but Bonaventure does not ignore the
practice of sequela. When all is said and done, sequela is supposed to lead to
imitation. Christ, in his death, did not leave us a copy to reproduce but an
example to imitate. Evangelical poverty, renunciation of the world, and
other such acts performed by disciples as they follow Christ in their daily
life, are neither a re-creation of specific acts in Christ's earthly life nor an
attempt to collaborate in the work of his kingdom. Rather, they manifest the
believer's desire to share in Christ's mysteries, especially his death and
resurrection. This desire prompts them to imitate the example of the Master
and to relive his attitudes and behavior toward his Father and other people.
"Make your own the mind of ChristJesus" (Phil 2:5),by loving as Christ has

loved, is the life project of believers and disciples. By assimilating the mind
of Christ and imitating his example, disciples continue to unite themselves
personally to their Master in this life; they allow themselves to be
transformed from within by the one who is truly the forrru of their lifr. fhut
ethical-mystical communion, strengthened by the grace of the sacraments,
prepares them for the eschatological encounter with the Risen One.

The mysticism of imitation is the foundation of the believer's
practical and moral life, as it is of the disciple's. For the moral life does not
consist in simple obedience to principles and norms; it expresses iself in a

relationship of personal love uniting disciple and teacher. The risen Christ
continues to be present in the hearts of believers; he is present there by his
spirit, "the inspired Word." Disciples of Christ do not imitate an external
model, but someone who liaes in them and loves them. "If I am alive, it is no
longer I, but Christ living in me. The life that I am now living, zubject to
the limitation of human nature, I am living in faith, faith in the Son of God
who loved me and gave himself for me" (Gal 2:20).

Our relationship with the inspired Word, our inner model, is the
first norm of the morality of our acts. Personal adherence in faith and love
to Christ acting in us, renewed as we are by baptism, prompts us to act in
such a way that our conduct conforms to the conduct of Christ. Chrisg risen
from the dead and seated at the right hand of the Father, continues to act
through the Spirit, Dr Spirit, in the hearts ofbelievers, not only as efficient
cause, but also as formal exemplary cause. Listening to his voice enlightens
our conscience by preserving it from illusions; it forms the basis for the
morality of our acts, and it directs our free will toward a transcendent order
that is completely gratuitous and yet completes nature: the order of grace.

.,
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Moral demands must not be dissociated from this "heart-to-heart" with the
inner Word living in us.

And so ethics and mysticism are brought together. Bonaventure
does not deny the existence of an objective order of laws and precepts; but
for this order to constitute Christian morality, one must personally commit
oneself, implicitly or explicitly, to Christ, the center of every moral order
and the only way that leads us to the Father.

It is from this perspective that we can better understand
Bonaventure and his place in the Middle Ages as a great teacher.

It is true that many points in Bonaventure's doctrine of the
imitation of Christ are also found in other medieval authors.' The concept
of the eternal Word as primordial Exemplar and source of the imitation of
Christ, the importance given to imitation of the passion, the place of
povertlzr martyrdom, etc.-all these themes are equally familiar to St.
Thomas.n

And yet, even though St. Bonaventure's contemporaries give the
question of the imitation of Christ an important place in their system of
thought, they never consider it to be the fundamental question of theology.
But for Bonaventure, imitation of Christ is the theological question par
excellence; it is his constant concern, for it obviously lies at the core of his
thought and comes through in his writings.

The reason for Bonaventure's insistence on the theme of imitation
seems to lie beyond the theological milieu of the time. It is to be sought
above all in his own spiritual experience. Bonaventure, a son and successor
of Francis of fusisi, shared his Father's concern: to be conformed in all
things to Christ, the one and only Teacher of wisdom and holiness. The
original inspiration for his thought comes from Francis, "the perfect
imitator of Christ." Pope John Paul II has words that illustrate well the
Franciscan ideal and its timeliness: "Once again today, modern society needs
the presence of St. Francis because it needs Christ, whose most

'See I. Biffi, "Aspetti dell'imitazione di Cristo nella letteratura monasrica
del secolo )(II ," 451-495

nsee A. Valsecchi, "L'imitazione di Cristo in S. Tommaso di Aquino," 175-
203.
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characteristic traits the Poverello was able to reproduce in himself in an
extraordinarily effective way. 'Franciscanisrn' is essentially 'irnitation ,f
Cbrist'...."'

Bonaventure's choice of doctrine derives from his experience as a
Franciscan, That is the difference between his position and that of other
medieval authors.

The originality of Bonaventure's thought lies in its highly mystical
character. He does not treat the question of the imitation of Christ as an
object of intellectual investigation. He proposes that our life be a spiritual
experience; he points out to Christians a journey to be pursued, and in the
conrse of that journey a person is to recognize,love and imitate: Christ.

Reading his works, we can feel in each line the profound experience
of a soul burning with love for Christ. While we always remain in the realm
of dogma, there is nothing stiff or formal. In Bonaventure, everything is
living experience, total reality, centered on love. He invites us to a mysticism
rather than a partisan position. For him, Jesus Christ is the Center of all, the
Way to all. That is why, without Jesus Christ, all knowledge, philosophical
or theological, moral or spiritual, would be uncertain and sterile; every
word, even aboutJesus Christ, which does not come from the wisdom of the
heart and which does not lead to love of Christ through imitation, would be
arrogant and useless. St. Teresa of Avila and St. John of the Cross were
familiar with Bonaventure's contemplative thought and were nourished by
it.u His way of looking at Christ and situating him within the disciple's
personal history is always relevant and remains very much alive. In the face
of theologies that are sometimes rationalizing, it presents itself as theology
in the service of Christian life and love. It gives us a glimpse of a spiritual
way that seems to respond better to the deep needs of people in search of
interiority and peace ofsoul.

John Paul II, "Le scelte di san Francesco devono essere le vostre scelte,"
1938.

osee Medioeoal Mystical Tradition and Saint John of the Cross, 56-85; P. de
Zamayon, "Influsso della spiritualiti di san Bonaventura sull'insegnamento di santa
Teresa d'Avila," I1,243-70;Idem, "Influencia de la spiritualidad de san Buenaventura
en el sistema mistico del Doctor de la Iglesia sanJuan de la Cruz," 461-8+.
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